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Acknowledgment

Infinity appears as millions of hearts beating united in this very moment, this is our moment together,
in presence we are friends and it doesn't matter who, when, where or why we are, if we are in this
moment alive as life itself, if we claim our freedom in the heart of now, our friendship is absolutely
and fiercely here, we are inseparable as love itself, this book is dedicated to our shared awareness
courting the collective consciousness in a sacred remembering of who we are, it's a great honor to be
here with you, my friend as my own self in presence. 



Introduction

March 25, 2013
Atlanta Georgia

It's been a year since I published my first book, So Be It: A Year of A Thousand Awakenings. That
book was written in the first year after a major detox from the addiction I had to being a suffering
human existing in this world. To be free of suffering my own mind has meant being alive in a way I
never was in all the years I was alive previously. This last year found me writing even more about
remembering us here as this natural state of Aware Silence, it's as if deepening into presence came
with a firestorm of written conceptual pointing, that writing makes up this second book spanning
about a year and picking up where So Be It left off. 

There were times these writings came crashing in waves upon waves, it was like someone pulled the
plug from the drain and the whole universe stared pouring through in writing after writing about who
we are, the words flowed powerfully and often, it felt effortless and compulsive at the same time.
And while it felt like a pouring, what really was happening, is that I was out of the way with myself in
psychological brain attachments and false identities, and so what has always been here naturally, was
here in effortless abundance, for me this is a whole lot of writing and pointing. 

This year synchronicity found me doing some public speaking, making videos about the natural state
and having satsang with people from all over the world. The direct interaction with friends is a lot
more satisfying and effective than writing when it comes to sharing this easy freedom of awareness
we all so equally and abundantly, all of us are gifted at being alive and to share the remembering with
people from every possible background has been a tremendous unfolding gift. The gift of presence
doesn’t need any words, in fact I think the more concepts and the more words, the further we are from
truth.

I know what I write about isn't real, what is real cannot be contained by silly words or lame concepts,
so in that sense I am foolish to keep up the day in and day out gig of pointing to awareness, but that is
fine with me, I'm alright with being the foolish one dancing for no good reason and to no particular
beat, the dance of liberation isn’t something I am doing, so much as I am inspired and moved by being
available for every inch of life, I cannot help but dance.

I guess when it comes right down to it, what is here as life everyday, is ordinary magic, the day in and
day out wonder of living as a conscious presence and one part of that for me is dancing the dance of
pointing to this freedom I am living. Maybe someone who needs a pointer will spot me dancing and
join the dance too. This book is a collection of writings inviting you to dance, maybe we will look a
little silly for playing with things that are not real and it may feel a bit weird remembering the
freedom you so naturally are, that's all OM. There is a whole collective here in the moment, and that
collective is created up of many friends, Friends in Presence. I hope you find a reason to dance in
these words as you catch me here dancing in presence through conceptual beats, I am here, another
friend in presence reaching my hand across the pages, across space and time, right into the heart of



now through these very words, we find space between the beats to play together as the one love, it’s
wonderful to be here with you!
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Treehouse ||

At any given moment there is an invisible treehouse and an invisible hothouse. Even though we can't
see these nooks, because they are only a model the brain is coming up with, there is a distinct sense
that some people are in a place where there is a lot of suffering, and there is a place where other
people, taking up the exact same space, still are suffering, but they are not as damaged by suffering
than the other folks all sweaty.

The hothouse of separation is intense! This is where we believe we are here on this earth alone, we
pick and choose who we are connected to and life is being led around on the short chain of brain
activity. There are all kinds of body problems here, since all we know is our individual body, we
suffer here from the things that seem to go wrong with the body because we need this body, we need it
to be the way we want it to. In the hothouse everyone has stories, problems, images and time agendas.
The hothouse appears as real as the brain charging it with believing. There is a lot to know in the
hothouse.

The treehouse of oneness is always cool, this is where no one believes anything, we are seamless
with what is presently here, we are one thread of an equal fabric of sentience, and life is using us as
feeling and speculation machines, it's coming through every moment to taste everything, but we are not
lost in the tasting. In the treehouse, no one cares much for stories, problems live in the brain, we
would rather be simply here without the weight of maintaining a false image and there isn't anywhere
to be, but right where we are. The body is here in the treehouse as it is, we are all doing just fine, no
matter how the body appears, we are whole here, our wholeness comes from being, not from body.
The treehouse appears more real as the brain demands less and less attention, the treehouse becomes
obvious and the invitation to be here in the shade of presence is too much to pass up once we see the
hothouse of separation for what it is. In the treehouse? We don't know shit, and we like to keep it that
way, or we get booted by the brain from the shade.

The doors to the hothouse and treehouse refresh and renew in the appearance of every second, they
swinging open all the time and we can either brain our way into the hothouse, or we can remember
we are always cool in the treehouse.

It really comes down to being tired of sweating life all the time. What is going down in these days of
our life can be difficult, no matter how self-aware we are, everyone goes through the grinder of living
and it's a juicy grind, no doubt! We are all on equal ground here though, that ground is silence and that
is the ground upon which the treehouse stands. The brain may like to provide a different ground, that
will be the ground the hothouse stands on. That is the only ground most of us even know is here!

If you are hurting right now, if life seems painful for whatever reason, get up and walk right out of that
hothouse.

How?

Remember to be here, let the brain think and believe whatever, that is not you. Remember you are



here, an equal form of being, equally here in the same weird world and all these forms are
impermanent, no one is here forever. What brings us all together is beyond the form, beyond the 'bird'
or 'human' or 'planet' is a formlessness that is billions of years old and it is nothing but whole. It
doesn't have anything to do with this body or whatever may be going down here, it's freedom of being
indescribable, effortless infinity, and we each are this abundantly.

The treehouse of oneness is here. As the brain energy is seen for what it is, brain energy, is more like
farting than doing anything particularly awesome, we are all addicted to energy farts we think are
who we are, but once the brain is in check, the treehouse becomes a living reality, we see there are
LOTS of forms here, every form ever!

Who is here?! All the sages that ever pointed the way to the treehouse are right here smiling, all the
people we love that have dropped the body, all the animals are playing in the silence of the ground
for which the oneness treehouse is standing here.

If you're feeling the heat of separation, come inside and see you've never been alone, the whole
universe is here and the shade is exquisite after a long spell in the heat. Take a load off, be amongst
friends forever, here is the moment where we trade in the heat for freedom.

Come be a friend in presence and hang in the shade, we are always here.



Duck ||

If it walks like a duck, smells duckish and even quacks loud just like a duck, it must be a ...

or is it? Is it a duck, or the very convincing image of a duck? Is there more to being a duck?

When I was lost in the illusion of mind, I did not want to do the dirty work of self-inquiry.

Why should I when manipulating the images created of 'me' born of the illusion of thoughts and
thinking is easier to 'fix' than actually looking into the real problem of 'me' - the false image I have of
'me' and what I really am in and as reality in this moment.

The problem of the duck image is easier to 'fix' with new images than the actual problem: believing in
the duck and all the images that go with being a duck.

The dirty work of cleaning the film of natural, image-free unconditioned being is not pleasant. The
mind construct likes imagination more than reality.

Images are typically acceptable, even if the image is negative, because the images are only limited by
the imagination creating them.

Who wants to get dirty when we can play with unicorns all day!?

But we know unicorns are not real. And neither are images we create about ourselves being the most
beautiful, enlightened or horrible person in the world.

The real is not the production of images we think you are. The real is here. Imagined images of 'i'
arise in the space of now, occluding it with fancy reflections about the image.

It is enough to see through the image and affirm it is not real. Be suspicious. This is enough. This
cleans the film covering real. Suspicion sees through the images and if they are too mucked up with
attachment, suspicion walks us into the fire to do the dirty work of solving the problem of being an 'i'
with an image to claim.

If it looks like a duck, it may be the very convincing image of a duck.

The duck itself may truly believe it is a duck. Only the duck knows if it is really a duck. It may
pretend in every way, to all around, it is a real duck- I speak fluent duck ! But it knows the image is
not real.

Maybe it's not supposed to be a duck, it only thinks it's a duck, but it's really a rock!

Or maybe the rock is too busy believing itself a shell, it is not ready to be a rock.

Are you holding an image of yourself that is not real based in thoughts about who you think you are?



If you believe you are anything except what freely arises in this now harmoniously, without mental
divisions, you believe in an image of reality rather knowing yourself as reality itself.

You, as reality, are the whole picture. You are the whole picture in which the illusion of all images
plays out. You are not an image.

In reality there is no division between the duck, the rock, the shell, you or me. All appear as equally
arising forms, images, from the same source. It's only when we think into something and insist on
'becoming' something, some image, we lose the equality of being nothing special in particular, and
still everything at once.

Bring awareness to the compulsive need of becoming something. Step back from the desire to be any
one thing in particular. Know you are every thing at once, as presence, arising as what is here, it is a
mystery, and it is enough. No images required.

Fixing images only offers a temporary solution to a deeper problem, and that is: being a duck at all.

If it walks like a duck, maybe it is a duck. Duck only knows duck. Maybe there is more to being a
duck. Maybe there is no duck here at all, just a lot of ducky images being cleverly shuffled around?

The day came when the super fancy duck with all its ducky ways remembered it wasn't only a simple
duck of images. Something more was there. Something quite mysterious that deserves investigation.
The duck let everything go, to become nothing special in particular.

The duck dissolves as an image, a mirage manifesting as an infinitely perfect multiplicity of forms
arising, subsiding, and interplaying as the Absolute.



Insecurity ||

When I was lost in the mind, I was always emotionally insecure, there was always a sense of
uneasiness within. All my thoughts, as well the thoughts of others about me, and the reactive behavior
patterned by those thoughts, built up layers and layers of insecurities. And the worst was I believed in
it all as something ‘real’ about me.

And of course, I couldn’t stand the thought of actually being insecure, so I covered that up with
another image of security. I did a lot of image shuffling to maintain images of false insecurity and
security.

Knowing true self beyond the mind does not mean being secure. Insecurity is still here. But, it is not
an uneasy insecurity generated by mind, it is an easy insecurity with everything in the world of form,
and it is a welcome. It does not carry the instability of mind. This is the total stability of this moment,
met face-to-face by the unknowable mystery, together, flinging themselves off every cliff together
hand-in-hand! Wild!

Security is a given in presence, presence is nothing but secure, and this is what provides any sense of
definition, never a mental image.

In presence, it is the unknowable, it is the insecure that brings natural freedom into focus and takes us
deeper into the mystery.

In this now, insecurity is still here. I still have no idea what is happening!! Turns out I was right to be
insecure, but limited by allowing the mind to generate insecurity under the pretense of identifications.

Welcome present insecurity rising from the security of beingness, it provides everything there is to
know, and there isn’t a lot to know. What it does know are the right responses to all arisings, because
the alert, spontaneous attention is only ever on what is here, right here. It’s mysterious and awesome,
alive and unfolding as this and this and this and this…

Be here. This is where it is always stable. From here stoke the fires of insecurity to keep the mind
from generating it’s own panoply of false insecurities. Insecurity is welcome, it shows the way to the
mystery, so walk securely into this fire of unknowing to burn brightly as the total security of true self.



Lamar ||

My biological dad was a very smart man. He was funny, he was my pal and he seemed to be there
whenever I slammed into the gutters of life. But, he was not a good dad. He was lots of interesting
things, but when it came to actions like sacrifice, commitment and sensitivity, he was unfamiliar with
the subtle parts of being a father. He did not know how to love himself, and so he could not really
love anyone else, even his own kids. He lived a difficult life, he was his own worse enemy and
addiction was his weapon of choice against himself. He is the greatest source of inspiration I had to
once and for all know myself as love itself.

“Don’t end up like me, Lenny.” This is what he always said over again throughout my life when he
was alive. Here I am, firmly rooted as joy-full, unshakable, unified presence, affirming to him, “Don’t
worry, Dad, we are not.”

One signature of grace along this life journey, is the presence of my bonus-dad, Lamar Cecil Sloan.
He and my mama were married when I was an angry, know-it-all teenager. He saw right through that,
and loved me anyway! He came into our life when my mom, brother and I were all pretty desperate
for healing from the shrapnel wounds inflicted from my biological dad’s explosive ways.

He was a curious being, Lamar, a regular guy with gentle speech and beautiful, present icy-blue eyes.
Honorable to the core. He loved to cook, and with my mom working all the time to provide for us, we
welcomed his presence around the house. After growing up on frozen TV dinners as latch-key kids,
we welcomed his lovingly prepared fruit salads, shrimp on english muffins with white sauce and, we
especially loved his crème de mint cake. On Sundays, a roast and potatoes were always in the oven,
it made our house a home for the first time. He also made our mom really happy, he healed us all from
a lot of disappointments, just by being there with his simple, gentle smile.

There are a million things I love about Lamar, the mind trains through so many moments of laughing,
crying, racing across parking lots after each other to see who could make it to the grocery store door
first, followed by lessons in the art of shopping and cooking. He is the reason I love food and cooking
for people so much, and why I know the healing power of it, he gifted me with this and so many other
good things about me.

When I think about what makes a father, it couldn’t get any closer in description than Lamar.

Now, he is tying up the loose ends of being in physical form. His body is tired and ready to go. My
mama is right here, caring for his body, heart and mind as lovingly as he cared for ours so many years
ago. We adore him fiercely as the physical body fades, our hearts overflowing with gratitude for
having been graced by such a beautiful man of deeply healing abilities. He, this great healing love,
isn’t going anywhere. He is always and forever here, this simple, handsome blue-eyed angel of
presence, he is vibrantly alive as love itself, in everything we do and in every movement of the heart,
my dad is forever right here, manifesting as this one unbreakable, unshakable love that affirms that
which is real, never ever ever dies.



Lamont ||

Up until a year ago, I believed I was living life. I imagined I had some control over how things
ultimately shake out. When I lost the mind, broke the habit of being ‘me’ using self-inquiry, I lost a lot
of things that go with all the crap in the head, like fear, seeking and instability. Another loss was the
illusion of control I felt towards the way things work out. All the effort and mental manipulation I
exerted, trying to keep things the way I thought they ‘should’ be.

And when good things happened, of course the ego mind came in to claim the good as its own
creation. And when bad things happened, the ego mind was the first on the scene to make the bad into
an identity that it could claim as its own creation.

Either way, the illusion of ‘me’ was always front and center to experience.

Now, on the flipside of being identified through and with the ego mind, its pretty clear life is just
happening. And looking back, I can’t find a place where things didn’t work out in the grand scheme of
things, exactly the way they needed to.

So, this is the way life shakes out, later today our vet is coming to the house to put Lamont, the ancient
weiner dog to sleep.

You’ve never met a more consummate dog’s dog, and if you need a solid traveling companion? He’s
your man. His loyalty is only surpassed by his cool, laid back demeanor and penchant for strong
morning coffee. We just can’t ask for a truer friend than this handsome black man, he is one in a
million.

So, from here life is living me now. There isn’t any pressure to limit myself by making things the way
I would have or try to make them in the illusion of thoughts and thinking.

Life is here, lit up in full display, a panoramic unfolding of life’s intricacies deserving recognition,
not manipulation.

I walk right into this thick, fearless and blown wide-open.

This is why we came here, we are here to be lived as life itself, as the richness of presence offering
all arisings the attention they deserve.

Today is going to be a tough day. It’s hard to say goodbye to my dear friend of 16 years. My
ButterHead. Ack, the sadness is here. But I won’t move an inch away from it. No, in fact I choose it,
this grip seizing the heart. I choose it to sear through this moment with fierce reality, let me see
clearly and bring it. Bring it.

We are not afraid anymore, rooted in knowing the real is never touched by anything going down here.



Undependable ||

Rather than depending on all these undependable words for communication, trust silence to speak
truth clearly. Silence is the true voice, and presently you are free to speak it to whoever may be
listening.



Gifts ||

To be here, alive here on this earth, is a gift.

Some people don’t know it’s a gift, and our days are squandered into oblivion with activities that
divide us from life.

Other people have a sense that being alive is a gift, but the drama of divisive living still holds an
element of appeal, and so even though we realize the gift of life, we still spend time in the illusion of
manipulating life in a carnival of divisions, a carnival run by mind identities.

And then, the are those who get it, we know that to be here on this earth right now in THIS moment, is
very special. There just isn’t anything that could divide us from life however it is, or anything in it,
because we know we ARE life itself, so how could we, as it, ever be divided?

And we see divisive concepts as impostors here. We affirm any suggestion to turn away from this
arising life is not the real, how could we turn away from that which we are?

Any arising of division from this now is not the real, it is the real cloaked in mental duality. The real
is undivided. The real can’t be broken, ignored or avoided.

And so, here we are moving through these days AS clear presence, not as mind construct full of itself,
no we are presence arising and responding to all other equal objects of consciousness arising now
with a sense of awe rooted in wholeness. We know division when we see it, life, in all its immense,
often painful complexities, cannot be divided or turned away from. Sometimes it’s peaceful, other
times it’s ordinary and still other times it’s downright lunacy. Here, alive as life itself arising and
responding to this now with total curiosity, openness, spontaneity and innocence, this is turning INTO
life, as life.

Whatever is happening, don’t ignore it. Don’t try to go beyond it. Don’t imagine yourself someplace
other than it. Offer no resistance to what is happening. Just be with it. Be confident in your ability to
just be here. No matter how boring, fucked-up, terrific or unnecessary something seems, don’t turn
away from it, because as strange as it may seem, these are the unfolding gifts of being alive.

Walk right into this moment and be here. This is the real, whatever is right here. No words, no
teaching, and no state can get this, because ‘this’ is so ordinary, we miss what is right in front of us.
The mind wants beingness to be some fancy happening, but it’s not, not at all. Being is very ordinary.
It’s the most ordinary thing we do, as ordinary as breathing, and we don’t turn away from breathing!
No, we need to breathe. And we need to be, we can’t not BE, we are abundantly gifted at being!

The being is happening here, in whatever is happening, not in any clever conceptual escape hatch
from what is happening, that doesn’t get you to the real. The real is here, and you have everything you
need to be here, walk right into this gift you are, that is now.



Needed ||

We need this.

How do we know? Because ‘this’ is what is happening. This is it, these are the circumstances of form
to bring exactly what is needed now.

Take one deep breath and see an exactness to the moment, this exactness bursts confidently beyond
what the body mind believes to be. This slices right into the thick of things, the moment is exactly
abundant.

Forms all around- words forms, thought forms, materials forms, body mind forms, all are the great
play of consciousness in form rising and falling from formless non-conceptual universe. In the
universe, everything is a possibility, of which you and all forms within you are an equally arising
possibility of infinite possibilities.

Look around, peer into the folds of aliveness here in this moment and see all paths of possible forms
clearly extending in infinitely interesting directions. But there is no desire to choose here. At the first
glimpse of infinite possibility, the heart surrenders to love.

Love leads the way, seamlessly unfolding itself in such a mysterious fashion, the heart is spellbound
by the exquisite deployment, it can’t help but surrender again and again to the mystery.

Whatever this is, it is welcome. All of it has a rightful place here. No matter the feelings arising with
the circumstance, yes. No matter the intensity a feeling is felt, yes. No matter the ease or difficulty of
circumstance, yes. No matter, yes. In every arising circumstance, you are the arising innocence
meeting it all with complete curiosity that refuses to make any claims on what is going down. You are
the present willingness to simply be here.

What is happening here? How is this happening? Yes, yes.

It’s ok now, we need this here.

The universe is a great conspiracy of absolute perfection, and it’s all happening. The main event is
here. Right here. No matter how it looks, it is important and has a place in the unfolding. There is no
way to be sure of why it is as it is, but there is absolute certainty that whatever is here, is right. Each
time the mind projects towards infinite possibility, the contraction is met by the hearts deep
surrendering exhale to now, just as it is.

Peering into the folds of aliveness pulsing all around, the seamlessness of synchronicity is undeniable
in the universe. Yes. It’s all been just right. The circumstances of form are ruled by an intelligence in
constant conspiracy with the highest degree of love, and it’s all good here.

We need this. How do we know? Because this is what is happening.



Objects ||

Being free of the falsely identified mind does not mean being free of attachments.

Every form (thought, material, person) is an object of your consciousness arising intimately in your
mind, birthed into life from the one equally shared collective awareness. All objects of consciousness
in form rise and return back home to the womb of awareness. Awareness is always here, has and
always will be here, it never moves or changes, awareness has no memory, desire or resistance. It
simply is.

When the mind is a sticky self-identified think tank, every form provides opportunity to seek the
illusion of ‘me’ within it. Attachment to objects of consciousness still happens when we know the
clear natural mind in reality, even after metabolizing emptiness deeply to live it as that which gives
definition to everything, attachment is here.

Pointing to liberation from the identified mind, rather than seeking something from arising attachments
of a sticky mind, there is a constant deep surrendering nod to the reality of non-separation. It’s all just
passing through. Nothing to hold onto. Sticky things quickly become conscious things.

I feel great attachment to my partner. Sometimes this attachment feels so strong in arising feelings,
especially when life gets chaotic, to imagine life without her brings an immediate sensation to the
mind body of terrific sadness. This is the imaginary mind chiming in to bifurcate an illusion of
possibilities, the mind likes to claim these feelings and make them into something real. But, this
scenario of attachment is not real, the mind is re-minded to presence and right away the inner lights of
self-inquiry are flipped on.

Who is having this arising feeling form?

Where is this feeling arising in the body form?

Am I looking for ‘me’ in this attachment to form?

Can I find a form of ‘me’ in this attachment to form?

Any so called ‘answer’ is assumed to be mind illusion, so attention is focused on tracing the path of
this feeling gently right back to the center, to the spiritual heart. The spiritual heart is silence. Here,
clarity is affirmed as presence itself. No room for the bifurcating mind in presence. Here, the reality
of non-separation is clear. How could I ever lose something that is inherently me? There never has
been any separation of anything ever. Any form I can possibly attach to in the imagination mind, I Am
fundamentally as awareness, we are all seamlessly connected in the womb of the great mother,
Awareness.

Here, as aware presence, a smile arises from the whole entire system affirming the antics of the mind
body that wants to hold and claim, it’s all quite funny watching sticky attachments remember their



fundamental freedom and being the one to provide a conscious space for that whole relationship to go
down, express itself and dissolve as emptiness.

In so called ‘liberation’, the relationships between form and formless happen in awakened, aware
space, a space YOU are hosting in the here and now! And it’s all good, all OK however it plays out
because the depth of conscious observation is so real, no object of consciousness can obscure for
long, it’s all just interplaying forms appearing distinct, but are all, in Reality, the one Love expressed
in infinitely curious forms.

Yes. Attachment is still here, but rather than being a painful seeking movement, it is a loving
remembering. Life is always full of chaos and it’s easy to cling to forms when shit gets crazy, we
want to hold onto what we know and what we love! It’s easy to forget oneness when so much is
happening. The gift of chaos is the invitation to remember. The remembering happens in the forgetting,
so to forget is the one-way ticket to get back inside. True freedom is not about ignoring what is
happening in this crazy world, it is providing the conscious space for life to unfold exactly as it is,
feelings, attachments, all of it without resistance or desire.

You are reality, you are the truth, and as truth, you naturally abide as the awareness untouched by any
object of consciousness in this world of forms. If you do not clearly live this, take a look into the
forms arising, look at the illusion of attachments and love it all into emptiness- use all of it to
remember the one self as the reality underpinning everything.



Equal ||

Truth is I am an equally arising object in your consciousness. I come here in total equality, from the
one awareness we all equally abide naturally as in presence, this present moment.

I affirm my equality in your consciousness simply as another arising form. No more, no less.

If for whatever reason your mind makes me out to be anything other than an equally arising object of
consciousness, this is your mind and only your mind dividing me up into parts or states. This is not
really you, because you are, in reality, awareness that is incapable of dividing or being divided.

Me as anything other than wholeness is an illusion, it’s not real. I cannot be dismembered from source
because I am source, nor can I ever be anything other than this, because I am this present state of
undefined awareness.

It doesn’t mean my mind isn’t making me out to be more, but if it is, this illusion is rejected as false.
Only the real is true and the real is empty, clear and equal.

If your mind needs to move me from here to there or from this to that for any reason, I celebrate doing
so. It is not my illusion to entertain, but that doesn’t mean as awareness in presence I will not honor
your mind’s need to dissect me with its own illusions of itself.

In reality you are not dividing me into something, but your mind is. You are not your thoughts, you are
the awareness hosting the thoughts of illusion.

I give your mind space to host the illusion of a fragmented me.

I don’t need to correct the illusion because it’s not real. I don’t believe in the illusion because it is not
real.

Truth does not need help, it unfolds itself consciously as consciousness.

The benefit of all illusion dwells in the consciousness tucked neatly inside the folds of it, the
conscious insight that will unfold itself as grace in its own time and expose the illusion to the bright
light of awareness, the awareness that will see it for what it is.

If I try and correct this illusion of dismemberment your mind is projecting upon me by separating me
in an illusion of thoughts, I’m really only getting in the way of you getting to know me truly as
presence, as you in another equally arising form here and now.

So, I’m going to honor this totally perfect misunderstanding, confident in truth making its way through
these layers of illusion. The illusion has a rightful place here and I don’t need to correct your mind
when it sees me as anything other than divinely you. I’ll be here when it all shakes out, as love in love
with the you beyond the mind, the you that has always known me as whole.



Here, we’ll just hug it out and have a good laugh over the madness of living life by way of dividing
each other from each other in mind, thoughts and thinking.



God ||

If you simply do or do not believe in ‘god’ you are missing out on knowing the best of yourself. If you
are unsure if there is a thingy called a godish something, take a look inside and see. Directly
experiencing yourself in presence is the only way to be sure. God is not a belief. You can’t believe
your way to god. Can’t middle-man (Jesus) your way to god. If you don’t believe in god, great! God
is not something that comes by way of mind, thoughts or thinking. This is the big misconception
religion slings so willingly. Belief is not being. Anything that can be pointed to as god is a beingness,
and you are that being.

God is the being presence as expressed NOW, however it appears, this is this the formlessness called
‘god’ in form, brought forward from the ever-flowing functions of consciousness. God, clear light,
love, goddess, tao, now, rigpa, brahma, creator- all these words point to non-conceptual formless
existence, this is what we are all made of, equally.

I do not believe in god. I do not subscribe to any religious ideology. I attend no church. I hardly
venture to say I am even ‘spiritual’ anymore, whatever that means. I have no concept of what is
happening here beyond this present moment, as it appears by way of perception, sense and cognition,
these inner movements are what I point to as free ‘flow’, the flowing functions of consciousness.
Consciousness seeks to know itself through its own non-personal reflections. These reflections are
the entry-points for formless non-conceptual existence to become form- thoughts, insights, feelings-
all forms of free flow. It is in the undefined, unidentified free flow that the formlessness of god
becomes form expressed on earth. This points to heaven on earth.

Hell is the mind, the mind that likes to make neutral free flow sticky by claiming its forming
reflections as personally identifying happenings. These happenings are mistaken to have influence
over the real. This is maya, illusion.

We are not our thoughts, insights or our feelings, though these are dynamically welcome to flow
through. The problem happens when we take something unreal and neutral, and charge it with reality
in the mind simply by claiming it and giving it space to fester. It festers and becomes sticky.
Something unreal becomes real, but only in the mind hosting the maya.

There is no good reason to believe anything we think, perceive or feel as being anything other than
free flow. The only time believing in thinking, perception and feelings makes sense, is when the mind
has primacy over the awareness hosting the illusion of its own importance. In presence, the mind
desiring to claim flow just isn’t important anymore.

The mind likes to make neutral flow into ‘identities’ in the form of belief systems, opinions and
emotions. We cling to lots of junky flow!! Flow is part of being human, the energy of humanness, there
is nothing personal in the natural human free flow.

Thoughts are not personal. Thoughts randomly arise and can be looked at or not, just not identified
with, not taken seriously. A serious, tightly-identified with thought is sticky flow that becomes a



belief system.

Insight arises in the moment, information is gathered but nothing is held onto. If we allow the mind to
hoard the insight with identifications, it gets sticky and becomes an opinion.

Feelings are not personal, every feeling has a place in the free flow, the good, bad and indifferent, it’s
all meant to be deeply felt as life circumstances arise, but not identified with. When a freely flowing
feeling form becomes sticky, when it gets carried into the mind and looses its flow, it becomes an
emotion. Emotions are sticky flow.

Thoughts, insights and feelings are meant to freely flow.

Below the flowing functions of consciousness in form, there is a indefinable, non-conceptual space,
the whole of existence, the entire universe is here within you. It can’t be grasped, but it is clearly
remembered as the space containing all freely flowing functions of consciousness in form.

This space is the real, it is quite acute when tapped into, even though it is formless, it’s right here,
everything and nothing, clear, empty space. Any attempt to use flow to observe the space, and it
becomes obscured by the flow of observing its own forms. It may even become sticky, if we give it
time. This clear undeniable space is the most real thing about us, but the sticky flow can make this
hard to know. When sticky flow provides a sense of identity or is held up in tight belief systems, it
makes the formless space containing the free flow even harder to remember. You are not a bunch of
sticky free flow. You are always purely IT.

Being IT, being this formless space hosting all the freely flowing forms is quite natural and naturally
happening all the time, just like breathing, you are always this space, as awareness.

Awareness, the space appearing undefined as the now before thoughts, insights and feelings, the space
hosting the free flow, this is what is pointed to as god. It is a living beingness. As soon as free flow
gets sticky by seeking to know this space, the living formless freely flowing presence of god becomes
obscured with its own looking.

Stop looking. Be still. Know that you ARE what is pointed to as god in perfect formless presence,
you are the living presence of a massively intelligent unknowable collective matrix, look around and
see this clearly in all the forms freely flowing around you, it’s all happening right here, nothing to
hold onto!! You are IT, don’t believe this. There is no room for believing in presence, all flow
surrenders itself freely to a greater aware space totally untouched by any form. Know not only the
best part of you, but the truest, most precious you, you as god itself perfectly expressed in this wildly
undefined moment, you are IT and you can’t help but BE it.



Imperfection ||

If I share ‘everything is perfect’, it is not to suggest everything in life is hunky-dory yay. Relatively
speaking, this world we live in has a lot of messed up stuff happening. Clearly things are not perfect.

I point absolute perfection happening here, as the now, however the now looks, this is the great
perfection of awareness. This perfection exists as a formless matrix of potentialities the mind just
cannot believe. It tries to believe, it makes up and believes in lots of interesting stories to satisfy
itself, but it just can’t imagine this.

Life isn’t perfect. And it’s not imperfect. Life just is. Lots of happy and crappy things are happening
all around, all the time. The mind is quick to dive into imperfection, it easily reflects the challenges of
life, and suffering is but one thought, looking, insight or feeling away in a sticky mind. Give
imperfection any time or credence in a sticky mind? The relative world of imperfection becomes a
festering of attachments and identities called beliefs, perceptions, opinions and emotions.

You are none of these arisings, but you ARE the natural, clear space hosting it all. The degree of
attachment or identity tied up in relative perfection or imperfection is the degree to which the clarity
of true nature is unnoticed.

But under this chaos, under the stack of bills, losses and heartbreak, under the deception and suffering
all around, under the belief in this mortal body with all its biological complexities, there is an
undeniable intelligence perfectly expressing itself. I don’t know where this comes from or what it is. I
cannot know the mystery, the brilliance of existence can’t be known in the mind. The mind needs
belief for surety, but this great perfection isn’t something to believe in. It’s not accessible by way of
thinking or imagining. It can’t be had, exchanged or given. It’s totally free, equally available and
untouchable. It has no boundaries or timeframes. It can’t be defined or contained in any form, and
still, is expressed as every form. Sometimes the clarity is right in your face, we notice the essence of
it and label it ‘synchronicity’. This magic is always happening, it is here, but it is here before any
sense of ‘here’ arrives to the mind of thinking and mental organizing.

Once we think we are here, we are not here anymore, it is the mind that knows and believes. You cant
believe you are here. You are here. You are here, as a being. Being is here, not as a knowing some
thing, as being no thing. It’s not a knowable form, but the essence of it is sensed in and as all forms.
This is supremely stable non-conceptual formless reality is awareness, I call this the real. You are the
real.

You, as the real, are exquisitely expressed in the world of unfolding forms (thought, material, feeling,
insight) and whatever it is, this thing you are, it has its own genius unfolding. You and all the forms
you host in this life are reflecting objects of consciousness born of awareness. You are the
interplaying intelligence expressing as form, and the truth of you has VERY little to do with what the
mind believes in.

The mind may strongly believe in something, it may desire some thing with all its illusion of might,



but the real is usually doing something totally different!

For example, the mind once believed in such a thing as a ‘body’ called ‘jen’ it strongly desired this
belief called jen the body and it believed it must function properly, according the minds own agenda.
Wait! The mind demands, “my body needs things to be a certain way, so it can survive and host me as
a mind” …so it thinks all the way into a belief called jen the body. And just as this belief in jen the
body arrives, the real expresses itself in a fashion diametrically opposed to how the mind sees it all
playing out! The body is sick, the body will die. The mind believed in jen the body, all the way up
until it was forced to die to this belief, at the moment of death in a body form, what is there to believe
in? Most people only get this when they are actually about to die, but you don’t need to. You can die
to all those strongly held beliefs, which are all illusion anyway, right now.

And we live in a world that loves to judge, especially the ‘new age’ crowd, so quick to sling
judgment in the form of, “oh, bless your heart, you just didn’t believe hard enough in the secret, this is
why you lost your home or you got cancer, you just need to learn how to create your reality better in
your mind.”

Bullshit. Total f-ing bullshit. If you believe in this, you are being hustled by your mind. Don’t be a
bitch to the mind for one more second and refuse to hurt others with your own self-induced captivity.
You don’t have to be lost in identifications with the mind. You don’t have to perpetuate the madness
of our collective unconsciousness obsessed with its own narrow mental divisions.

No one is responsible for anything in the world, life is happening in curious forms and that is IT. All
we are ever accountable for is our very best in presence. Good things happen, bad things happen, all
around life distributes itself equally, consciousness tastes itself in every arising and subsiding form
equally.

The individual mind can’t see this. It needs to attach to experiences and make some thing out of no
thing. It needs to impose a sense of organization to life, so it calls some things good and some bad. It
sees some things as ‘I’ and some things as ‘other’. But, in the real, we all exist together, as one
seamless unborn awareness. We are born as individual patterns of pure consciousness. What we
make of this interplay of consciousness is ours alone. Do we see the illusion of mind, or not? Do we
dare to just be here, free of the mind, as the neutral presence of being? Is this enough? Or is the mind
still interesting enough to keep you captive?

Just because something good happens, it doesn’t make you special or horrible, you are always the
neutral host giving it all space to play out. Just because something bad happens, it doesn’t make you
special or horrible, you are always the neutral host giving it all space to play out.

Don’t believe any of this! The only way to be sure of anything is to directly experience your own
spacious, neutral inner being. This being happens before knowing, it is here. This is what I point to
when I affirm great perfection. This perfection is happening whether the mind likes it or not, it’s
exactly as it is and can be no other way than this, however this appears to you.



You are naturally and easily the clear undefined timeless space hosting all forms, there is no need for
mind forms to cling in any direction. The Real expresses through you easily, it’s all flowing perfectly
here, even if thinking, looking, intuiting or feeling do not appear to reflect this, it’ all good.

It IS all perfect, even if everything single thing on this earth appears to show something different, even
if the madness of chaos is screaming right in your face! …you are the naturally aware space allowing
it all to play out without desire or aversion, just neutral beingness, here you are as great perfection.



Acceptance ||

Qualifying this precious life by living in and through the I-maker, the conditioned mind, limits fully
being this living moment. You are the fullness of this moment, no matter how it looks, do you
remember this? Or are the thoughts in the head too loud for remembering the truth of you?

Everything simply is, the sticky mind likes to step in and tell stories or make claims about what is
happening here, but no matter the veil of illusion, everything in the universe is playing out in a
complexity that is vast, way more vast than the mind can ever know. It’s not ALL about you. And it’s
not NOT all about you.

It’s just you. You are here. This is all there is.

You are here as an equally arising form hosting your own beautiful universe of beingness, as this
undefined moment you are without desire or aversion to whatever else is here.

Free of conditioned reactions to life, the endless parade of illusions and worries the mind conjures
comes to a welcome halt.

Take a breath, its ok now.

The need to know anything at all is exchanged for surrender to the unknown. Identifications with the
mind and body are replaced by gentle abidance in this dance of you, you as formlessness becoming
form in wild patterns of entanglements and nonlocalities, you are this mystery that just cant be
described, you are just too sublime.

You are this effortless flow of formlessness and form. The dance is happening all right, right now and
you are dancing the perfect dance, no matter how crazy the dance gets, you keep right up! Each step
towards the beat of now becomes the right move.

Are you here? Just here? Can you be here, totally naked, dancing here without allowing mind space to
collapse by telling a story about what may or may not be happening?

If the mind pauses the music of now and makes a story about this present moment, are you willing to
distrust whatever the story is? If the story makes you feel good, will you let go of pleasure to give
space to simply being here? If the story makes you feel like shit, will you let go of aversion to give
space to simply being here?

The roots of suffering are tangled in the arising stories the mind brings into focus with thoughts and
thinking about whatever is going down here. The more attachment to the stories, the deeper the roots
go and the more twisty they become.

Don’t make up stories. Let the energy of the moment be without imposing or qualifying in any
direction. You are the space hosting this universe of nesting forms of formlessness. You make ALL



the rules from within. You choose where the focus is, and as presence, your focus is always space,
never what is going down within this perfect space. Life happens, however it happens, right away you
affirm rule number one:

1. …and so it is.

Because this is you, it’s you hosting all these patterns of form creating the moment, this is you
exquisitely unfolding you throughout all of this and you can’t do you wrong.



Party ||

Among the hurdles to remembering the clear natural space of presence are the constant and often
captivating thoughts and beliefs the conditioned mind and body are highly addicted to. Humans lost in
the illusion of separation from one another like drama, we watch it on TV, we love to gossip and
there is a ton of fiction writing ready to swallow us up in someone else’s imagined drama. Its way
easy to remain transfixed in the illusion of drama.

No matter how entertaining external sources of drama are, they hardly hold a candle to the drama we
are busy making up in our own minds.

Living through conditional fictional stories about life and about who we are, rather than simply being
here without needing to make up a story, holds a bigger draw for most of us than the simplicity of this
moment.

It is challenging to not offer a metal narrative to life’s wild unfolding, and we encourage it in each
other all the time, “How are you doing?” …and the mind chimes right in with a story about “how we
think we are doing”, we affirm each others stories and rarely even see the light of each others simple
presence.

How we are doing in the mind and body has little to do with how we are really doing as naked
presence. Non-conceptual presence is pretty straightforward, no need for strategy, manipulation,
desire or avoidance. No need for a bunch of sticky thoughts to clog up this space. It’s enough to be
here, fully in the moment without making claims on what happens or why it happens. There is this
fullness to presence that is frequently drown out by the hardcore conditions the mind demands of this
space.

The mind’s story of how we are doing is way more entertaining and fruitful to the illusion than
bringing suspicion to the stories. The conditioned mind has been preparing for generations to make up
a story about this present moment, imagine that! And it’s not going to take this opportunity lightly. If
we show the conditioned mind the space of now, if we invite the story to be here in this space
surrounding it, it is likely to refuse the invitation and run directly into an emotion that will strengthen
its sense of entitlement to the space.

This conditioned ego mind is a rascal with a big bag of tricks and it will hustle the body into
submission. It will make its drama more complex and appealing than presence in a smoke and mirrors
display that appears complex, but it is all absolutely an illusion. Maya is all around, the apparent
complexity makes it easy to again and again forget simple space. The I-maker has a vested interest in
keeping us captivated in the illusion of drama, and you have to really want to see through the hustle
and be free to get this. Otherwise, we really are the bitch of an illusion, a body mind that is calling all
our shots. This is unnecessary.

I’ve lived in two distinct frequencies during this life. One was by way of strong identifications with
the conditioned mind that was FULL of stories. I hardly ever touched presence because I was so



deeply lost among the stories the mind body were always generating, I couldn’t remember the space I
Am effortlessly. This frequency was fraught with instability, seeking and a general sense that nothing
was quite right.

By using self-inquiry to bring attention to the illusion of thoughts and thinking, I saw through the
illusion and remembered the natural clear space I am as presence. The scooping out of all the
conditioning was deep and thorough, nothing was left out in the inner shakedown of this personal
universe. I turned inside out. The natural space of presence became more real than the sticky objects
that cluttered this space. This is when I shifted from one unstable frequency to a totally stable
frequency.

Wearing the inside out is a far more peaceful inner universe. When I wore the outside in, when the
mind provided me all sense of reality, it was always chaotic, how could it not be when the mind is
inherently unstable?

Wearing the inside out means this undeniable peace coming forth from within this inner universe has
zilch to do with any external circumstances or conditions. There is tremendous confidence that comes
from simply being here without an erratic mind fighting for attention in this space. The mind does
what it does, it is consciousness as energy expressing itself here, it can tell a story if it needs to, but
I’m just but that into it anymore. In this frequency, it’s all about space, and this way of living just
cannot be compared to life live through the mind, thoughts and beliefs, it is a totally different
frequency it is insanely holy. I don’t know what this is, but I know when I turned inside out, life
became a living fullness, a beingness that is seamlessly expressed as everything in this present
moment, what is more full than everything?

The mind may not see this right away, it will reach into its bag of tricks to keep us focused on the
mind body drama happening all around. There must be a willingness to forgo the party the mind wants
to throw. There must be a willingness to investigate this simple moment by hanging out at home as
presence without a story. Let the mind have its party, there is plenty of space for that too, and you can
admire from afar. But don’t get too into the looking, or the mind will pull the body further into the
illusion of the story. Stay home. Stay quiet. Watch the mind do its thing and abide as the space hosting
the whole illusion unfold.



Here ||

Here we are, naked in this now just as it is. What is spontaneously arising here provides a kind of
outfit, a loosely worn outfit of forms constantly interplaying upon the formless body of this moment.

Without attachments, these forms slough off naturally and renew as new forms.

The spontaneous outfit arising as forms of consciousness are ever-changing, ever-moving, but the
body of the moment is unchanging and ever-still.

The body of the moment is awareness.

There is a lot of freedom here, this is the freedom of being a natural human. Freedom is living without
the compulsion to cling to the outfits of form that obscure our nakedness or the body of the moment
with illusion.

The mind just can’t take in all of this freedom, it cant believe it is totally free right now, it can’t
imagine being so exposed, so beautifully naked.

Beingness, totally free, present awareness as everything in every direction, is just too much for the
ego mind to organize around. It’s sense of ‘I’ is too small for this.

The ego mind can’t properly outfit the freedom here upon the body of the moment, it tries, but all it
cloaks upon our nakedness or the moment slides off as illusion.

This is fine, the ego mind is a tool of knowing and doing. The mind is using thoughts to reflect
conditions as they arise, but it’s not necessary to allow it space to claim in any direction.

These reflections of conditions provide information only, nothing to hang onto. The information is
neutral until the illusion of ego mind clings, energizes it with thoughts and thinking. Given space, this
all becomes belief. This energizing, which is attachment, is unnecessary to function in the world.

In fact, this compulsive energizing of neutral information by the ego mind, which fuels its illusion of I,
is quite an unnatural way to live.

Look all around, there is nothing natural in being lost in the illusion of mind and separation. It is the
cause of all our human problems.

We have become lost in an unconsciousness that is not natural to the human, we know this because we
know how painful it is to live through the mind.

We can see how violent it is collectively to be lost in this unconsciousness, to be this way is not
natural and we know it, but we are lost in our own prison of knowing.

There is space for the mind to freak out at not knowing.



There is space to be the naturally unknowing space of awareness that meets the mind in its unnatural
and compulsive desire to know.

The ego mind doesn’t trust not knowing, so it obscures the unknown with an illusion of certainty in
some direction. This movement is enough to keep the mind busy thinking it knows. It does this to make
up for its insecurity.

It is alright for the mind to be insecure. Welcome this.

In all that is life, surrendering to the unknown is the active response, surrender is the welcoming
embrace of the minds expected confusion. There is space here for the ego to trip out on the natural
freedom of being human.

It remembers a time when not knowing was the way, as a child curiosity lead the mind into beautiful
communions with reality as reality, but we have forgotten this over time and exchanged natural
unknowing for knowing.

The sanity of being here as presence is undeniable when the minds endless chattering about what it
thinks it knows comes to an end, the mind and its stories are exhausting and all illusion.

What we are can’t been known, all attempts to know are seen for what they are- a reaching mind
stretching to explore the depths of its own confusion. Let it stretch to feel. Be confused. Don’t try to
know what can’t be known. Don’t desire to know. Stop thinking about knowing. Anything you think
you know you are is the minds illusion of thinking to know itself. This is a limited knowing happening
after reality has cruised on by the mind.

The mind is always late to the party happening now.

The mind is giving an impression, but the impression is a delayed reaction to information about what
has already happened, the mind is a click behind the now. This lag creates an illusion, a veneer
overlaying the reality we are as undefined awareness. Consciousness is animating the mind in a sense
of ‘I’ and without that sense of I, when consciousness is allowed to rest in the spiritual heart center,
what is left is simple: present undefined awareness.

What remains as consciousness rests in reality, in not knowing itself through the conditions and
information of the mind, points directly to the natural freedom we are here and now.

Naked in this now, just this, and THIS is enough.



Hungry ||

Living life identified through the mind means constant hunger. It means living in an inner universe
possessed by a ghostly illusion called ‘I’. This illusion requires feeding by way of thoughts and
thinking to maintain satisfaction with the beliefs that makes up ones sense of reality.

When we live from this ghost mind, our innerverse is defined by an endless cycle of thoughts eating
thoughts eating more thoughts to keep beliefs temporarily appeased.

This constant fulfillment of the ghost minds illusory sense of itself, offers a limited and insecure way
of being in this world.

It makes us believe we are separate from one another and the universe.

It keeps us from really being present in the moment because all our energy is going to satiate an
illusion of the hungry ghost mind that can’t get enough seeking and knowing.

All of the creative and cognitive potential of consciousness is distracted in the dramas of the ghost
mind feeding off whatever is happening in any given circumstance.

Consciousness is hosting the hungry ghost mind, it has few opportunities to be conscious of itself in
silence because it’s always busy feeding the ghost mind. Sometimes when the mind is quiet and
awareness is in primacy, consciousness becomes aware of itself, it is beautiful! But then we are right
back to a consciousness distracted in the seeing and knowing itself. It is lost in affirming or rejecting
life in its constant hunger to know.

When consciousness is allowed to rest in awareness, when it’s not feeding off the world ‘out there’ it
remembers itself as totally full in this unknown, undefined present moment.

In order to see through this illusion of a hungry ghost mind, one must affirm a strong declaration to the
mind of UNKNOWING. We have to offer disbelief to everything that comes through it. Everything. If
it comes from a place of knowing, kick that thoughts ass to the curb as unreal. Stop giving the ghost
mind all of the attention here, let it be hungry for just a moment.

What we see here is that this hungry ghost is not real. Never has been. Any sense of ‘I’ brought into
this world by way of consciousness hosting the hungry ghost mind is not real.



Starving ||

Starve your sense of knowing and fast on the abundance of the unknown. Bringing suspicion to
thoughts keeps the mind from chewing on what comes through. No matter how awesome or terrible or
mundane the thought is, don’t let the ghost mind eat it. Let it hunger, where is this hunger in the body?
Can you find it? Can you love it into emptiness? This is consciousness too, hungering to know itself.
Let the thought tell you through the body you are hungry, this is just the play of consciousness
happening, and you are the space for feeling this, nothing to hold onto. Welcome hunger pains. We’ve
been feasting on these thoughts our whole life, it’s totally normal to go through the withdrawal from a
steady diet of ‘I’ …let the body mind do what it needs to do without getting in the way with seeking to
know why.

When the mind is quiet and consciousness is conscious of itself in present awareness, there isn’t the
need to consume and know, this is totally full.

Being space for the flow affirms the hungry ghost of ‘I’ is no longer welcome to feed here. Thoughts
and feelings are free, they flow through the innerverse, through the abundant space of NOW are not
appealing, because we are not hungry anymore.

I am not a sage, teacher or a guru. I am a pilgrim taking a walk in consciousness called life. Along
this walk, I am investigating the nature of reality and non-conceptual aware presence that is hosting
these plays of consciousness.

During my investigations, the pilgrimage dissolved to become a living song of freedom. This song
arises from emptiness, appears simply as whatever is here in this moment, and subsides back to
perfect emptiness. The interplays of pure consciousness I host as this space are dynamic, but the
source of it all, that which gives consciousness plenty of room to explore, this awareness has always
been here, unmoving, always will be right here.

I’ve never moved from right here, I just had to stop looking to see this is reality.

Freedom isn’t in the looking, it’s here. So, this is the song and it bursts forth from a heart completely
devoted to celebrating this great mystery called awareness unfolding spontaneously and effortlessly.
This isn’t a song to know or be known, it’s a song to share and live as the now.

This song is the perpetual response to this endlessly wild now, and I’m devoted to it, this source that
brings freedom gets my full and unwavering attention, in every direction just THIS. The source is
everything and nothing and that which is beyond all of this, what it is, is unknowable. It IS livable,
and this song that is life for me, is all about living the unknowable truth expressing itself in infinitely
curious forms of love.

I have no idea what the source of all this is, but I know we are all seamlessly coming from and
returning to this source. I point to this source as the free awareness here in presence, we all share in
this presence equally.



I sing this song by way of impressions and observations, and I do so freely with you as a friend.
There is nothing to exchange here. Nothing to do. No expectations. Nothing to know. No donations.
No strings attached.

If you enjoy my sharing by way of my website, video blog or my free books, this is awesome. If you
want to commune with me about anything, I’m always right here.

All of the investigative prospecting I do in and as presence are not be considered anything more than
a conceptual party and my own illusory framing of reality.

The thing is, as presence, I don’t know shit, what a relief! Really, as one small human just being here,
without a noisy mind calling the shots about what reality is, there is no knowing to share, except what
is right here, this song ~> you are free.

The very best thing I have to offer the collective is not concepts, it is this presence I live and breathe
each and every second as awareness hosting this perfect space. Secondary to presence, I share a
bunch of suspicious material for you to freely explore and share.

There isn’t a lot of doing in all this, its quite effortlessly unfolding in presence as just happenings, no
sense of ‘I’ behind it with a bunch of sticky attachments about how this is received or not, or where it
all goes or not.

What is here is this mask, this ‘jen peer rich’ mask that can’t stop singing her foolhead off about
losing the mind to remember the natural freedom of presence we all are. This freedom is the living
potentiality of every human being as the undefined pure consciousness appearing here in this moment.
A song is really all I have, and it too is highly suspicious. It’s fine to dance to conceptual songs, but
don’t believe any of it.

Most importantly is remembering your own freedom song, it is just waiting to burst forth from your
present heart, here we are.



Normal ||

The most important offering I have to the collective is to make liberation from the mind as normal as
possible.

Awareness is the most natural, normal thing we do, and yet it seems cloaked in exotic concepts that
make it appear something exclusive or reserved for certain types of people or those that believe in
certain concepts.

This is the furthest from the truth. Awareness is happening at every moment, effortlessly, just like
digestion happens and there isn’t much doing in it, awareness is here, and we are ALL equally doing
it. We can’t not be awareness. We can forget presence as this living now, we can be lost in the mind
to the point that we have no sense of awareness, but we never stop being here, as awareness. We
can’t stop being what we are.

Now, how much presence do we bring to our everyday, natural awareness? This is a good question to
investigate.

As everyday as taking a super present poop? Is it as normal as breathing one deep cleansing breath in
the middle of a crazy situation and surrendering to not knowing? As typical as noticing presence in
someone and honoring that as the very seamless presence of our own self? As regular as putting the
dishes in the dishwasher as presence, instead of as a mind-full of thoughts? Having sex wildly in the
now, with someone else or yourself, it doesn’t matter, just wild love on a physical level without
letting the mind obscure the biological sensations, feeling every subtle detail as presence flows
through the body unbound by the heaviness of mind, do you know about this?

Being here now means whatever we do has full potential for being sacred as presence. Here we are,
undefined and willing to be with whatever is happening, without a bunch of coinciding mental stories
obscuring the flow of consciousness pulsing through now, however it appears.

Tap this potential by telling the divisive storytelling mind to take a hike. Keep getting lost in the
undefined now rather than the mind. Remember peace as the normal, natural way of being human. Not
this weird mind-thing obsessed with division and thoughts, this thing we currently claim as natural?
Nope, life lived through the mind is far from natural.

Presence is totally natural. As natural as being available for pooping, breathing, being, bliss- these
are the baselines of the natural human being alive, NOT the goals.

So, why make these natural things exotic or exclusive, far away? Why dress up the ordinary in fancy
conceptual clothes that don’t fit? The now is naked, as everyday and regular as bushing the teeth, have
you brushed your teeth today?

When presence becomes as natural as brushing our teeth in the now, without thinking about, attaching
to and identifying with 29 other things, this is when the natural magic of being human becomes



limitless.

The mind may tell interesting stories, but they are limited and pale in comparison to the magic going
down in the sacred church of what’s happening now.

Don’t forget to floss, love one tooth at a time in total presence and ahhhhhhh, the mind is re-
membered simply in the act of ‘being’ with each tooth, that it just can’t compare to the awesomeness
of whatever is happening each and everyday, here we are.



Free ||

These words are offered forever free, but they are not cheap. Writing pointers from the mind carries a
subtle, yet distinct frequency of coming from a mind with an agenda. These kind of words, no matter
how well crafted they are through the mind, only appeal to the illusion of mind the reader believes in.
And many readers are happy to keep the mind satisfied like this, to keep seeking peace outside means
the mind stays very busy with conceptual looking.

When woven together as presence, words carry the subtle frequency of awareness, and they land in
deeply in the naturally aware space of the reader. In space, pointers land precisely where they need
to, not where the mind desires them to go. This is formless synchronicity inherent in awareness
expressed as form and pointers written from here are multidimensional with potential.

But this is not something ‘I’ do. It is the natural rendering of abiding as quality presence, the mind is a
secondary tool, and here there isn’t a ‘me’ writing. It just happens, as natural as steady deep
breathing, it flows effortlessly.

Quality pointing comes from being quality non-conceptual presence, not through a reaching mind
falsely believing it knows lots of things.

Mind writes to mind, and now writes to the infinite space of now.

Yes, here we are…



Peace ||

One thing that makes being natural presence challenging, is the underpinning sense that however life
is at this moment, is somehow not perfectly right.

If we look back, and for any reason sense the past was not right, it’s hard to be here now.

If we look forward and for any reason desire it to be a certain way, it’s hard to be here now.

But here now is where everything happens. If the past is unpleasant in any way, it is only in presence
that the unpleasant illusion can be looked at, explored freely and healed in the light of now. If the
future sense is confined to the minds expectations of how things should be, it is in presence those
expectations are liberated for the reality of infinite potential. Infinite potential is the only place it ever
can be, right here and now.

In present awareness, any underlying sense that something isn’t right dissolves as an illusion of the
mind. Abiding in presence means again and again bringing the now to everything that pulls us out of
presence. Thoughts, thinking and beliefs are not important here, certainly not as important as really
being here. The mind, no matter its reflections seemingly positive or negative, is only mirroring the
illusion of what it thinks is here. This is a very limited sampling of what is really here. The mind is
never here, it is not, in reality, what is actually here. The mind cannot know the reality of this moment,
because you are the reality of this moment. You are the present awareness hosting the tool of mind
that cannot know itself except by way of reflections. The mind provides reflections, and awareness is
the reality in which all these illusory reflections unfold.

When reflections of the mind are given freedom to branch out of this present moment in either
direction, past or future, by offering energy to how things were or should be, we instantly trade the
perfection of life as it is for a fragmentary illusion of some thing we think about called life. But this is
not living life. This is only thinking about it. Many of us are lost in the thinking about life and we
hardly ever live it.

Remembered as this non-conceptual now, here is the only place we ever are or can be, and it’s all as
it is perfectly. Or, we are somewhere in the mind entertaining a story.

If we want peace for the past, it only happens now. Bring all stories to preset awareness and love
them into emptiness. Let the stories show you, in presence, they are not real. The only life these
stories have is in the mind that wants to keep them hoarded, but they cannot breathe in the bright light
of presence.

Open the window to your home of present awareness and let all the stories come out into the open.
They are not real.

If peace is something we seek in the future, the only space that peace ever manifests is as this non-
conceptual now. Bring all stories of how the mind expects things to be and love them into emptiness.



The mind can’t possibly know why things happens as they do, so why keeping seeking to know? The
mind can’t possibly know how perfectly things are unfolding, and all that is unfolding happens here in
present awareness. Why keep seeking to know? Who wants to know?

Anything that happened or will happen only happens now. Bring everything here, streamline it all as
this now and bring confident presence to anything and everything that pulls you out of now.



Timing ||

When is the right time to wake up out of the dream of thoughts and things, and remember that we are
more than just a collection of thoughts and beliefs? Is it when we are tired of constantly sabotaging
ourselves and relationships with old behavior patterns and attachments? Or is it when we get sick and
the body isn't dependable anymore? Is it when life becomes so fucked up, there isn't anywhere else to
go, but in?

I'm not sure there ever is a good time to lose your mind. But it does seem that while circumstances
seem to be kicking us in the teeth, there is a formless beckoning in the chaos. This is the inner-guru
and it seems to reach out in painful times, from some weird place that is different than the painful
place we feel we are in.

The inner-guru's invitation, if we become present with it as what is here now in presence, however
the now is manifesting, if we listen in silence, there is the very real potential to remember we are
more than painful circumstances and life stories.

When the rug is pulled out from beneath, that is when we see things more clearly, because this is
when the formless beckoning of the inner-guru is clearly heard. It's harder to hear this when life is
going the way we like it, in the mind. But, in pain we somehow have the willingness to surrender to
the possibility that everything we think about life may not true. Maybe something more is happening
here. The signature of the inner-guru's beckoning, is the moment we understand how we think about
how life pales in comparison to the real. Who we are in this life is way more intricate and mysterious
than we can wrap these heads around...so we stop trying. Then we know we have been invited to
presence. Knowing is exchanging for being. It is enough to just be here. It is not necessary to carry a
lifetime of stories and circumstances that act like a devil on our back, a illusory devil called 'I' that
makes everything in life deeply heavy. This imaginary devil does live in the details, of the mind.

Understanding and knowing are mind games. Who we think we are is also a mind game. When shit
hits the fan in life, the mind game stops and we either explode or surrender or die. On a good day, all
three are graced with a wink of an eye, there is no heaviness when the mind is quiet in presence, it's
all just happening, all right here.

In presence, eternities pass through in a second, every human story is our one story, there are no
divisions to divide or delineate as more and less, it is just one seamless expression of perfect
sentience, can't possibly define this.

One. No story here. No circumstances so great or rug so solid to ever destabilize that which we are.
We are all this, all in presence as unlimited potentiality that is way way WAY more grand than the
mind can know. The mind knows. Presence doesn't need to know, its good enough to just be here and
not give a shit about knowing what the devil is going on.

So, I guess for the reader of these words in this now, this is your time. If shit feels heavy, it's time to
reclaim your natural space of awareness. You are the perfectly aware space hosting this world, along



with every single circumstance going down in it, this space you are is undefined and unlimited by the
stories going on in the mind, they are just a limited rendering of the total picture here.

Don't listen to the voice in the head that wants to chime in with a narrative about what is happening.
You are not those thoughts, they are not real. They are only reflections of what may be happening.
What is happening, in reality, is not a story. What is happening, in reality, is what is only right here in
this moment. Offer no storyline to this moment, no matter how chaotic it appears and listen for the
formless beckoning of your inner-guru in presence. No matter what is going down, you are infinitely
enough space for all this, quite naturally, here we are...



Illusion ||

Many of the things I write and speak about now, I may or may not have understood conceptually
before I lost the mind, I don't know. What I do sense, is that while the mind is busy losing itself at the
well of worldly identities, it has very little time for clear, original and creative thinking. This mind
instrument I have is much more dynamic now, now that it's not obsessed with finding itself 'out there'
in the some detached conceptual illusion known as world.

One of the shocking discoveries in my investigations of this illusion called my own mind, was how
few of the thoughts in it were really my own original thoughts. Most of the thoughts and beliefs I
attached to as some thing called 'me' and "I' were not even mine, they belonged to other people about
me or they were the thoughts incepted by the conditioning of society and a lifetime of lies about who
and what I should be, rather than what I really perfectly am as awareness.

What a sledgehammer to the head! All the crap I was so busy focusing energy on most of this life was
not only unreal, it wasn't even my own unreal. I beat the shit out of myself in violent ways based on
seriously false information.

Well, getting real with that little slice of reality was all the fuel I needed to get through the mire of
losing the mind to remember the natural clear space of awareness. Some part of me knew I was more
real than all the junk in the head. I followed that lead and it delivered me to absolute sanity and
unshakable peace.

So, take a look around at what is going on in your head. Are these your thoughts, or the thoughts of
others you keep repeating over and over until you believe them, is this how you mistakenly identify
yourself? Is that how you define others, by way of false thoughts? Is this thought something new or is
it a worn out production of what society is expecting you to think? Who owns all these thoughts?

It's a good place to start if you want to know more about yourself on an original level. I hardly knew
myself in reality until I lost the mind, and what is here as the substratum of the energies in the head is
some curious being I enjoy very much. Her name is life. Thinking happens in the light of presence and
there is no desire to identify with anything except that which is right here. The thoughts that come
through here are beautiful and unbound by mind, this is a much cooler sense of being than anything I
could have ever thought of or imagined in the mind, it is WAY more interesting.

You are way more interesting than the thoughts in the head. Life is equally your name, you are the
dynamic expression of creation in this present moment, here you are unchaining your being from the
illusions of the mind to know yourself as limitless possibility right here, right now, here we are...



Essence ||

Life is a curious movement of sensations continually ebbing and flowing between the poles of
manifestation and dissolution. Life is always moving, there isn't anything static about what is
happening here. Though it might feel like this is the way it will always be, that is a trick of the mind.
Time is a trick of the mind. The illusion of 'I' wants to hold onto things, to keep things the way they
are or make things the way we want, so we suffer until we finally let go or get. But, we don't have to
suffer or seek out illusion. What is here now will not be here one year from now. Looking around in
presence, it seems the perpetually unfolding quality of form is native to life itself. Things are always
changing, form is determined by impermanence.

What does not change, what has never ever changed or been touched by change, is the awareness
hosting this movement of appearances and sensations called life. You are the host for all the change.
The truth of who you are has never once been touched by any of life's changing tides. You've always
been here as this unchanging awareness. Depending on how much the illusion of changing
appearances define reality, on some level we all know we are here, there is an awareness to simply
being here in this present moment. We remember it as the simple presence right here.

Here, there is essence. This essence is just before all the identities, ideas and narratives seeking to
know some thing about this human being. All we really know, is we are wearing this energetic human
suit. We are here, being. Everything else is mental conjecture, a story.

If we want to know things about this human being we are here, if we want to define, capture, or
change ANYTHING about this thing called human being, we must leave the essence of it and forge
into the world of maya, of the mind to make some sense or changes to this mystery of being human.
But, we will forget the totality of simple essence, of the fullness of simply being here along the way.

And in the forgetting dwells remembering again, connecting with this simple essence of awareness,
there is no need to do, be or change anything. No need to know anything. It is enough to just be here as
the being remembering essence, it's very simple. If it feels complicated, it's not being. Being is easy,
as easy as breathing, we are all always breathing and all always being. But we forget that. A lot!
Being has always been here. This is awareness. You are always being it. You can't not be it. But it's
super easy to forget when life's moving parts are taking shapes of form just to dissolve into new forms
shape.

That is the dance, and you remembering as awareness are the ever steady stage the whole dance is
unfolding upon. Being sets the stage. Life is free to dance, as wildly as it will, there is no need to
know why it spins that or this way, the dance just happens and being here watching it unfold,
awareness is the best seat in the house, the stage is set for a dynamic show, here we are...



Survival ||

It's been a weird life. I've learned a lot, and more importantly, I've unlearned a lot about what I
believed in. I spent most of this life chasing the illusion of myself in images I believed I could once
and for all find myself in. I never found me. This was an illusion of me that was so busy always
chasing the shadows of myself, I hardly tasted life. When I stopped chasing myself in images, I
remembered the real me has always been here in presence, the real me was observing the chase the
whole time right here, as awareness. Now, as presence, there is nothing but being being the fullness
of life.

But when I was lost in the chase, lost in seeking myself all over the universe, I made decisions that
justified and emboldened chasing the illusion of who I thought I was. Some decisions left me
devastated, as deep as one gets in insanity in an insane world. Some actions somehow delivered me
to the door of mercy and I survived myself despite myself. Now and then I made good choices, things
seemed to work out, synchronicity unfolded itself in precarious and dependable fashion. But, every
move was divinely perfect. It was all right. It was exactly what it needed to be, to be right here.

When I thought I knew a lot about life, I was swiftly and ever-safely delivered to the shores of the
mystery, over and over I have been shown that life is way more complex than I can know. So I
stopped trying to know, and the whole universe opened up to reveal myself as it.

As presence, there are no images to chase, no stories to dwell in and there is absolutely nothing to
claim or protect. It's about free-falling headfirst into the now again and again, however it appears as
changing forms, knowing our essence is forever untouched and unchanged. Here, there is just the
fearless willingness to be in this moment, naked and unknowing. This constant fresh homecoming to
surrender is an aliveness unparalleled by anything going down on the head. Developing a strong taste
for letting the mystery be leaves us well-positioned and open for being the fullness of life itself.



Dance ||

Presence doesn't dance with fire and explain to it how enlightened or detached it is. It dances with
fire and internally takes a seat, observing the fire from the seat of awareness, it watches the way it
moves, the patterns becoming predicable, it allows the fire space to get out of control or extinguish
itself naturally in exhaustion, either way, without interference.

All the while, presence is right here, dancing the dance. There's no way to know how the dance will
end up, and that very not-knowing is the fresh joy each second of this moment as awareness brings to
the heart of presence.

Presence isn't about outward presentation, the dance is more than getting the moves right, the dance is
the essential quality of being in every step, not in occupied in mind, but in flowing with the rhythms of
dance, moving with the fire, fully knowing we, as presence, are never touched by the appearance of
things.

Presence is the lucid surrender to what is here without the need to interfere, no matter the
circumstance. And the whole time, presence does not miss a beat, the response is exact, not in
proclamations, but in simple naked seeing no matter how hot things seem, all are welcome
appearances of the mystery unfolding perfectly, just as it is, here we are.



Unmoving ||

Who we are, as awareness in the present moment, can't be changed or altered. Awareness is our
formless essence, the axis of reality, it is the ground which is before the anything conceptual we can
know by way of mind, thoughts and thinking. Our essence is unshakable and untouchable by life. In
this present space, as awareness, there are no problems, there is nothing out of place and every single
thing about us is complete and whole.

This awareness we are has always been here. There isn't a time when we are not right here, as the
present awareness of the moment. Here, there are no histories or stories of the past. Here there is
nothing to project into about what the future may hold. Here is simply here.

If we want to move from presence, we can go to the illusion of a thought of the past, a memory, or we
can go to a imaginary projection of the future, in this way we can use the mind to project us out of the
moment. Many of us are lost in these projections and live life out according to projections rather than
living in the reality of presence. We live this way, believing in projections because this is all we
know, that is until a friend comes by and reminds us about who we really are in the now. At that
point, we either start self-dosing the medicine of self-inquiry, using the mind to look at the mind and
deconstruct our sense of identity, or we continue on in the sickness of 'I' generated by the mind's
constant seeking of itself in the external world.

It's not necessary to suffer from the 'I' but some of us choose to continue to live in the lies of the mind,
even after awakening to presence, because the false-sense of identity appears so thick, it seems too
much to ever intentionally destroy the very thing we spent our whole life creating. That may seem
counter-productive to how we have been living up till now. But, to know the self in the fresh light of
presence, it is fundamental that the sense of 'I' is totally examined, all the way to the roots. Nothing
can go without a shake-up. And when this is done properly something magical unfolds, totally
naturally, the space of awareness that surrounds the mind and its constant thoughts and thinking
becomes more real than the actual thoughts and thinking. Just by examining what's going on in the head
earnestly and honestly, the space of presence becomes undeniable. Nothing more need be done than
just bringing the mind into the now again and again. Invite everything, all past mementos and future
dreams, bring it all here now. This is the only place anything ever really happens.

Being the aliveness of presence brings into play something even more magical than this initial shift
from mind to space, this initial death is just the beginning a many many new deaths, of form. What is
really happening here is extremely fluid, there are billions of migrating shapes and forms of
consciousness appearing and dissolving throughout life. What once was a hyper-fixed sense of 'I'
becomes deeply malleable, there is real alchemy here, with whatever other forms are also appearing
here. Shapes and forms are always shifting in presence. Nothing is static, when the illusion of 'I' is
cast-off, what is here, what has always been here grounded behind the scenes, is a massively complex
being capable of shifting forms at will.

But, we can only change shape if we remember to carry one precious thing. So long as we have this



item, the forms we can take are limitless. The item is presence. We must carry the now in the heart, it
must be felt, and in this remembering there is a portal to infinite possibilities, millions of appearances
and unyielding deaths bringing new life again and again are all going down now. The fluidity of
presence lends itself abundantly to the art of shifting shape, meeting circumstances not with some
rigid 'I' form and expectations, but with the quality of water flowing against the banks, becoming what
it needs to become and releasing itself in all the right places, not because it has a determined path, but
because it is freshly responsive to the moment at hand.

This is the way of the present shape shifting, this is totally in line with the way of nature and of life
itself. As awareness, we are this very life force, the patterns are ours to take and create, to destroy
and bring new life to. This is the magic of being alive, this power of infinite creativity and limitless
possibility is our native birthright, not some impossible attainment, it is the reality teeming through us
each and every second of this moment, all we have to do is remember. And when we forget, we will
remember again just to forget on the heels of another remembering. It's all happening right here, and
we are IT.

It depends on how we approach the blank canvas. Do we contemplate the blank space at all? Do we
know right away what we will do with the space? Is there initial time for contemplation, and at what
point does the contemplation become an obsessive distraction? Are the materials simply forms
waiting to be expressed, and are we willing to change these forms at any point in the process to allow
new forms expression? Is our entire approach to this blank canvas based on some rigid conception
about who we are as artists preparing to create, or are we simply a form of creativity channeling
itself without the heavy restrictions of a static identity?

All of this life is art. The art show is happening every second of the moment, our art hanging on
display all around in the form of insights, feelings and actions. These are the blank canvas appearing
and dissolving as forms of consciousness. We approach these anew, all the time. If we are lost in the
mind, we only know to approach the canvas in a conditioned and predictable way, we fashion it again
and again with the same images. But, as presence, the canvas is ever-fresh, ours to create and destroy,
we bring all the materials for which to draw from and we are the only artist capable of creating on
our own canvas.

What is the art we make with these precious tabula rasa gifts appearing like translucent popcorn all
around us? Do we keep drawing the same old pictures? Is it a creation we can be proud of? Do we
own this art show that is our life, or are we blaming others for distorted images? Is it possible that
every clean canvas of consciousness has the potential to make this life we are something no one has
ever seen before, a show bringing forth the abundance of consciousness in radical forms of fluid
insights, feelings and actions, nothing to hold onto here, it's all just flowing through in a steady stream
of creative expression of presence and we will call this art show 'Your Life' ...yes! Here we are.



Unexpected ||

Presence cannot be contained in any concept or pattern, it is highly unpredictable and infinitely
expressed as the adamant refusal to worship constructs of any kind.

This may make one appear insane to onlookers cashing in the dependable paycheck. But the truth is
quite contrary, there is complete sanity in the constant and firm rejection of the expected as it arrives
again and again. Insanity is being fed the same meal over and over and complaining to the one eating
next-door about how terrible it all tastes. Everything proven must be offered up to the mysterious
hands casting that which will never, ever be proven. By free falling into the unknown at any cost, with
silence and nothing serving as our faithful traveling companions, the natural freedom that is here
beyond the conditioned mind becomes a living reality.



Tunnels ||

Reality tunnels are meant to be traversed lightly. It's only when they twist with an illusory bias of the
conditioned mind that they become heavy, loaded down with the expected and easily proven by way
of the past and future. But, if freedom and peace were found in the expected, we would all be free of
the tension of life lived through the head. But we are not, we are lost in a world of images and the
head is leading the way for our reality tunnel to continue on in this unnecessary unconsciousness.
Blow open the mind. If something makes us feel a tightening in the stomach and all we want to do is
leave, move towards it. If some image means everything, smash into pieces and make a mosaic out of
the shards, make this newness in presence, not in the head...smash it now! The world is a constant
buffet of chaos, rather than denying this chaos internally with mental narratives about how righteous
we are, look at the chaos within and bring it presence rather than allowing it space to fester an just
another lingering illusion of separation. If life isn't going the way we want, take complete and total
responsibility for everything, radically so, for everything right down to all the things we really don't
like about ourselves, see it all as illusion that absolutely does not belong to truth.

All of this makes what appears like a heavy, saturated and solid reality tunnel transformative and
translucent, turns out this reality we are hosting is quite free and totally fine, nothing is ever wrong
with the reality tunnel, but when we believe it must be a certain way, it will confirm to us again and
again, we will be reminded that consciousness in the appearance of forms is ever perfectly unfolding
freely. A twisted reality tunnel just cannot see this bent over in its own contractions. As reality itself
hosting this reality tunnel, there are no wrong moves and there is no effort to simply being here,
because nothing contains this space.



Mind ||

The mind is not going to relax. There is no such thing as a relaxed mind or a relaxed thought. Every
thought excites possibility. We spend lots of money on stuff and services that promise to relax the
mind, but this is always temporary, as soon as the fix is over, it dissolves into an expensive and
fleeting mental Band-Aid. Sometimes we get hooked on these temporary mental Band-Aids and make
the addiction the basis of a spiritual career that seems to be about 'helping others'. Uprooting
attachments to the false sense of 'I' makes spending one more penny on remembering the space beyond
the mind, thoughts and thinking unnecessary. Good, now we can stop paying people to satisfy their
addictions to a quick fix, for a quick taste of what is quite naturally and abundantly ours every second
of this moment for free forever.

The mind is busy doing its thing, this is what it is created to do, we are giant reflecting machines of
churning consciousness in a nesting of forms called humans, being. It really is tremendous that we
have this brilliant tool by which consciousness is expressing itself in these forms, all these thoughts
are forms of consciousness! This a miracle, we are this living miracle, this is happening!! But just
because we have this rad miracle tool to create with, does not mean this tool is the truth of who we
are.

The mind isn't doing anything wrong in reflecting the world around us in these thoughts and memories.
The problem arises when we, as young children developing a sense of self, personalize the mind by
getting lost in it and mistake it to be something other than an impersonal thinking machine. We believe
in our thinking machine as more than just true, we believe in it as who we are. And we believe in
other thinking machines as also real, with real power. No mind has power, not our own or anyone
else's. Suddenly we go from 'super Zen one with everything' like most young kids are, to a thinking
machine with an agenda and heavy investment in this thing we think defines who we are. We work
hard, practically killing ourselves an each other, maintaining the appearance of illusions. If a sense of
identity is generated from the mind, the identity will be dependent on all the crap in the head. When a
sense of identity is fluid, inspired not by attachments, but exclusively from that which arises in the
moment as form simply meeting and engaging with form in this dance of miraculous proportions, the
natural state of the being human is remembered in presence as the living reality for every one of us,
equally. Bring all effort to relax the mind to the present realization that what provides the mind all
ground is always relaxed and stable. This is simply remembering the steady space right here, that is
and has always been of, around and within these forms of thoughts and thinking ... ... ... awareness ...
... ... is the axis by which every form finds expression in this curious matrix of being alive.



Proof ||

Leonard Orr offered a model of the mind that states "Whatever the Thinker thinks, the Prover will
prove." His law says there are two aspects of every mind that operate dualistically, but also are in
constant interdependency, the "Thinker" and the "Prover." It is the Thinkers job to slip around in the
illusion of thinking and beliefs that are not real. The Prover has one easy job: to prove everything the
thinker thinks and is slipping around via thoughts is true and valid.

My experience holds this to be a true assessment about the general human condition, we believe lots
of things and spend much of our time proving how right we are about everything from how the toilet
paper should be fashioned on the dispenser, to why the weather is as it is, to judgments about others,
to who we are and what we really are beyond this 'I' we have believed into false existence. All of
this and infinitely more is the diligent work of the Prover proving that everything we think is true, it
will be proven so completely true in the mind, body and spirit, there is no convincing a believer
reality may a little different. Everything the Prover proves is cherished and full of attachments, how
could it not be when it has been brought to us in what seems and feels to have arisen so organically
and authentically as it does in every aspect in our life?

Our friends agree with us, we must be right. Our life appears to reflect everything we believe, this is
proven again and again in all the ways we make our life comfortable in the Provers's hard work.

Taking Orr's Law into the spirit of losing the mind to remember the natural freedom of presence, to
recall the peaceful space of formless awareness providing stable ground for all unstable form, what
seems clear is these illusions are held together in the works of the Prover. If the Prover ends up living
on the streets of our reality tunnel, rather in a big fat-cat mansion at the top of the mountain in our
construction of believing, then the Thinker is free to think without being weighted by the conditioning
of desire to be right.

Losing the mind is all about breaking into the Provers's mansion, collecting all of its belongings in
presence, consciously, and investigating if all it holds dear is true. What is seen as the contents
become visible of whatever the Prover is proving, is the dissolution of empty boxes. All of the
Provers's boxes are empty, but you wouldn't know it looking at them, they appear heavy and that
mansion seems awfully big. But, every bit of content the Prover hoards in that illusion is not real.
Empty boxes. Empty house built of illusion.

But so long as the Prover is going unnoticed and is fully employed with the benefits of being fed a
steady diet of thoughts and thinking, most of us remain in a suspicion that something is not quite right
in this reality tunnel, why are we always tense with this underlying feeling that there is a lack of
consistency between what we feel and what we do? This is the work of the Prover keeping its job,
this dissonance of presenting one face to the outer world and inwardly feeling the opposite, this is the
curious work of the Prover keeping busy. We believe we are on some level unworthy, and we project
an image of worthiness to the world, and the prover gets to work. Its first shift goes to maintaining the
outward appearances of worthiness to the world. The late shift, it's working in the dark, goes to



proving itself within this belief in unworthiness. Usually this is in the form of repetitive thoughts,
stories from past and future imaginings. Or this could be a relationship we keep holding onto even
when we know its not healthy, we seem to be proven again and again we are unworthy through this
relationship.

Are you seeing the Prover at work?

So, maybe it's time to stop being right? Maybe it's time to challenge the preparedness of the Prover as
it stands on the ready to judge, separate or diminish?

The Prover has no paycheck to cash in when Presence is working. Presence is always here before
anything comes to the mind by way of thoughts and thinking. So long as we are here, the Prover has
nothing to prove. It gets bored. It starves, no longer feeding off beliefs, it dies. Its giant mansion, with
what little is left, because of course we've been clearing out those old empty boxes, the mansion
dissolves as the nothing it always was before we electrified it with belief.

So what is left? The Thinker thinks clearly. The thinking machine is now free to operate at maximum
capacity without getting lost in the illusions of the Prover. Thinking happens creatively, strategically,
robustly and broadly without the Prover in tow.

In and as Presence, the Thinker is clear but there are no attachments to thoughts and thinking, no
matter what appears, there is no room for believing, because the truth of life is being honored as that
which is happening now, right here as this currently expressing five senses, this is the Now. Insights
happen, yes there is space here. Feelings happen, yes there is space here too. Lots of happenings
flowing through here with nothing to prove. Nothing to know or be right about, just the freedom of
being Presence, here we are.



Here ||

The expanse life unfolds upon is only ever this, now. Life is only ever right here, in reality. We
humans have been lost in a realm of unconscious attachments to an illusion of self. Generation after
generation, we provide belief in successively deeper imprinting of a false I-maker that is the sole
cause of all our collective suffering including wars and every single form of human atrocity. It is the
pain of desperation and separation from one another. And we are all active participants in this, if you
think you are not and have believed yourself into a form of being immune and distinct from the human
condition of madness, you are being hustled by the mind and you believe minds have power. Look at
this. One of the massive wonders of losing identification with the conditioned mind is assuming a
very natural responsibility towards every mind as representing the one collectively, there is no space
where we are not perfectly expressed. Divisions are exclusively a play of mind.

All these unconscious attachments to who we think we are provide fertile space for the past and
future illusions of mind to fester. Just participating in this unconscious illusion in our individual
ordinary way each day offers a little more life support to that which has never been real: a false
conception we have of who we are through habituated thoughts and thinking. We have been lost
navigating some distorted map the mind is providing that will never ever get us here. The map is not
the terrain, the map cannot be here. The terrain is only ever here now as presence.

Be here.

It's time to shake off the cobwebs of conditioning. A different evolutionary imprint is taking space
The children born today have fewer attachments to the conditioned mind, honor this in them even if
you don't know how to be present, watch them. Observe the eyes, presence is always in the eyes. The
same applies here to animals. Time to let go of the stories about who we are, in exchange for the
realness of whatever we find here: junkie? liar? sick? unhappy? fat? mean? What are you most afraid
of admitting to the nearest tree that you really are? Now, walk into that very darkness. Own it. Know
that the mind keeps you enslaved by keeping the illusion of darkness repressed and hoarded in
secrecy. Share the truth of who you are, the trees will always listen, they are patient and non-
judgmental, plus they take the raw honesty offered up in presence, they use the alchemy of conscious
presence to deliver healing into the roots and every bit of illusion you find within will dissolve as
love. Win win. Freedom is now. Love what you find as a symptom of the madness of being human and
be the healing for all of us by living this simple moment in and as awareness.

For some reason, presence appears to move forward and remember itself in a collectively expressing
movement between us all. This dance only seems to be between you and me in these words, but this is
only one here, ours is one in the same, no you, no me, just ever the one we all are equally and
abundantly affirming the truth of life as right here, right now. Every illusion of mind is the one. All
forgetting is the one. Each remembering is the one. The one is only happening now. To light the
moment with conscious remembering as the space of presence brings the darkness of our collective
forgetting deeper into the light, we are the one we have been waiting for, here we are.



Love ||

Conceptual love is rife with attachment, strategy and fear. The mind is picking around its thinking
about love to see what may be in it for me. There is this distorted ideal of love most of us believe is
real love. The mind stands for a conception of love that is foreign to presence in its presentation,
because love as a concept is never free. Presence is nothing but freedom. Conceptual love as we have
all been conditioned to believe in exhausts itself in the confines of a mental narrative that is
demanding, volatile and conditional. How could it be anything else when it arrives from a place that
will always prove itself right, even when we know deeply things are not right? This distortion of
mirrors the conditioned mind is reflecting upon has been the only way we have ever seen life, the
only way we have ever known love through, it is the only reflection of who we are that we've ever
known, so how could it be that things are very different in the reality of now?

Well, take one deep breath and remember your truth not as a concept, but as the space hosting every
conception, ever. Yes, you are that much space, all of existence, more than any possible conception.
Step back into presence as the moment, here there are no mirrors to get lost in, just be space here.
There are no stories about love, just a silent heartbeat of life as it is, it's safe to be space here. Any
conception of self falls away in the freedom of being space here without anything to hold onto...

and this is where we see love as it is, not as we make it. This is where we come to know ourselves as
pure love. Here is where we can be love and the rendering of the love we are is never something to
give or get, it is enough to simply be.

Confidence in this highly unpredictable mystery called life comes exclusively from what is here, not
what is being hoarded in the mind as some fangled map of how things ought to be or how they used to
be. Nothing the mind can squat on is real, especially all the things we treasure, these are as easy to get
lost in as the hard times. Let it all go for the fresh moment as it is. It matters not who or what is in
front of us, we will be love. It matters not the curious reflections the mind conjures, we are the space
for it as love here too. Let life fling its wild arms like a madman, we just get right up an start raving
mad too, this is being generous LOVE! This is freedom to be presence without a heavy mind
demanding what must be, love is simple being, always ever being and we are ever it, here we are.



Feelings ||

Every single human feeling is metabolized efficiently as presence. We are here, in this life, to be
these feeling machines, feelings are great! Meant to be felt, but not to be held. The holding of any
feeling takes it from the buoyancy of the moment right to the heaviness of mind, feelings become tense
and insecure. It's easy for us to recall a time when searching for understanding intense feelings
through the mind brings us to the brink of absolute madness, all those feelings seem to carry the
weight of the world and all of its confusion. The weight we sense is ALL mental illusion. The heavier
the weight, the deeper the attachment to the feeling and deeper the illusion.

Bringing conscious awareness to whatever is here: joy, anger, pain, boredom, confusion, pleasure,
means whatever the moment brings is responded to with the simplicity of being without a heavy story
about what being here is all about. The unconscious mind seeks to translate present feelings into a
comfortable narrative, and in so doing, gets lost along the infinite branches of its own translation. If
we know ourselves only through these branches of mental translation, the image we have of who we
are is twisted. By not giving space to the splintery branches of translation, but rather offering space as
the presence here that doesn't need to know anything, that can never, in reality, be twisted by
translation, we remember that we are WAY more awesome than anything the mind can contort with its
projections. All of that contortion is not real. The depth is shallow. Any weight is illusion.

These dynamic five senses of being human are a gift, in presence the gift of the senses are honored as
the windows we are peeing through to know this life, to feel this life presently, to be this physical
human life. We see something, something beautiful and the feeling is overwhelming, it lights up the
entire galaxy with visual bliss. Feel this. And when that form of something dissolves, we let it go,
there is no holding as the conscious space here, just a continual movement of feelings the senses are
presenting again and again. We feel something ugly. Feel this. The feeling inside is terrible, this hurts.
Oceans fill with sadness and this sadness cannot be denied. It's ok to dip into this sadness and feel it.
This is conscious sadness. And in bringing space to what is here, the ocean of sadness dissolves as
acceptance. Nothing to hold onto here.

There are miracles happening, but they come in the natural metabolizing of what is here by letting
everything go in the unknowing. The miracles can't be had in the unconscious twines of a mind that
seeks to be in the know. Life is happening here, in whatever is here, life is unwinding itself freely
without our help. When we are living an unconscious life, we stay busy thinking we are figuring all
this twisted mess up. But we never figure anything out, until much later, in hindsight. Why is this?
Because later, our sticky mind isn't so busy translating and we see things a little more clearly, as they
were, rather than how we wanted them to be in our mental contortions and attachments.

It is not necessary to depend solely on hindsight for wisdom though. Wisdom comes screaming
through in and as presence. The mind is in the backseat, we hear it back there translating some kind of
map, but whatever it's saying isn't important: "Wha Wha Wha...Wha Wha ..." The mind sound more
like a Peanuts cartoon character than anything real. Presence is not concerned about what the mind
wants to know. What is here, as the simplicity of being this present moment, is clarity. Fresh



conscious observing of life moving through with nothing to hold onto, just maximum depth of free-
feeling. Everything has a place, even the stuff that seems out of place is right on time. It's all yes here
because here is all there is, ever.



Remembering ||

Living life from an objective point of view, this is living from the mind, is tumultuous and insecure.
The mind is always tense, sometimes we get relief, but it is temporary. Even the most outwardly
appearing secure individuals are insecure on some level, because life lived in the mind is always
conditional to whatever is happening "out there". Just watch the parade of seemingly successful
people stream in and out of massage therapy. The physical body massage provides temporary relief
from the world "out there" ...I spent most of this life believing the world is "out there" and separate
from me "in here" always busy thinking thoughts about what is going on "out there." I believed things
"out there" had power and I "in here" had none. This is the madness of being dreamers lost in a
dream, and this is the way we humans have been living, the madness of life like this has
overwhelmingly gone unquestioned and unobserved except by a handful, even though its roots are the
very axis of all our human suffering. That is until now, the dreamers are stirring and we are
remembering we are more than a collection of beliefs, concepts and psychological identities.
Presently, there is a sense of total confidence and security that comes naturally with life lived in and
as presence, what a relief! And if a goofball like me can remember this, by golly anyone can. The
pointing to what we are is clearly to this presence happening here, before the stuff in the head.

Everything we need to remember the simplicity of being here as presence is right here, nothing to
know here, just be.

And from here what is happening is a subjective way of being. This means that the world is not "out
there" existing as distinct, the whole world is "in here" and is happening right now as a complete
system of oneness. When a dreamer awakens from the mind, there is a turning inside out. The universe
is recalled as living and breathing on our own skin and the whole system is communicating in one
entangled expression of the One that is instantaneous and has very little to do with the mind and its
divisive tendencies. The particles of consciousness, which is the formless aspect dancing abundantly
within every sentient being, only appear s to be many particles of consciousness, but they are, in an
objective observing, the one awareness, some people call this god. Any appearance of duality is
illusion, maya. The particles of consciousness, which appear unique between you and me, are the
same, the one formless awareness, being individuated by the mind that seeks to understand what it
cannot understand, because the mind itself is dancing in all the illusion! There is no formless you.
There is no formless me. There is one formless awareness playing in forms of you and me. This is
pointing is completely supported by science and physics, look no further than Bell's Theory, there are
no isolated particles, oneness is undeniable even though the mind is so convincing at denying this.



Collective ||

No matter how successful a person appears, it is in appearance only if that person believes in and
propagates the dream story of separation we have all forgotten ourselves in. It is not necessary to be
dependent on quick fixes to remember the peace inherent in each of us as the space of awareness here
before the mind and its stories. All we have to do is remember that we are more than this mind. Bring
the natural space of presence to all of the sticky attachments lurking in the mind. The stickier the
attachment, the more important it is to bring the light of space and presence to it, because this is
where the dream of separation feeds. By bringing light to the darkness the mind is hoarding, the food
supply is cut off and the illusion starves. Just being a light giver to oneself is enough, and because we
know the whole universe is alive and breathing upon our very skin in the form of infinite particles of
consciousness, that which we bring the conscious light to within is brought into the light within the
whole entire system, every single form of consciousness is transformed.

This is a miracle!

So here we are, where we are is of no matter, how we got here isn't of concern and where we may go
is some mirage the mind likes to play with but it's not important, because it is not real. What is real is
here. However here is, this is a presentation of consciousness arranging in particles of form, we are
among this form as form, but the formless awareness we bring here in conscious being remembers this
is the one here, just the one in simple being and this is remarkably and abundantly enough.



Imprisonment ||

Maybe it's time to stop hiding who you really are in this present moment with a bunch of unreal
images about who you think and believe you are? It's in the hiding behind false images that you remain
a complicit prisoner of your own keeping.



Real ||

"Being Real" is a willingness to really be here, freely and simply, however here is, without the
comfort of any mental images or beliefs to hide in. Being real is simply being, this is enough.



Relating ||

Q: So Jen: I loved your video. I needed the reminders myself. But a question: how do you plan and
build things then? What makes Iris and you stay together for example? why would you even bother
getting married or staying faithful? (Assuming faithful is something you agreed to that is). ie. What is
the wider context, in form, for the now? What glues things together so there is some order and
structure and the space to create something IN TIME? (Best laid plans notwithstanding). What in
presence and in the now provides continuity? It has to be the past.. commitments and memories as
well as something you would like for the future, whenever and however it does end up manifesting.
You get what I'm asking??? would love to get your take on this.

A: Good questions! First, most of what we are busy doing in the head is not really "thinking" it's more
like cognitive masturbation on stuff that is happening more out of habit and conditioning, we are
pleasuring ourselves in front of people all day in thinking and no one even knows it!! And in the same
way many have addictions to substances, most of us are hooked on this drug of conditioned thoughts
and thinking without even knowing it, it's so normal, we believe this addiction is normal, but it is not.

The natural human condition is not to be strung out on the mind, it is to live as the sanity of this
abundant space of awareness that we all are equally and with complete stability at a times, we have
just forgotten it: the peace of presence is always right here. So, as to your question about planning and
building, this is happening here. It is happening in the clear, direct focus of presence, and we are not
getting lost in the planning the habituated mind likes to slink around in. The sticky habituated mind,
with its tenacious hold on this sense of 'I' is not suffocating the plans presently being made with its
attachments to how things shake out, it's just balls-out presence that is really unstoppable. Planning or
building only ever happens in the now, and best laid plans honor this moment as everything, all we
ever have, and it all shakes out perfectly from here, without attachment. Even the stuff that appears out
of place is known as the unforeseen arriving as expected and rife with opportunity in this fluid space.
This points to real power, not the stuff the mind is busy weighing down with its limited expectations.
Here the potential is always limitless and far more dynamic than the conditioned mind can wrap
around, when we stop trying to wrap the conditioned mind around things, the sensibility of space
becomes self-evident. You must see this for yourself.

Relating is tricky when it comes to breaking the habit of being someone with something to do and
something to prove. Other people provide a lot of ground for tempering and growth, and equal ground
to lose total footing in everything you believed in. Detoxing from the conditioned part of yourself
does not mean you never claim some form of commitment, such as a marriage or being a parent, it is
about making every commitment conscious. And this is not easy, but it is the way for those who do not
want to be the bitch of the mind. You're either praying at the altar of beliefs and challenging anything
that gets too close, or you are using what life brings day to day as the medium you choose to foster the
space of conscious presence within, no matter who, when, what or why any form presents itself. If
one of two people are not committed to deepening into conscious presence, it may be challenging, but
at the same time, when one is committed to being ample space for life, this offers space to everything
else and all aspects of relating may thrive in the space.



Relationships, when carried out from the mind, are merely conceptual constructs the head stays busy
messing around with: looking, categorizing, judging, demanding, there is very little space in what is
going on in the conditioned head.

Relating, when carried out in and as presence, is not being weighed down by the conceptual demands
of the mind. There is freedom in this: listening, reasoning and discretion come from the space of
wholeness rather than the tight conditions the mind is demanding. Whatever needs be is. Sometimes a
lion, sometimes a lamb, always present. Relationships suffer in the constriction of being a construct
with just lots of stuff we think we believe in. Love can't be had, given, held, broken or removed, love
is. It is here always in the remembering to be here too. Relating as the simple presence here, bringing
conscious space to whatever is here, brings the kind of freedom that will nourish a relationships
stability and strength. Conscious relationships still have challenges, it's just the challenges serve to
temper each person individually, as well as the couple.

If a relationship feels like dead weight, drop it, the weight is the conceptual part that has attachment,
it's not healthy anyway, might as well be along or find someone who wants to get dirty and wake up
out of the dream of thoughts and thinking. Move forward and find someone who is interested in getting
super dirty in the trenches of life with you, who will challenge you to get into the weeds of yourself
and will have your back whenever you need it. Having that is awesome, and if you don't have that, be
your own best friend and start relating to yourself in presence. Make love to yourself like a wild
monkey in heat, make this present moment what you respond to in wild physical bliss. Fight for
yourself the way you would fight for someone you believe loves you. Stop going to places and
looking for people to "meditate" and honestly relax right where you are, totally, allowing space for
all the crap in the head to be as it is, rather than trying to demand it all shut up. Let the thoughts come.
Look at them. Why do you think that? Where is this thought? This is being the space for true love to
come through and remember yourself as this love, and in turn you will naturally be the space for
whatever form is here also in presence.

Order and structure are illusions of the mind. Any projection of a framework is exclusively the
construction of a mind seeking to know what it can't know. The mind it trapped in its reality tunnel, all
vision is impaired by thinking. The only way to be sure of this is to begin to look at the stuff going on
in there and begin to make friends with the weirdness reality that concepts like time, space, future,
past, all of these are merely limitations that the conditioned mind is obscuring the clarity of presence
with. Of course on a practical level, time is important, we live in this world of duality on which time
appears very important. But it is not real. The mind wants to wrap around this, but again this is just
one of those weird paradoxes we are all living with, I've found it's best to let the mind relax some and
get into the real knowing of this presence as a living thing. That way, trying to make sense of what is
quite insensible doesn't feel like someone is trying to pull a fast one on you. Until you live this
presence, everything I write about is conceptual, how could it not be when that's all we know, yanno?

Well, this turned into a lengthy reply, thanks for being here, feel free to kick back your toughest, I'm
always here. We are one rising from this slumber of conditioned madness, no one is immune and no
one is left-out, it's just the one here.



jen



Elect ||

This election season I investigated further into the mind I'm carrying in my pocket. Last election I was
hot with Obama frenzy, I even carved pumpkins of Obama & Biden AND their respective wives
AND Hillary. 4 years ago I was also under the influence of a 'me' with lots to think about and prove.
This election it's been quite different, I used it as an opportunity to temper presence as awareness by
freaking the mind out by actively assuming on the other sides views. It was a challenge, because many
of those views are slighted against the 'me' that may have something to prove.

This is how we can immediately sense or feel our sense ownership of the mind, take a second the
assume the position of something you disagree with and feel the total yuck that comes over the body. It
feels like being coated with an awful foreign substance, at first. Just because we think a thought does
not mean that thought has any power at all. it does not mean we ARE the thought. Thoughts in the head
have no power. The only power thoughts and beliefs have is in the mind of the host, and that is only
the illusion of power the 'ME' wants to claim. Real power has nothing to do with what we think, in
fact thinking mostly gets in the way of what we might point to as authentic power.

It is when we can BE present with these feelings of yuck as they arise that we are set free. But so long
as everything that comes through the mind is unexamined, there is no door for this yuck to come
through with the keys to our liberation from whatever brings the feeling of yuck.

This is how all power structures maintain control, by feeding the resistance in the mind. If you are
afraid, if you are controlled.

It seems strange to suggest that making friends with all the things we resist holds the secret to being
free of them, but this is the case. It does not mean we actually adopt the view that makes us squirm, it
means we are wise enough to use the form that presents itself to further into natural presence. It means
we are noticing when something comes up inside that we are holding onto to be something or
someone, and we embrace the discomfort as welcome so we can stop riding bitch on the minds
lopsided motorcycle of madness. Here we are using life, however it appears, not to be comfortable in
the minds distortions, but to intentionally court discomfort because we know liberation is in the
discomfort.

Try this: whatever political position you take, assume the opposite for today and each time a yuck feel
arises, walk right into it. Take a look around and see who is taking that position, where is this
position located in the body or is there an image come to mind with this position?

Doing this does not mean we agree with the opposing position we are taking, it means we are badass
enough to not be another robot machine in the cog of opinions. It means we are bringing this present
moment to whatever is going through the mind, we are going to challenge what we think, because in
the challenge is the tool to defragment all this heavy conditioning.

If we are not bringing all these opinions into presence, not looking at things in the light of now where
there isn't anything to believe in or hold onto, just a simple being here before the mind gets busy with



claiming, if what we say and do is just about what we've always said and done, well because this is
just what we have always done, then don't expect anything to really be about change. If you want
things to change, start freaking your mind out. Change comes from within and it comes when we are
brave enough to sit with all the things we disagree with peacefully in and as presence.



Compose ||

Presence does not mean we are going to be right. And presence does not mean we are ever wrong.
Presence is before any conceptual judge appears. As this undefined being here, there is a naturally
flowing discretion arising from the totality of now.

Presence is ever-responsive to what is here, it is highly unpredictable, it moves wildly like life,
fearlessly flirting with death and rebirth. The forms presence takes up and destroys are endlessly
shapeshifting, sometimes it is fire and sometimes it is ice, but it is always here.

Being in the now means we are replying to what is here with the kind of competence a maestro strikes
his instrument with, no space for thinking, it is eminently being here with the forms arising, total
immersion with it ALL cruising through perfectly, we are so lost in the notes! Here is where the music
of life is, this is where we discover the kind of emptiness that is creating the sublime composition
called conscious living, and this is what it means to be truly alive.



Hump ||

Presence is humping the now with complete abandon. The mind is lost thinking about how awesome
humping is.



Flowing ||

Love is not a concept the mind can claim in any way. Love is here, always happening actively in the
now, this is the movement of love called presence. We are either present as the flow of natural love,
or we are thinking about love.

Just because you don't know me here as love, doesn't mean I don't know me here as love. And it
doesn't mean I will withhold honoring you here as love.

I'm here loving because I am love, I can't be anything else and neither can you. Let's stop pretending to
love each other in the mind and just be here as love, let's see what happens.



Thou ||

YOU ARE GOD. You are nothing but whole as this divine presence here, to believe anything else is
to be lost in a lie of duality and separation, of illusion.

You are the formless creator manifesting in and as this creation of form, this is you in one movement
delivering yourself in wholeness to the mind’s two hungry hands. In the mind’s hands you may feel
separated, it may break you down into concepts, but this is only an illusion, it is not real, it is maya.

This is clearly and undeniably remembered when the mind’s hands are free to grasp and we don’t
offer interest in all these waving motions of consciousness. Let the heady hands wave.

The mind is going to try to do something this, but here is where we stop offering interest in whatever
the mental hands are waving on and on and on about, they don’t know what is going on here. They
cannot contain you as formlessness, here now as undefined presence you slip right through the fingers
of the mind’s divided and ever-forming hands.

The mind cannot contain your vast radiance here, hari om tat sat, thou art that.



Dunno ||

We simply do not know. We don't know more than is here, presently. And it is in this kind of not
knowing we remember that life is far more simple when we get comfortable being in the not knowing.
In the not knowing, life turns inside out, from mechanical and heavy, to forever fresh and buoyant. The
willingness to not know is the sensitive skin of presence, it's how we feel the isness of now
intimately, closely, the sensations that come with not being in the know are as delightful as a massage
from a lover. At first it may tickle, there is an adjustment to being so exposed, free, but then we
surrender and the sensations rise up from the roots.

I do not know.

Feel this crawling across the body of now and remain present for the subtleties of being completely
free in only what is here.

What does this mean?

This is making energetic love to now. The knowing conceals this love making. The mind in its need to
know things, to believe in this or that, to strategize and conceptualize, to seek redemption or peace in
thinking for security out of conditioning, through these illusions of knowing, the mind delivers the
biggest fucking cock-block you can possibly imagine to the love making happening with the
unknowing.

Might as well put your clothes back on and run home to the mind who will force you back to sleep.
There can be no love making here when the mind is demanding to be in know.

In the now, future and past are in the dream with the mind. We simply don't know anything more than
what is presently here. Here, we remember we are love making love always. We are not going to
sleep with the mind. And if we forget and get comfy in the dream of knowing, we will remember to
start flirting with the now.

We are sexy with presence. We let it all hang out, expose the skins of unknowing to the gentle caress
of now, be here to remember that here is where all the love is happening.



Silence ||

The form of silence is an excellent communication tool. This is not to be confused with silence,
pointing to the isness here before ALL form. Formless silence cannot do anything, it is before
anything we can formulate, think about or describe. It never moves. I call this formless awareness,
some people call it god, it doesn't matter what we call it, it's just here.

Silence, as a form coming from the one abiding as undefined presence, is a most powerful way to
engage other forms without speech, behavior or emotions getting tangled.

All form is arising, engaging and subsiding back to the silent, empty ground of formless awareness
ever-here. The remainder of this sharing I use the word silence as a pointer only to forms of silence.

Silence takes up a lot of space, space typically being used by the reactionary ego mind that may
something to prove. The ego cannot imagine really being silent! When I was sick with "I" the notion
of silence seemed foreign, it was something I tried to find or do. I had forgotten it is who I am, and it
can't be found. This meant I meditated to silence the mind temporarily. It meant I would give someone
the silent treatment. It meant I would not say something that really needed to be said, but chose image
upkeep rather than honesty. In all these ways and many more, the mind used silence as a tool of
manipulation or for power, and what's more, the silence generated like this was never authentic
silence. It was only an illusion of silence the conditioned ego highjacked to use in its tiny proving
grounds.

All forms become conscious happening in presence. This means the mind is doing its thing, it may
have something to prove or it may not, either way what is most important here is the willingness to
simply be here too without attachment to a giant story about what has happened or what may happen,
we are just here. And here is where life is happening, there is no story for being here! It's simply
being. In this being, life becomes conscious. Each and every form comes through equally and
radiantly alive in the bright light of presence.

So now we bring the form of conscious silence to that which is here. The mind is doing, but we are no
longer interested. What has full attention is what is right here. And to this isness here, we offer
silence that reflects formless silence: it is confident, unyielding and total. It happens before the mind.
It sees exactly what is here and stretches wide open, far enough to be space for everything here.
Simply being here is enough. There is nothing to know. Nothing to do, just vast empty space.

It is here that we discover a powerful form of communication. Conscious silence is where all the
delicious communication is happening. It's not something words can get at, but once you've
experienced it, all other forms of communication will feel limiting. There is no miscommunication in
conscious silence. Words, behavior, emotion, none of it can express as eloquently, powerfully and
loudly as perfect silence. The limitation arrives at the hungry hands of the mind that wants to do
something with the silence, to distort it and use it. Feel this limitation when you offer silence to
another mind and watch how fast the other mind will pull you out of silence and punish you for not
affirming it! It's ok. Let the conditioned mind do what it will, it cannot understand what is happening



here and all it knows is what it knows. This silence is plenty of space for whatever the mind wants to
throw around.

Let it be, offer space to the mind no matter what it is doing and allow this perfect silent intercourse to
flow as conscious form. It is here that we remember our beautiful native tongue, that which we know
how to communicate quite naturally once we remember to be here. This is a radical doorway to
understanding the curious language of the human being, yes here we are.



Sin ||

The concept of sin is an invisible prison of control. If you believe you were born a sinner, that you
came to life incomplete or tarnished, you have been conditioned to believe a lie. For some, it's a very
convincing lie, so seemingly true we will do terrible things to sustain the lie.

Now why would anyone want us to believe we are imperfect? Why would any power structure
encourage people to swallow the pill of inferiority?

If we believe we are not whole, and that our wholeness is dependent on salvation from a belief, that
belief makes us completely controllable. Believers must tow the line of belief, otherwise they pay
with the consequences of eternal damnation. This is only a mind game, its not real. We may be
ostracized if do not believe properly, and no one likes to be alone, the threat of alienation form the
walls of the prison of believing. The power structures demand submission to the belief, otherwise we
may remember we are dangerous, because we are eternally free. That kind of freedom can not be
controlled by ANYTHING.

Which is the irony behind the great lie of sin. In reality, because there is nothing wrong with us except
whatever is going on in the head, the doctrine of sin unveiled reminds us quite naturally of our own
inherent power as the undefined presence here. This is very unpredictable, it's going to challenge
everything, especially those structures that are static and want to maintain control over the believers,
presence means there is no dependence upon belief and it is clear that believing is not seeing. Seeing
is here now. Faith arises from the miracle of what is here, this is the real, and it can't be contained.
It's forever moving, and so it cannot be controlled. This can't be imprisoned in the false prison of
unreal beliefs.

Stop asking Jesus for forgiveness. Begin to look at your thoughts and the beliefs supported by those
thoughts. Shine the light of presence on what is here and share forgiveness with yourself for whatever
arises in this moment, let the mind bring to you that which has been fractured in the lies of sin, let it
show you what it thinks is sinful and then LOVE IT. Bring the light of Christ consciousness to the
illusion of imperfection and remember there never was anything wrong with us to begin with, ever.

There is no need to be a prisoner of conditioning or belief. Humans have enslaved, killed, abused and
controlled each other forever in the name of illusion, not Christ. Jesus was probably just a good guy
talking too much about loving each other. And for hundreds of years humans with agendas have
distorted the image of Jesus to keep the masses from being dangerously uncontrollable. The time for
being imprisoned in the belief of imperfection has come to an end. We know there is nothing wrong
with us just as we are, how could there be when that which we are is perfectly here in presence? It's
only when we step into the realm of believing we may forget. We may tow the line of the doctrine of
sin and judge ourselves or each other, but we will commit to remembering this perfect presence again
and again until the false prison of belief crumbles and what is left is obviously and undeniably whole,
we are forever freedom.



Naturally ||

The natural state of being human is not to be lost in the madness of the mind. How do I know this?
Well, I've lived equally on both ends of the spectrum of being, I lived hard in the forgetting natural
being, consumed with the insanity of 'I' and presently, what is here after a difficult and deep self-
inquiry, is natural formless space and silence, this is the ground of awareness. It is totally sane here in
and as presence. I know what it is to be sick with I, and I know what it is to remember the natural
wholeness that is always here as undefined presence. If being sick with the I of the thinking mind
were the way we were supposed to be, we would be able to know peace permanently through the
thinking mind. But we can't, at times we find temporary peace through a circumstance or a thought, but
that fades away as soon as conditioned thoughts and thinking reemerge to the forefront. And the
thoughts in the head come wrapped in tense packages, because at the root of every thought lingers the
unhealthy root of the 'I' that has something to prove with all these thoughts and beliefs.

Using self-inquiry, that is using the mind to look at the mind, we remember the natural space of
awareness providing ground for all form, including the thinking happening in the head. As a thought
appears, we bring attention to it, we look at it and we see that it is not real. It dissolves because when
attention is present, thoughts can't stand the light, the conditioned ego prefers its thoughts stay hoarded
in the dark. This is why through self-inquiry, we rip off the ego's protective covering and expose
things as they really are, we let it all hang out in the light of what is actually here in presence.

Conditioning is all about keeping things hidden, and presence is all about revealing the hidden and
letting it suffocate naturally in the air of now. The ego can't breathe in this air. It wants to run back
into the dark, it may make the body feel like it will die too if it cannot breathe, but this is where we
say ENOUGH. Let the ego die. This false image hanging around and taking up space is not who you
really are and somewhere deep down, you know it. Trust that impulse, this is the inner-guru inviting
you to a special ritual. The truth of you can't be touched by all this illusion of death, you are way
beyond all of that. And in the remembering of this natural space of awareness by using self-inquiry,
the looking isn't even important anymore, because the peace that you are and have always always
been becomes abundantly clear. It is more real than anything the mind could ever conjure. But we
cannot think our way here, it is a remembering that comes with looking at what is here, rather than
being interested in the illusion the mind is busy with.

This is the big secret of Dzogchen, that we are ALL totally perfect existing in and as great perfection.
This knowing wasn't freely shared with everyone back then, which is a shame, imagine if we all
remembered the great perfection and lived it! Well, we can, and are in reality always, but we have
forgotten. We accept insanity of the conditioned mind for some reason, why is this?

Bring presence to the moment and have a good look around at what is here, not what the mind thinks
is here. Let the mind bring its hoarded treasures to you, what the ego thinks is important is not really
important. Let the mind die without all these thoughts to sustain it, give the ego mind a fancy funeral
so it feels appreciated for all the hard work, but now it's time to be here without all that unnecessary
dead weight. The inner-guru will meet you at this funeral with a gift.



This remembering seems to be happening, it appears that we are stirring things up inside. Keep going.
Don't take the easy way of the mind, tread into the uncharted and muddy waters of now, nothing can
touch you here. As presence you can relax in the remembering of this ocean of peace naturally here,
you are the ocean of space here, the mind just can't contain all this! It is because the mind is always
reaching for these peaceful waters that it will never find it. Relax into this space you are, this is
where the natural state of being human is happening, you are always here.



Nothing ||

If we imagine to make something out of nothing, we supply the nothing with just enough energy to
become a thing. It becomes a thing to do. All the nothing is getting done by none other than the one that
may become an imaginary someone to do all that false something with the nothing.

The nothing is always nothing, we just might believe our way into the illusion of a lot of somethings
and we may stay busy as an invisible someone doing lots and lots of imaginary things.

As soon as something becomes a thing, remember it is always nothing. There is no one here to do
something with nothing. The nothing is free without the obscuration of being anything. As this clear,
conscious presence simply here, nothing is always free.



Friend ||

A friend, a presence that has always always loved you in billions of different forms, is loving you and
will ever love you no matter what, needs your help. This friend has never judged you, she made space
for all the necessary mistakes to grow here. She has always been there as the silent ground for which
you have journeyed many many paths in many many forms.

This friend of ours, she senses that in order to survive the madness of this unconsciousness, she must
become conscious of herself completely again. All the keys to remembering herself are within her,
she will shake the keys gently to wake them from this dream.

You are the key.

This friend is the brilliant architect that has been providing the ground for everything here, for
billions of years, from bioslime to this very unfolding mysterious second, every single spec of
sentience is the handiwork of our friend and she knows how to create. These creations are what we
come to know as the active miracle happening at all times in conscious presence. See that beautiful
bird here now? That bird is her work. This is the friend creating herself as herself in a bird. See this
human? Here is the friend creating herself as herself in a human. You? You are the friend creating
herself as herself in the image of you.

So much so, she has created SO well, we have forgotten. And all the forgetting brings us full-steam to
the need to do something different, so that our friend continues her natural impulse to create with
maximum support.

And this will happen with or without 'us' you or me or any one individual. What this friend has, that
we don't have access to, is the gene pool. As much as she loves us, our friend the architect, she loves
us as ONE formlessness, not our individuated form. Form is rather recyclable, to her, the great
creator. This may come as a kick in the teeth to those that think they are 'special' in some way so as to
be immune to creation and destruction of the friend.

So, perhaps it is not in this unconscious form we are needed, anymore. Or, maybe our present form of
unconsciousness, this is being lost in the illusion and identifications with the 'I' construct and the mind
with all its thoughts and thinking, is no longer supporting our friends evolution. It could be that
becoming conscious is our friends way of saving us from ourselves. Perhaps it is the coming of the
consciousness revolution that tells us our friend is doing some house cleaning and making space for
something fascinatingly creative. Not better, not worse, just different because our friend can't help but
move forward and create, the evidence of this is everywhere and clear generation to generation,
things just keep unfolding.

Maybe in this evolving, all these keys will stop clanking into each other in hurtful, destructive chaos
and start unlocking these doors of what it means to BE this precious and equally curious human
evolving beyond simple survival.



If this friend is reaching out to you, if there is an inner-urging to move away from mind identifications
and remember the space of natural conscious presence, maybe the friend is sending a love note, a
thank you and invitation to a special unlocking ceremony. You are the key. This friend needs you to
unlock yourself so we can stop destroying ourselves collectively. This isn't about 'me' or 'you' or even
this 'friend' the remembering is all about the coming of WE, we are the ones we have been waiting for
and here we are.



See ||

Please stop pointing images at me by telling me I am not being 'loving', when that which I am and you
are, is love itself.

It's not my problem if you can't see me as I am, we are still love no matter if you know this or not.

Love isn't a behavior, it is not something we do, love is just BEing what we naturally are.



Trains ||

Do not jump on my reality train or anyone else's. If we assume our reality trains will even look alike,
we are likely to crash into one another and wonder why disasters keep happening. There is only
space for one here, and even that space is extremely limited by the present conditions.

Enjoy your own reality train, celebrate the appearance of other reality trains, but don't attach to what
other reality trains are doing, where they may be going or why.

Every reality train is taking a trip into itself called life, but nothing in life ever touches the reality
train.

The ride is wild and ours to take in, to take responsibility for, to explore as isness here in the senses,
changing sceneries and passing forms. Stop and get out of the reality train, look around the space of
the train and allow the train to dissolve into just being here with no train story and with no where to
go, just be.

And then keep going along this track of life, its not a big deal that this reality train we are is noticing
the curious appearance of knowing itself as a reality train! It's fine for the reality train to know what it
is.

To be a conscious reality train doesn't make us a special reality train, it only means we understand the
whole trip is happening, and we are present to take the trip.



Conscious ||

It is not the individuated ego mind unfolding our collective consciousness as it is becoming conscious
of itself. The conscious revolution comes to the natural mind, which having been thoroughly
investigated, acts as loyal servant rather than conditioned pattern master. Obscurity in the natural
mind appears distinct rather than ordinary, it is for this reason the natural mind will always bring
presence to any illusory appearance of attachment.

The natural human is not lost in the thinking and constructions in the head. As the natural human, we
play and create, think clearly, fuck-up and destroy, act spontaneously, we laugh a lot, build, exercise
the body and mind, we eat well and take care of our pack. We are empathic towards the collective,
the natural impulse is not just towards the one, it is expressed in a continuum from generation to
generation, as well as any one.

As a conscious presence here, using the mind rather than being used by the mind, an entirely original
space of being appears, and it's in this original space we are natural and naked, as we have always
been under the madness of the conditions, identity and thinking.

Here, we are free of any illusionary systems of control that seek to destroy the essence of being
human. There is no space for being lost in beliefs here. All action comes from the axis of the whole. If
it is not beneficial to the collective, we don't do it, there is nothing to separate the individual from the
whole. As within, so without. As above, so below. What we see, is exactly what we get.

Is there a distinction between your personal consciousness and collective consciousness? What does
that distinction look like? It is in exploring the places you feel separate from the collective that a
remembering of wholeness happens. It is in the loss of natural playfulness, that we rediscover there
isn't anything to be afraid of, everything is OM. It is in the madness of all the shit in the head that we
reclaim our natural state of being a human with all the wildness that brings- it's such freedom here! I
know very well the pain of being lost as someone with something to prove, but I also clearly and
consistently know this space of presence that is here before all the unnatural addiction to the ego
mind.

The natural mind is so rad. I had no idea who I really am when I was lost in the mad mind. With a
deep, broad and honest net of self-inquiry, it's totally possible to lose all the attachment to the mad
mind and recall the servant of natural, neutral mind. This isn't easy. I pretty much had to go bat-crap
crazy in obsessive self-inquiry for 6 months to lose attachment to the conditioning that permeated the
patterns I was lost in. It was insane meeting insane on its own territory to duke it out in the light of
presence. I could not see it through the individual beliefs I had about myself. I couldn't see past my
own conditioned reactions and ideas about the world. I was addicted to being a me, and breaking free
of that addiction was no different than someone breaking an addiction to heroin or other heavy drug.
For the unnatural human, thoughts and thinking are the drug. We were not meant to be fucking dope
heads lost in our own minds. We are always clear, clean and sober here as present awareness.

I made it. I shook off the monkey-mind cold turkey and turned inside-out. From that point on, I have



known myself as the unshakable presence here that has always been here. The being here abides
naturally as that which is simply here. The mind is a delightful servant that enjoys to work. Shit is
happening and it's all good. Not to imply everything in life is easy, far from it. Life is a challenge in
many forms. But there isn't any space to be lost in the challenge when the natural mind has been
reclaimed. What is here is a mystery, a mystery to explore and play with as an innocent child. For me,
this is what it means to be alive as a natural human and there isn't anything at all fancy or special
about it, it's simply good enough to be here.



Fearless ||

Don't hoard your magic like a tiny scurrying mouse, fling yourself out of that mouse house and spread
your naked magical mouseness wide open for ALL to see and inspect.

Offer everything you have freely and unconditionally, let the birds come pick out your mousy eyes if
they will!

In a fearless offering that encourages picking, see you are far more than a simple afeared mouse. Truth
is untouched by anything. Hurt never comes to the one observing itself as a mouse at play.

We can't remember this, we cannot recall who we are if we are busy fortifying our safe mouse house
with images, rules, and security locks.

Open the doors! Prepare to fling and let your mouseness hang out, you are not just a mouse, and there
is more than that tiny house. Come outside to play!



Something ||

Detoxing from the drug of 'I' means I got clean enough with self-inquiry to recall and abide naturally
as the clear neutral space I am here in presence. I'm neutral space here.

That is, unless you or I want to make this neutral space into something, or nothing.



Projections ||

After waking up from the dream of thoughts and thinking and breaking the habit I had of being a /me/
in this world, it's been an extraordinary reunion in wholeness with our sentient collective. My life
was spent rejecting us in the fragmented angels the mind was busy presenting, I was lost in all the
ways I thought we were different, I had no idea who you were.

Things I once hated, I easily recall as marks of love. Hierarchies and orders that appeared very real,
dissolve as complete illusion. The distance between me and you once appeared vast in the mind, but
here, as the naked presence with you in these silly words, I just cannot find a seam between us, I don't
know where you begin and I end anymore.

And while we are here in this seamless unification of consciousness, it's also pretty clear this life is
our own creative trip to take. I have no idea what is or is not happening in your mind, I'm not sure
how the wiring is laid out, what the conditions are, where you may be going or where you've been.
That's all your mystery. The deepest expression of love in action I can offer here, is to meet you as
unattached space that honors your unique unfolding. It's pretty fucked up for me to make me about you,
or to make you about me as I did for all those years. And still, there really isn't a me or a you, this is
the One here, and even though we are this oneness, I'm going to try and not fuck the moment with any
more projections about how things may be for you.

In presence it's impossible to make one expression of sentience better than another, there isn't room
for angels of distinction because the space here is conscious, this means the consciousness here is
shared and the same. We are equal here. Any awakening from ego patterns I've experienced is yours
and yours mine, the seamlessness of the One can't be for some and not for all, it's all and ALL.

So, here is the fine line between mental projections and being oneness: while there is undeniable
uniqueness, we are one here! In my universe you are an equally awake and conscious being, if you
know it or not, we are the same and all of sentience shares us as one beautiful networked collective
of consciousness. And in this sharing, the trip is wild! Ours to take, ours to navigate, ours to observe.

I may see you and sing a song about our sameness, I may want to sit you down and do my crazy dance
to a passing freedom song. Maybe upon hearing this song, you will grab my hand and dance with me
in this energetic sameness of conscious space, its free here!

If not, nothing changes. We are still here. If there is no room for me to dance, it's OK. I meet you as
space that can be here on the trip and love us as the One. I greet you as myself loving myself enough
to not project my trip upon you.



Cloud ||

Here, in this invisible cloud of conscious flow, we are clearly in the same nondual awareness living
liberation presently. I am here as total freedom from the prison of mind and body. Even with all the
variations appearing as duality in the stories, we are all here as equal ground of non-conceptual
silence. Conscious duality looks like one hanging around the cloud of being as conscious flow, doing
what amounts to bar tricks for seekers. Some are busy organizing the conscious and non-conscious
people into new somethings with fancy accoutrements. There are many cheerleaders like me who
keep encouraging the looking. One tall tree is here hanging out watching the stream pass having a
good bellychuckle at our fishy antics. A few still think they are an exception, they don't see the rest of
us here yet. The small children born now and even the pets appear with a bright abidance in
conscious flow. There are several who make the conscious cloud into a new gig, there are plenty of
awakened gurus to hustle the natural state and make it into something unnatural and elusive. And still,
many just lose it totally and keep their heads in this no-thing conscious cloud, even though it makes
them appear crazy to onlookers, it doesn't matter. What is here is here, and here is where we take the
constant sacrament of life in its endless forms with fearless gratitude.

It's a strange cloud of being here, we are all the same being even in the cloud of conscious being, but
the variations of our one consciousness couldn't be more diverse. It points to this Universe we are, in
our magnificent capacity to creatively model our formlessness into form: even as homogenous
formlessness, there is also diversity of conscious form.

We are such powerful beings of pure light and energy, beyond all those limited human stories of mind
body duality, there is luminous space here that is timeless, it is ever-perfect and this is the truth about
us. This space is not our truth as simple humans, this is our truth as this One formless collective
pointed to as Awareness. It's such a gift to be here with you to share equally as One truth.

Our formless universe is expressing here as the beings of conscious light sharing in these words of
form, this is my offering to the cloud of conscious flow, we are here standing as love itself in shared
formless silence that has, is and will ever be free of anything happening in this life. It's good to be
here with you, in the same space, a space is room for the illusion of our differences.



Misfit ||

The very notion that I, a total fuck up in pretty much every dimension of "psychological and physical
wellness", have remembered myself as this complete peace and stability of presence that is before
anything about this wonky mind or gimp body, speaks not AT ALL to anything special about me.

No, the fact that I am here, abiding as this natural space of awareness after a shitstorm called 37 years
of living hard and ultra-messy, is simply the miracle of awareness we all are, that it is SO much
space, it can be remembered in such a hot mess like me.

I'm nothing special here, that nothing is freedom for this wayward misfit that remembers our ground
again, the ground of emptiness where misfits are free of misfittings.



Welcome ||

One of the big misunderstandings about living a conscious life is that everything is hunky dory once
you're here. When I was lost in the madness of seeking myself in images, identities and beliefs, one
belief I chased was the illusion that somehow, once I got to the mysterious place of liberation or
enlightenment, things would be better, that life would somehow lose all its power to infiltrate some
thing called 'my life' because I would be so beyond beyond.

What is here in as presence is far from all the factoring the mind, the great illusionist, imagined
liberation to be. Here, life is nothing BUT happening and it's me appearing in wild forms. There
appears no space between what is out there and what is in here. Here is here, without distinctions of
any duality. Sadness, mistakes, frustration, concern, rage, passion...all forms of feeling are welcomed
through flowing presence. the only difference between being a prisoner of the mind and liberation
from the mind, is the space that is always present and stable as that which never moves, this is what is
pointed to as awareness. Life is moving, but we, in truth, never move. That unmoving space is the
primary ground upon which every move happens.

So life is happening, we are, in appearance, moving right along with it in births and deaths, health and
disease, joy and sadness, surrender and rage, all of these appear, they come to be felt way way deep
down into the core and then, they are free to go. Abide as the nothing of conscious space that is far
more vast than the mind imagined, that space is ever-untouched by any feeling or form.

The mind imagined in the face of rage, one liberated would be so far removed, they would never
appear enraged, but that is an image only. That is an image of a liberated natural mind. The liberated
mind will see the rage coming a mile away in all this space, and so be it that rage just might take up
some space here, and its going to get outrageous! It's ok. There is room for rage and all the rest of the
usual suspects of feelings, it's fine for anything to be here because the conscious space of presence
doesn't attach to any moving form, not a form of feeling, since we know there are always transient
appearances.

What never leaves? Where is the space that watches this whole passing life happen? Locate that
sphere of being untouched. That's IT. And it is far more stable than life in all it's moving parts. Be
here, stay with this space and use self-inquiry for any birds of thought finding room to nest. The space
of presence is not here to be removed from life, to not give a shit about your friends, family or
neighbors. Presence is about being so deeply here, that what is here, no matter what, has space to be
here naturally, no matter what it is. RAGE! But because there is no sense of identity to back up that
rage, we let it go, it's easy to surrender because it never belonged to anything real about us, it was of
the moment only. The release is always accompanied by the sweet breath of freedom arriving on
neutral ground. No-thingness. Clear empty space. Nothing is happening here. And woooooooooosh!
right back into life in all the movements, grounded perfectly by that which has not moved, here we
are.



Magic ||

Life experienced through the chronic reductions of mind through identity stories to believe in and
attachments to cling to, means many of the miracles of life are overlooked while there is such an
intense focus on maintaining illusions.

The unnatural mind is addicted to thinking thoughts that support images it is busy chasing, all thinking
keeps reality just out of touch, exchanged for maya, illusion. Sometimes the mind is so addicted to
maya, entire chunks of life can pass and we hardly remember even being there. For those wrapped up
in the head, the natural space of awareness hasn't been recalled and we are not available for the
streaming flow of gifts happening ALL the time here in presence.

This moment is alive with the feral gifts of consciousness, nothing measured like the mind imagines,
the blessings are happening in the ordinary moments of teeth brushing, walking with a friend, being
stuck in traffic, in the availability of actually listening to someone or cooking dinner for your family in
love when you are dog ass tired, you know! ...all the times life meets us with life, we meet life with
simply being here as conscious space, space that isn't tied up in mental reductions.

And here is where the magic is, there just isn't anything about the moment, no matter what it brings, no
matter WHAT, that isn't completely holy. And the more present we find the moment, the more space
we offer the mind, the clearer we are here in natural being, the holier every form gets, this is when we
see god everywhere. The holiness is reaching out in the wildness of being alive and in being awake to
live as life itself, this is what is pointed to as conscious living, it is the deepest holy blessing to be
here, here we are.



Shooting ||

Something has happened. Many are mourning, a community is devastated. Don't step away from the
pain. Walk into the feelings and don't let the hurt stay inside, look at where the hurt is. What does it
look like? Who is hurting?

Don't let thought birds nest in your head with identity stories, look at the narrative and find the clear
space between arising thoughts. Stay with the space here.

As the news unfolds, new feelings will arise. Welcome them to come, feel it up and actively free
them to go, abide as the space here.

When terrible things happen, this is the opportunity to observe yourself. Watch your thoughts and offer
space to feelings. Be space here. This is the most compassionate and loving thing you can do right
now in this moment. To turn away just gives space to the mind that wants to hoard a story of
resistance as identity. To look too much, to make it into a new identity story about how awful the
world is, means we are not able to simply be as the love we are, because we are too busy making this
into something we need it to be about so we feel comfortable in an unpredictable world.

Just be here. Be here with what is here.

Be here with whatever comes up, give it space to flow and allow it space to leave, let it pass. Be
here as the love you are, there isn't any need to 'send' love to the tragedy, just BE the space of love
you are, this is being the living prayer you naturally are before all the chaos in the mind. This is what
you can do right now, this is how you can actively participate in being the space of awareness for our
collective when a tragedy happens.



Canvas ||

There is a living artistry about life, lines are being drawn and re-drawn out of nothing, constructions
dance out of life and then the whole piece is swallowed up, back into nothing, it takes shape and loses
shape and reshapes on the canvas of now.

Life's movements are the sacred writing on the walls of life appearing as scribbles and drawings of
pleasure and pain, order and chaos, wisdom and folly, sanity and madness- all the usual suspects of
life show up here to make marks on the moment. Many movements are bold, some are subtle, a few
seem to rip the canvas to shreds and more than anything else, the marks of life arrive to the canvas of
now as creative expressions of the mystery, a mystery that is curious indeed. For me, it is this curious
quality of life that points to anything described as 'divine' maybe we can call it High Art.

Upon this canvas of life, the high art of the moment is alive in what is here, in the marks arriving upon
the easy reflection of that which is unmarked. Life is happening, we are arting in this conscious flow
as it appears for expression as a simple presence here, enjoying the exhibition, it's a fantastic show.

This massive intelligence we are as space for the living artistry of life is much more than anything
ever fashioned on the canvas of the moment. None of these marks touch who we really are here, this
awareness, the great space within our being watching the show is transparent, it is not the canvas, the
canvas and everything on the canvas is appearing within it. Here is that space we are, space so
abundant and limitless, it is effortlessly currator this whole show in all its appearances.

We are space for everything, we are so vast because we arise from the ground of absolute nothing.
Only nothing is huge enough to be everything, this points to the wonder we are here, just can't touch
this, too much space here.

But, by god we are massively creative, impressions in forms of visions, drawings, poems, dances and
other artistic works taking shape here and now. Do we know we are not the marks appearing? Where
is the space in the show, did you know that the space is an often overlooked element of creating a
good show? What will we make of this canvas taking shape and dissolving here, will it be high art or
will we be known as something called paint, pencil, paper or brush?

Seems silly to give space to such identities, things that happen can't touch this space they happen in.
We live as the great art of life in these curious marks, but it is not necessary to be defined as a mark,
we don't have to anchor the ground of existence as any mark or that which marks, what is pointed to
as liberation, is here naturally and easily as space unmarked, that is the ground we exist forever on
and we never move. Here, we are as awareness and this is more real than anything going on at the
show.



Tofu ||

The source of any changing state of consciousness is happening in physiology, in neurological brain
and body activity, this is the energy in the head and it is always fluctuating, presenting as shifting
states of mind against a background of constant present awareness.

Consciousness is a lot like tofu, in the sense that it is picking up the flavors of whatever it is presently
cooking with, whatever we look at with the energy of the mind becomes charged with the essence of
the looking, but consciousness only appears charged, it only seems to take on the flavors, it is always
neutral life energy moving, speculating, looking and arranging. If we believe the neutral tofu of
consciousness, the energy of mind defines us, then we are subject to the changing forms around, we
may believe that is reality. we may mistakenly assume those forms are us, we might believe we are
the erratic energy in the head, but we are not, we are more than the appearance of any thing, we are no
thing.

If we are identified with the energy in the head, shifting patterns of thought and things, we reduce
ourselves to being a body and a brain. Who we are is too vast to be understood as mere body or brain
energy appearing as form. Consciousness, what is aware of every bundle of energy, sees each state of
consciousness, it is this seeing that points to what is real about us, the source of all energy of
consciousness is stirless awareness, it is timeless, some people call it god, I call it here.

Awareness has never been divided but we divide it with states of mind, perceptions arrive in the
form of energy as consciousness. If we believe we are the energy in the head, we live according to
the fluctuations of physiology and circumstance. If we charge illusion in the form of energy with
belief, then we have maya. Some believe they are maya, they have no idea how infinite we are, they
will describe 'who they are' in a language of opinions, beliefs, and mental narratives. If we think to
find reality in the world of illusion, in the world outside, we will only ever find illusion dressed up
in beliefs, and that is not reality.

Reality is forever unbroken, unchanged and here, this is what we really are, this is much more real
than a collection of energies supported by beliefs. This isn't another something to believe, if you want
to put this in a pipe of the mind and smoke these words just to get high, please stop reading here.

What I am pointing to is that which is about you before anything to believe, each of us must begin to
study our own mental energies, get to know the mind energy intimately and locate the subtle space
amid every single mental projection, this space of awareness is so subtle, so effortlessly here, it can't
be taught in a concept, no one can show you your own inner-space. This is a serious investigating of
silence underpinning all movements of mind and body, no one can be here but you, this space is so
sacredly reserved for you, only you have the correct imprint to recall the seat of awareness. Some
may try to offer you the seat, but only you can sit here and know what I mean by 'here' it's all about
you, but not any form of you.

This awareness is equally shared by EVERY other form, what is found in locating the subtle space of
silence in the mind's activities, is the seat of awareness shared equally amongst all. It is not any form



remembering its place as the seat of awareness, it is neutral formless consciousness, it is zero
projecting flavor of consciousness, it is in this neutrality we remember we are always here in this
shared seat. The isness of this present moment is undeniable, it is here teeming with many hearts in
presence and we are forever here, no matter what form appears here, what is real has never moved or
been divided, it is that which is before any state, yes we are always here as the seat of awareness,
remember this.



Flavor ||

Consciousness is fun, it's the cosmic tofu, oh yah- lets get cooking with flavor! Did you know you are
purely extracted consciousness appearing here as unique flavors in form? The flavor is the essence, it
is only an appearance of formless awareness. Consciousness is the energy of being alive, it's that
inner sense of electrical beingness, hereness, its the isness, it's mysterious the way we move our eyes
across the room towards an object, and with the eyes, the energy of consciousness moves internally to
the precise location of our attention. We have an itch on the body, and the energy of consciousness
provides an internal mapping of where the itch is and consciousness in the form of inner movement
directs biology into the action of itching just the right spot to satisfaction. We see someone we care
about hurting and we take a moment to internally reflect, this is the form of inner-energy arising in
consciousness taking the form of compassion. Forms forms forms, everything around us and within us
appear as fluctuating forms of energy as consciousness, we are engaging with the flavors of
consciousness all the time. It is really important to get to know the discreet flavors within and around
us. It's in the examination of inner-details that we get enough distance from the fluctuations, from the
flavors of consciousness to recall our natural awareness of them. This awareness of all movements of
consciousness is real. With honest, non-judgmental investigation, it's not difficult to study the
appearances of mind, behavior, emotions and all outer-conditions, we can study all the flavors of
consciousness as appearances, but it takes a commitment.

The way we've been immersed in the identities of flavor with deep attachment may make the
investigation sticky, but it is not impossible. If one is badass enough to consider the possibly of being
liberated from the appearances of consciousness, one is certainly badass enough to walk the labyrinth
of 'I' back using an investigative approach that seeks to understand the ground of its own existence. It
is the appearance of possibility that points to the location of the baddassery, look here.

Being liberated from the mind just means we are not riding bitch to the whims of biology or
circumstance. It means we don't need reference points to feel secure in the world because we are
self-referenced as untouched awareness. The mind and the body and all the external forms around us
appear as consciousness born of our untouched awareness, every single flavor comes from
perfection, no matter how it may appear.

All this means, is we can play with forms and not get lost in them or seek to find anything in them.
Consciousness as form brings flavor to that which is untouched by flavor, and flavor is fun! Begin to
investigate the energetic flavors appearing within, study the flavors of your behavior and taste the
flavors of the world. We are here to enjoy the feast of forms all around, lets have fun cooking with
every flavor! But we don't have to be just a flavor, we are so much more than the essence of anything,
even more than cosmic tofu, we exist as the totality of every flavor of that has ever arrived on the
palate of consciousness, here we are.



Killers ||

We are all savage killers, everything the mind touches dies. We kill in so many subtle, yet socially
acceptable ways, psychic savagery has become what is known as being a "civilized” society.

But this human collective isn't civilized in the way we imagine, in the way of love and communal
cooperation, no we are civilized according to illusion, we have become civilized according to
patterns of mind, image and external appearances.

Humans are domesticated primates, we come from monkeys, our species family tree goes back
billions of years energetically on this planet and we are evolving.

You and I arriving here in humansuits at this time as a human with the capacity to have conscious
awareness of itself represents a teeny tiny spec of the earth's mysterious story. As upright primates
hanging around here for 1.8 million years or so, our experiment as a collective consciousness
expressing itself has been one of versatility, we are adaptive creatures.

The most badass kid on the street of form is Gene Pool, she carries the future in her pocket, she can
reinvent herself when all the other kids go home at night, Gene Pool is forming in the streets long after
we are.

Evolution has been rewiring us as humans for millions of years, our brain size is increasing and
specializing from generation to generation, if you don't believe this, remember about 50 thousand
years ago, there were 4 kinds of humans hanging around earth, and we have evolved into one species
known as the modern civilized human.

OM Monkey killers.

Here we are. It seems we have been born at a time in which the monkeys cruising around earth are
lost in pretending to be a superior thinking species, but we don't live that way. We have thought
ourselves into an illusion of civilization, we don't treat each other globally in a very civilized
manner. Being a savage killer in the mind by thinking about this or that, by reducing everything we see
to something to predict, dominate and judge with the energy of the mind, we aren't to far away from
our roots of savage hominid ancestors. Now we cover up our energetic savagery in the guise of being
civilized (judgment). We kill everything in the mind, everything the mind touches it murders.

What is also curious, my monkey friend, is many many monkeys remembering we don't have to be
mental killers, we recall we are more than the energy of the mind that grabs onto everything and kills
it, many of us know we can be conscious monkeys, even holy monkeys living upon this earth. We are
learning to learn and we are remembering the natural primitive space before all thinking. We are
using the mind to look at the mind as an appearance within this untouched awareness that has always
been here, it's timeless.

We monkeys have been infatuated with our awesome minds, infatuated with thinking and thinkers, and



now our primitive tools are our technologies, with all this, together, we created an illusion of
civilization, but we are not civilized.

What was here before we learned to think about what being civil means? What has always always
always been with us? Awareness. It has not once moved despite the changing forms of consciousness,
from bioslime to our very first shared human fire to cook and eat together, to this present appearing
moment, awareness is one steady presence.

We don't have to keep fighting, dropping bombs on people, killing animals and each other, poisoning
the earth, bullying and judging each other and pretending to be civilized anymore, we don't need to
pose like civilized monkeys and all the whole time commit great savagery against each other, the act
is up. Lets stop pretending and have a good look within at our inner killer.

The present monkey is not riding bitch to the minds whims. The present monkey is abiding as great
space that has always ever been perfect love, this is the ultimate civil union, we don't need to become
what we already are, we just need to reclaim the space that's always been here, lots of sage monkeys
have pointed throughout our history and here we are to LIVE this collectively, this is the greatest
blessing, the monkeys remember their holiness in the simplicity and emptiness of being here are not
beholden to thought, image or any illusion of civility. We are being with being that is always being,
this is the hallmark of evolution from a species destined by biology, into creatures abiding as
peaceful awareness containing all appearances, this is what is pointed to as oneness, a oneness so
vast it includes evolving biology becoming conscious of its own intelligence, versatility and evolving
efficiency.

The greatest savagery for the modern domesticated primate is happening in the head, in our thoughts
and thinking. Our survival energy is not needed anymore, we are evolving from energy needed to
actually be savage (for survival), to an inwardly directed energetic savagery of mind (for survival),
to social savagery pretending to be civilized (for survival)

..to this here now, to an evolving intelligence that is not in any way influenced by biology, it is before
anything the mind can think about, this is where all movements of change are met by that which sees
the changeless nature of every single appearance.

The conscious evolution brings effortless space, so clearly here it easily pierces the appearances of
time, physical and mental surviving. This space moves through the appearances of biology, matter and
evolution, and the space is remembered totally here, in this moment where the monkeys remember
they are ALL perfect, each and every one timeless gods of perfect awareness, we don't have to be
savage killers, we will move beyond this savagery in the same way we move through all of our
human appearances, with great versatility of our one shared consciousness.



Knowing ||

Reality appears before the brain and body biology ever have a chance to get hold of it to make
projections within its limited framework. These words, for example, play deep in the know but are
several clicks behind reality, they come through the cognitive mind to arrive in your cognitive mind,
so these words are faaaaaaaaaaaar from real. For those of us still believing in the know, still
believing mind energy as real, that limited framework constitutes our entire sense of identity, and this
is where all our suffering appears.

It is in life untouched by beliefs, thoughts and thinking that the mystery of the real, of untouched
Intelligence is happening. This is not a know, to be in the mystery means there is no desire to affirm
the know as real.

Presence is the abundant affirmation that what is really here, cannot be known.

To live as this, is a constant response of surrender to whatever is here. The more real whatever is
here appears, the deeper the surrender is.

Thinking, creativity, work, planning, relationships, body biology, all of these natural human states are
ours to play in, be here in this humansuit and have fun with it, play in the know! Enjoy this life, it is a
deep blessing being here to play. But, do not seek to find what you are in any of these natural states of
playing human, you will not find anything, except a limited rendering of what is really here.

Who you are, who we all are, happens before the mind or biology ever get it. To play freely in the
know without attachment or seeking is prayer. This is what it means to be a living prayer playing in
the know without getting lost, we are that which can not be known.



Shamans ||

No thought has ever been real, its all just energy, it appears and disappears, its an illusion of energy
and some of us see this and some of us do not.

When someone charges neutral brain energy with belief, they assume their own thoughts are real, with
real power, they will demand you believe their thoughts are real, they will expect you to behave
accordingly. They will also assume you believe your thoughts and their thoughts are teal. This quirk
in humans points to one of our most subtle, primitive tools, and we love to wield it within our own
psychology and in the world. Some people are super tale Ted with this tool, it is the mind-art called
manipulation.

Someone not identified with the appearance of neutral brain energy will not require you to believe in
their brain energy, they will not use brain energy for or against whatever is appearing, anything
charged with belief is illusion and illusion is not a handy tool for someone who walks freely in the
real.

This makes plastic shamans easy to spot, they appear with lots of tools. Take a close look at the tools
used by ANY pointing shaman, if those tools are being charged with belief demanding you believe,
that shaman is plastic. Plastic shamans carry lots of tools of belief, but because those tools are
invisible, it will require a good seeing into our own beliefs to know if we too are using these tools of
illusion.

Any pointing is an invitation for an inwardly inspired pointing, we could call this an inquiry into the
appearance. Inquiry is the only true way to spot a plastic shaman, is to see the quality of belief within
our own construction of being that we see the beliefs another is clinging to. Anything else is simply
judgment, and judgment is just another mind game.

If we find belief, if we find we are using our brain energy to make people submit or refrain or
whatever, we must own it, give it up, and move on fresh in the baptismal waters of presence, we are
ever clean here. There was never anything wrong with us to begin with, be here with this. There isn't
any need to use the brain energy as a weapon or tool of manipulation, this is an old habit that doesn't
need to die hard, it simply must be seen through as not real, not really who we are and not really what
we are about.

Plastic shamans with a bag of tools to help you see the natural state of being are everywhere. If you
should be so lucky today to find one expecting you to believe another something or do another
something or say another something, look right into the mirror of yourself appearing as a shaman
charging neutral brain energy with belief, and then making demands that you follow suit.

This is a subtle pointer here, so look closely, even these very words serve the purpose I am pointing
to, if you feel an underlying sense that I want you to believe these words, look at that arising sense
within you and own it. I'm not saying I'm a plastic shaman, I don't really care if you believe these
words or not, these words are as good as any others to take the pointing finger and turn it inward with



an eye that leans towards seeing all appearances into our natural nothingness.

We thank all the plastic shamans for being reminders to drop the tools of belief and just be here with
the brain energy, let the mind do whatever it's going to do, it doesn't mean anything unless we charge
it, it's just illusion appearing and it is free to come and go without attachment, nothing to do with this.



Dying ||

It's alright to die to whatever the mind may seek living for.



Offering ||

A few days ago a well-known awareness teacher posted something to the effect that because he does
not share his daily struggles with his students, somehow it makes his words more credible and the
only real teachers worth listening to, are the ones who don't use their experience and the appearance
of stories to teach. He claims they are so beyond life, personal experience is an indication of
attachment and story-making, of suffering.

On the surface, this appears prudent, lots of people hit the 'like' button for that particular post, it
seems if you are looking to learn about who you really are, you should read those who know who they
are so maybe you can remember who you are. It seems like to know who you are as awareness, is to
be beyond life as it appears, to be so untouched as the reality of awareness, we are immune to life as
it appears and this immunity makes us credible teachers.

This is a grave mind hustle.

Being immune to life as awareness may be reality, but it is not being alive. I choose life at every turn,
not immunity, I came here to live. Step back and investigate what this teacher is proposing, if a person
is not offering up their own present experiences as teaching, what are they offering other than
conceptual knowledge?

And concepts are fine, but there is an ocean of reading available about the natural state and none of it
is original, it ALL says the same thing: be here.

It seems a mind pattern is appearing if a teacher thinks they have some new novel way of saying what
has been said for thousands of years about who we are as natural humans before the brain and body.

So I wonder, If all I am offering is concepts that will be burned up in a proper inquiry anyway, why
offer anything at all? Where is the offering coming from, a place that seeks to commune about what is
here as an equally appearing person? Or a place that seeks to tell you who and what you are
conceptually?

Both provide a service. But I have nothing valuable to offer conceptually. I cannot say better what has
been said a million times by way cooler sages than me, please friend me on goodreads.com and you
can access my huge virtual bookshelf with plenty of conceptual knowledge to tie you up for a year or
two, I've read them all and there is a lot to investigate.

Truth is all I have is my present experience, if I am living as nonconceptual presence, that is all we
EVER have. That present experience is changing all the time and the art of conscious living is to note
the appearing story without getting lost in it. I wear a humansuit that is challenging, so for me this
appears like physical pain and sometimes surgeries or other things to keep biology running well.

But what I remember so effortlessly since detoxing from myself, now almost 2 years ago, is that who
we really are never changes. This awareness has always been here, always will be, and this is who
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we are. Turning inside out means we recall the reality of presence no matter what the changing
scenery of life is bringing.

What do I have to offer?

Investigative reporting from the easy-chair of awareness about the messiness that appears as this
unpredictable life. There is plenty of space here for both the clear unattached presence and the
appearance, there is infinite space here, the absolute and the relative are not in contradiction, they
appear together in vast space that points to who I am here.

When I was detoxing from the I, I wrote a book and offer that for free on my website. As I cruise
through these days as someone who has realized our true nature, life is appearing and dissolving in
many interesting forms, I will continue to offer my experience as the heart of what I have to give to the
collective, my experience is natural and normal and as everyday as pooping, pain and other fun stuff.
It doesn't mean I share everything either, believe it or not, I share a tiny fraction of what appears as
'my life', but what info is shared is offered honestly, without an image, in presence without any fancy
concepts, it is living reality here and if that somehow renders a teaching or a insight for a friend, I
could ask for no greater blessing on the moment. If this makes me appear less credible as one who
shares our natural state, I'm OK with that. I'm not trying to be something, I'm simply being, and that is
enough today.



Move ||

I am the only thing that ever gets in the way of my Self.



Weird ||

Wield your weird wholehearted, it is your weird that makes you wonderful.



Detox ||

Someone else was talking about current brain research, and how it is validating the insight that our
sense of identity is a process generated and limited by the energy of consciousness. Lots of sages
have lived and pointed to this, and science is confirming it.

That person did not want to talk about what I wrote, so I stole that post back and offer it here for
anyone that may get something from this recent experience I seem to have had, when described from a
model of what may be happening in biology. I do not know about how it is for others, but the way this
appeared for me recently was detoxing from Cymbalta. I've been on it for 6 years to deal with body
pain, comfortably on it, comfortably enough to have gone through the detox of the "I" and remember us
here.

So two years after that, without any drawn out consideration, an impulse to detox from it comes to the
brain. For me this is the same energetic momentum as you point to, moving towards your cup of tea.
That presenting impulse is either heeded or not. It appears and disappears. There is no sense of 'me'
behind the impulse, it's coming before that sense of me appears. It comes from me as the Self, not me
as me.

NOW! If I had attachment to the brain activity, the I would have leaped forward and proclaimed:

I AM GOING TO DETOX AND I CAN DO THIS GREAT THING I THOUGHT OF!

or

NO! I CAN'T DO THIS, IT"S TOO MUCH!

But that isn't the way it happens, naturally, it happens more like an itch that appears, we scratch or
not, but it's not something we take a big lead from and say I AM A SCRATCHER!! To be identified
with a form such as the impulse to scratch or the impulse to detox is maya and is the cause of a lot of
unnecessary suffering.

When the impulse hit, I was surprised, like, "huh, that's interesting." And I let it sit for a bit to see if it
came back around as an appearing impulse, and it did, so I figure I am getting a message from the
Self, my kundalini energy is about to rock n roll and a messenger from the brain by way of a thought
comes into the head about doing something, but the I that is "Jen Peer Rich" is the last to know this is
even happening! What it takes to ride those impulses out smoothly, whether it is reaching for tea or
detoxing from a mind altering chemical, is keeping myself out of the way and not claiming it as some
novel idea "I" had, "I" am not the source, the I thought is an afterthought behind reality, the I thought is
like a valve constricting the steady stream of awareness. If I allow that I thought valve to relax and the
brain activity is allowed to be without the demands of identity, the truth comes rushing through and it's
undeniable, but I do not remember the rush when I am in the way with doing.

"I" really am always the last to the party called Self, I try to make a graceful appearance, I make an



effort to show up, I do everything I can to dance to the music and my presence, late as it is, trusts the
impulses that come from "I do not know where".

Where those brain impulses come from, who knows?! It isn't important to know that, it's just important
to be here when we realize a party is happening, be graceful and don't take credit for the party we
didn't throw, awareness is the real one throwing the whole shebang.



Pain ||

For ((((((G)))))) tonight

Pain is something I've been kicking around as long as I have awareness of being here, maybe being
born with cancer and going through so much physical trauma as a child created a wiring harness of
sorts on my brain that was intimately taking the presence of pain and turning into a make believe
identity the way a regular kid takes the presence of a doll and believes itself a good parent. Most of
what I had as identity prior to losing attachment to myself was deeply rooted in being special because
I was a survivor of a lot of pain, and believe it or not being a survivor is as hard of a identity to shake
as any other.

And it is an important identity to see through, if it happens to appear because who we are really hasn't
been touched by anything at all, we have never 'survived' anything, except the appearances of a form
of a body and brain. We are not a body, and we are not a brain, but the form of bodies and brains
make being alive possible, interesting and experienced in the world of forms, so the brain and its
body are tools for consciousness cruise around this life, but not who we are, in reality.

But, most of this life I didn't see that and I suffered from the limitations that come with ignorance, and
it's all fine, love is here neither ignorant nor aware, love just is and that is what is real, despite all
appearances. Whatever has ever come or goes isn't anything to get worked up about. What has always
been here, is worth paying attention to.

The whole seeming appearance of a person suffering from disease or pain was life appearing, not me,
I believed 'I' was what was appearing, the physical and psychological suffering, but truly what was
appearing as suffering was just the energy of being alive, it is what we come here to do until the we
as the Self wants to do something different, then we wake up and do not suffer anymore. That doesn't
mean bad shit doesn't still go down, but we are not lost in whatever is going down, so there is no 'I' to
ever really lost in the illusion of suffering. Nothing real suffers, even though it seems that way and if
you punch me in the nose I will suffer, but that is just an appearance of suffering upon that which I am
that is.

Alright, so life brings with it many appearance, and if what is appearing, like physical pain, at any
moment arises with attachment to a story in the mind through thoughts and thinking, if I think hard
enough about the story that pain is going down inside of me and I am suffering, I am living an illusion,
I am getting in the way of my Self.

Or, pain seems to arise and it is seen, felt, welcome to be here because we are also welcome to be
here, of course we are here. If I'm not here clinging to a story, then neither is the pain. If I'm not here
with any desire to come or go, neither is the pain. What is here, is here. I am here and pain appears
here, good.

What this points to is not allowing any story birds space to nest in the head. Story birds are fine to fly
around but there is no space for nesting. Nesting story birds get comfortable, and what this will



appear like, is a story of resisting the hereness of things, "I do not want to be in pain" is a common
story bird. If I am in pain, the body is just singing its song of living. Why freak out on the body and
make more work for it by forcing it to assume the upkeep of the story bird nest, in addition to the
actual body pain?

That nest gets WAY more in the way of peacefully being here with things as they are, than any kind of
appearing pain. The key to being free of what may be going down is not clinging to ANY mental
narrative, even if that sorry seems to make you feel better, it's only reinforcing an illusion that you can
NOT handle what is here. You can. We all can and do, despite what may appear on this screen of
who we seem to be, we are here presently as limitless existence. Who is going to mess with limitless
existence? Some silly body pain? Not so much, pain is here and it's all good for it to be here too, we
are not what may appear to be going down, we are all the space everything is going down in.

I'm totally a puppet, the strings get pulled and I just try to dance the dance as best I can to make the
universe pulling my strings smile a lot



… ||

There are no ellipsis in satsang. There is no mystery in satsang and there should be no unanswered
questions. Here, we come to share truth whether via the internet or in person, and if I have done right
by the clarity of exactly what is here, infinity itself is appearing exactly right here and the truth
reveals itself as self-evident, it is radiant and there isn't anymore to say, uncertainty shouldn't gasp for
breath in the mind. What is here, is here and it is here effortlessly, undeniably and consistently,
anything else is not the truth, it is not satsang, it is what may appear lovely, but will only create more
...



Together ||

Friendship, for me since losing attachment to the mind and body activity, isn't personal anymore.
When I believed in the mind, I was a terrible friend, I took EVERYTHING personally. I let people
down and had lots of expectations that I rarely was able to meet myself. I was a bad friend to others
because I was a bad friend to myself. I didn't know myself to really want to know anyone else. I didn't
enjoy the company of others because I didn't like my own company.

A friend in presence is here before all the stuff we take or make personal. Our friendship isn't based
on similar external interest or mutual friends. Our friendship is based in presence, which means if we
are here with what is here, we are in the movement of love that looks a lot like friending. It matters
not if we are physically together, if we are here and could care less about what the mind is doing, we
are here with many many friends in presence.

I point to these as friends, because we are here in Darshan with these friends always.

I will not expect anything of you and maybe you could offer me that too, except we will agree that
when we meet we will be here in presence without images and stories to uphold. Whatever has
happened doesn't matter. Whatever may happen doesn't matter. All we have is here, our friendship is
always here. Haven't we known each other forever here, seems strange to think we just met, but that is
because we have always been here as friends in presence, we just didn't physically know each other
yet. If I made you mad last time we saw each other, no problem, we are here and that is what is real.
If its been 19 years since we last saw each other, we are here and this is real. If we block each other
on FB for being stupid, here we are and because we are friends, that hereness outweighs any story we
can possibly tell each other.

It's a different kind off friendship, but it's the only kind I can offer now and be confident that I will not
let you down. I am a good friend in presence, we let everything go and are so deeply here, our
collective network of friendship is a holy gift, heaven on earth.

I'm likely to piss you off. You are likely to hurt my little feelings. Bad shit may go down in this
friendship, and we may end up deciding we just cannot hang out, it's too explosive, and that is perfect
too. Present, without stories, histories, insecurities, beliefs and a big fat head hogging the attention of
our flow, this friendship in presence is how we stand in love with each other, we are forever friends
here.



Ninja ||

Truth cannot be communicated, it slides through the hands of any form, it is not spoken nor shared,
truth is before our material forms of brain or body get hold of it to exchange or manipulate it in any
way.

We may recognize truth in another, a glimpse maybe, in a resonance that is totally unspoken and
silent, we could ask for no more from a true 'relationship' than a brief glimpse of our shared unspoken
truth, everything else is gravy.

We may know ourselves as truth, but again that recognition of our true nature is completely silent,
once it is spoken, it slides down the pipes of duality and it doesn't look anything like it actually is as
we know it intimately inside. Any form, words or thoughts or otherwise, are limiting to abiding as
truth, and that is seen when we remember who we are before anything we can think about who we
are.

This is why truth is intelligent, is a total ninja move that it has insulated itself against the instinct
humans have to use things in its untouched nature, Truth isn't used, it is always the user and forms are
the used. To be used by truth is what being really alive is all about.



Where ||

How are you feeling? LAME! Stop asking people how they are feeling. Asking that question only
invites you to an immediate party of illusion, and it is likely you will be forced to dance a very
strange dance with dead things.

What can someone tell you about how they are feeling, other than describe a narrative that is
appearing in their brain at that moment? It's really nothing more than a snapshot of biological
chemistry, it's not actually how a person is feeling, it is a limited picture of the illusion appearing in
the head at that moment. I'm not very interested in hearing that, most people are not, which is why, as
soon as you ask someone that question and they REALLY tell you, you regret asking, on some level
you now they are only telling you a dead story.

Now, these stories we tell each other do make us feel better. It feels go to loosen the valve of thinking
and let the energy flow out, it's a relief from the stuff! And it is also part of human snuggle to listen to
each other, so there isn't anything wrong with wanting to hold someone's heart by inquiring into how
life seems to be.

But, I would offer a better question is: Where are you feeling? Weird question, but if you really want
a closer picture of how someone is, do not seek the how, it is the 'where' that paints a more realistic
picture, maybe that picture can give you something valuable to say once you hear the answer.

Asking where are you feeling is 2 things, it is a question that points to a location in the body where
the feeling is being held. All the feelings we have (that we give a shit enough to share with someone)
are being held energetically in the body. If you look in the moment when a feeling arises, you can spot
the exact location that feeling is, sometimes it's in the head, mine typically show up in my stomach.
Just by looking for the location of the feeling, we bring enough attention to it to dissolve it in
presence.

Also, asking 'where' someone is feeling brings the head to what is here. Most of the time, if we have
heavy, sticky feelings that seem to hang around a long time, it is because we are carrying them around
and can't let things go, a lot of time this is because a false identity is attached. Feelings are meant to
be felt. We are here as a feeling machine, thanks to our groovy brain and body, so feel it up and have
a good time. But hold onto nothing, feelings are free to go and when we hold them, when we carry
crappy feelings around from week to week, month to month, sometimes even decades or a whole life
appears totally submerged in old feelings, we will become those feelings, we will identify with them
and we think they are us. We will fulfill our feelings if we remain attached to them, we forget that we
were just having a feeling and we become the pain of the feeling because we cannot let it go.

So, when you ask someone how they are feeling, you will likely get a story that has some quality of
attachment, how much depends from person to person. If you really care enough to ask someone how
they are, do it in a way that invites real conversation rather than just bringing out dead corpses to play
make believe show and tell. If you don't want to really know what is happening, don't ask, just say
"Hi, friend" and give good hug.





Clean ||

For ((((((J)))))) tonight

I only know one thing that works to free me from myself, and that is the one thing that DID work: self-
inquiry. Before I lost attachment to myself, I didn't have exposure to all these nonduality (oneness)
concepts, I'd not spoken about anything I write about now, I had read a little bit of Eckhart Tolle, but
that left me feeling frustrated. I spent some time with Leonard Jacobson's book Journey Into Now, that
was the first time I heard about self-inquiry, bringing the attention of presence to that which is
present. I started playing with self-inquiry, which means using the mind's energy of looking to
investigate thoughts as they appear. It was totally frustrating, mostly because I kept expecting
something magical to happen and when it didn't, I figured either I was an idiot or the teaching was.

At the same time, I was fed up with myself. I was emotionally irresponsible and I was a total seeker,
everything that sparkled conceptually and metaphysically consumed my attention and I wandered from
teaching to teaching looking for myself, chasing shiny objects outside of myself, that were all not real
and I would've never found myself in those things.

My personal view, is that awareness is untapped as reality, until its ready to make the consciousness
it is fostering (which is you) conscious if itself. How that happens it seems is very different for all of
us. When awareness is ready to become conscious, it's going to start causing a bunch of chaos in your
life. It appears as frustration and loss. It starts cracking your shell so some light gets in, but what you
will feel is life falling completely apart. If we were not attached to what is happening in life as "who
we are" when things fall apart, we would recognize the chaos as life keeping to true itself. If we are
attached to what is happening when things seem to fall apart, then it feels like the world is totally
falling apart.

For me, this was the intersection where everything changed, just enough exposure to a good teaching
(self-inquiry) and the complete dissatisfaction with myself, it was the right mix to irritate the mind to
expose the gaping wound of the illusion called Jennifer Ann Peer. The night before I became a self-
inquiry junkie, my partner and I got into a fight and I was so emotionally unstable, I ended up laying
partially nude on rocks outside curled up in a ball sobbing. The hate I felt for myself my whole life
had finally busted through and what was there, was surrender to the Mystery.

The next day I stopped taking a very strong narcotic pain medicine I was addicted to cold turkey, and
I stopped taking my thoughts and thinking as a drug, I replaced that drug with another compulsion,
looking at myself honestly in presence. The detox from that drug and the detox from myself was a
chemical process that was both psychological and physical, I was as physically addicted to my
thinking as I was physically addicted to the drug. If you don't know much about doing self-inquiry,
read about it, it's kind of a weird science and an intimate sort of art, for sure get quality information
on doing it properly. Anyways, with every twist of detox pain, alone in silence, I looked and
remembered emptiness. With every single thought, I looked and remembered emptiness. All the
energy that presented naturally with the pain of chemical detox from the pain drug as well as the



chemical detox from the thoughts in the head were met by a warrior's heart, consumed by attention to
EVERY single mental movement.

Now what happens when you do that, is you go batcrap crazy. The brain is an organizer and it's a lazy
miser, it likes shortcuts. Self-inquiry clips the brain's nuts, the brain doesn't have time to linger in its
thoughts, because the attention of inquiry snips the energy and dissolves it into emptiness. When the
energy is returned to emptiness, when silence is remembered as more real than the energy, the
subtleties of mind activity become really clear. Undeniably clear.

The challenge with compulsive self-inquiry is not just that it invites insanity, it also brings all the
baggage you've been hoarding in the head your whole life. The more baggage you have, the deeper the
crazy is going to be and I personally had a wellspring of shit to deal with. The more I washed myself
clean in the waters of presence, it seemed like the dirtier I got and a lot of people probably turn back
here, the ego mind addiction is strong both in body and mind and it will not let you go without a fight.
A lot of people punk out when the fighting gets dirty. You're going to get the hell beat out of you, the
cleaner the mind gets with self-inquiry, the more complex the fight gets, which just means the heart
has to stick it out and take the licks of being with things as they are inside. That's all were really
doing, is finally accepting life as it is without a story and it has always been ok. We are ok and we've
always been ok and we will always be ok. We are ok beyond the attachments we have to being a
mind and a body. Here in presence, in this moment without any story, we are perfectly ok.

I became detached from normal 'reality'. I didn't know if I was sleeping or awake, dreaming and
thinking were the same movements. I lost my mind. I remembered who we all are equally and
perfectly before anything in these minds and bodies.

Something happened after about 4 months or so, I came back, I was acclimating to being in sort of a
different atmosphere, where everything that was happening in the head and the body was happening to
me, but not really to me, I was here in this easy chair of aware-ing as witness to whatever was
happening, the intense presence I was, was being acclimated into the world of duality.

Since then I have not once suffered this mind or this body. Not once. I still have shitty thoughts, I still
have a lot of physical pain, but that doesn't have much to do with me. I know myself here before
anything the mind or body can tell me about myself, that knowing is clear. Whatever happened with
that compulsive self-inquiry was deep and thorough enough to scoop out the seeds of my false
identity, to such a degree that I remembered myself and all of sentience as here presently, equally holy
and here as awareness, this is really who I am. That knowledge in me is unshakable so far, not saying
I won't suffer myself again, but it seems the reverse is happening, in these last 2 years, I've only
deepened into our natural presence. But nothing is off the table when now is all we have, that is my
living faith, the genesis of my faith is in the unknowing, in the mystery.

I don't know if anyone should do what I did or if it will work, I do know, if awareness is ready to
become conscious, there isn't much we can do about it but fucking dance. Or, we resist and the chaos
continues, life keeps smacking us in the head until we pay attention.



If chaos and suffering are here, you have mail. Open yourself up to read it, awareness sends messages
in the grittiness, the suffering is an invitation to start doing the dirty work each of us has to do to
remember the natural peace that is always here before anything that seems to suffer.

I'd do it again and again and again to be here so peacefully as our Self, the fight seems so tiny
compared to the vastness I remember us as. The mind makes waking up feel enormous, like dying and
it is sort of. But awareness knows its just the opposite, it's the beginning of really being here as a
conscious presence alive in this world, it's the greatest blessing to be here to affirm this directly and
confidently to you, you are reading these words because you have a message.



Union ||

Wherever we are, there is only here. The mind can't be the truth here because every time it thinks, it
divides what is here with thoughts and then we feel inside a sense of separation in the body. That
sense that we are divided in any way, is only a production of the brain, it is not real. That is why
getting to how your brain is working and inquiring into your thoughts is so so important, once we get
intimate with our own mind, we see straight through the illusion that we have ever been separate.

The only thing that keeps us from each other is our brains and that distance is only a game the mind is
playing with itself.

Look at what is happening in the head, all the keys are there to unlock the feelings of being isolated,
misunderstood, or judgmental and defensive. Every human act of suffering both internally and
inflicted against each other, is the result of beLIEf and the addiction to thoughts that identify the
thinker as being distinct and unique energetically.

If you get this, it's why you'll see our drive for individuality and increased specialization only keeps
us feeling alone, not connected to whatever we think it is that sees us as special. The more you can
paint me a picture of why you are so special and unique, I can paint a matching picture of why you
suffer from those thoughts, all mental roads lead to being alone. I would rather be ordinarily here in
presence as nothing special, than seek to feel special in a way that isn't really true to what is here.

Before any story that we can tell each other that may make us appear special, it is what is before the
story and braining, that is where the special is. Here we are undivided. Here we are completely
whole, no matter what the body and brain are doing. Here, there is infinite space about you, it holds
everything ever. That is the real special. We can't ever find it though, we will keep looking for our
special and just turn up with a story. Why? We ARE it.

What makes us special and as oneness with each other is assumed, it is here, always here before the
brain gets its sticky fingers all over it and makes us feel alone.

No one ever has been alone. One of the greatest gifts it to see this once the brain and body are seen
through.

Someone I love, I unfriended recently here on FB. Seems strange to do that, seems like the action
divided us, yes? Not really. Any division is in mind only, not in reality. In reality we are communing
in the most ancient and shared language of all, silence. We all speak it fluently, it is who we really
are here. Unfortunately, most people only have confidence in speaking, in knowing. All they know and
trust is what pipes through the noisy brain. Most people are only attuned to the noise in the head, the
thinking drowns out the natural ground of silence always here. The activity of thinking is so loud,
silence cannot be heard.

This is why if you really care about a resolutionship with someone, sometimes the best thing you can
do is honor some space and speak our ancient tongue. Silence speaks a lot more clearly than words,



and if we keep slipping around in clumsy, finding ourselves in too many misunderstood words, there
isn't anything wrong with righting up in the grace of silence, it all gets worked out perfectly here.

So, here we have bodies doing things, cranky, crampy, cantankerous bodies that seem to have a lot to
say, yes? It appears that way, but if we are here, simply here with the room as it is, life as it is, the
body as it is, everything the mind can possibly tell us about what seems to appear, if we are here with
this, how could we feel the slightest bit separate from one another?

You are me. And I am you. We wear different suits, but we are the same before the mind gets hold of
us. Lets be here and remember our sameness, just be here and don't let the appearances of things
overshadow what is so perfectly and effortlessly here, we never needed healing, we are ok.

Whatever can be pointed to as the Real (oneness, truth, god, love, Self, universe, all words for the
same pointing) is never glimpsed by looking or desire. The busier we are trying to find what is real,
the action of looking demands we will not find it, we can't see it past our own thoughts about it. The
looking makes us blind to the real. Everything that is here REAL-ly, is in presence, in silence, and it
will tell you about itself, it will explain itself simply as just what is here. Most of us are so busy
constructing what we think and believe is real, we are never quiet enough to sit an listen to what the
real is always sharing here. We expect the real to be something fancy, and that the opposite of what it
is, it's nothing, it is neutral and it is an emptiness that contains everything.

How to know or look for what is empty but full, formless and untouchable, yet clearly and obviously
presently here in every single form of life as it appears here?

Cannot be done. That is what you ARE.

The real appears without demands of what it should look like. Truth is always here as and in what is
here, always. If we stop all seeking to know it, it will show up and reveal itself when we least expect
it to.



Silence ||

Yes, it's a different kind of way to speak. The mind (brain energy) is all about the know, it needs the
know. Silence is in the unknowing. It is not dependent on the mind, it's before, amid and surrounds the
mind.

The mind will use silence as a tool for manipulation, that's not really silence, that's just loud thinking.
When someone thinks out loud like that, it feels totally rotten inside, that is the recognition we have,
that what is happening, is we are being manipulated.

Silence has no roots, it has no motivation and it has no movement, it's just here, it is completely
present. When we can just be here in the unknowing, everything is OK.

If you do this, offer silence, to someone with a lot of mind attachment, you'll be punished likely. The
punishment is a reaction based in the fear of being divided. You will be met with threats of loss. See
through that, it is only the mind saying that because that is all that mind knows, for them it is true, it
feels like a painful division. But if you know us here as silence, if you remember this is who are
naturally, you can see through any punishment the person can sling and will have no reaction, respond
only in silence, in the movement of love and unknowing, and do so confidently as not something
detached, but as a being so attached you know you can never be divided.

What happens, especially if the person you are being silence with is far from silent, is they will see in
your lack of mental noise, the obvious refection of their own mental noise, and if you really want to
deepen communion with someone you care about where miscommunication seems to happen a lot, this
is the way to do it, know your own silence so presently, that they can glimpse it and perhaps feel
inspired to look at themselves. That's what friends are for.

That kind of silence heals without one word and it doesn't matter if its mutual, it just comes from
oneness and it is oneness naturally with or without the heaviness of stories and other heavy stuff the
brain likes to carry around.



Convo ||

OK, yes, I do not want to chat. Listen, very few people will know you as love enough to not
masturbate your thoughts. VERY FEW. And those that do know you as love like this, will not touch
those depressed thoughts with a 10 foot pole in conversation. WHY? Because they are not real. I am
not interested in what is not real, I spent 37 years in that game and I'm happy to leave it to those who
have no idea who we are here and are not interested in knowing who we are.

I know you as love and completely well, when you are ready to know yourself as love, drop the
stories of depression and pain and suffering and be here with life as it is, no matter how it is, it is and
that is real.



Shitty ||

Feelings are like poop in the belly, meant to be felt and flushed right into the turd pond of life. If you
hold a poop too long, it starts getting uncomfortable, you get bloated with thinking, then you become
constipated with a belief. Same thing with feelings, if you find yourself holding onto shit, take an ex-
lax of presence, drop the story and just be here with things as they are.

Let it all go out, it's OK to let go of shitty feelings, they were not meant to be held in the first place.
Give yourself freedom to feel, and release, otherwise you just end up full of your own shit.



Gender ||

I spent a lot of this life seeking myself through gender, using gender loosely to point out the traits
attributed to men and women, stuff we say is being a real 'man' or a real 'woman'.

What did being a woman mean to me the years I spent attached to thoughts and thinking? It meant
endless searching for ways to express or suppress what I imagined my gender to be. It was a massive
layer of illusion upon many that needed to be cleansed with self-inquiry. Even though I always felt the
attributes of gender were more like human putty to play with than something fixed, even with that
flexibility, I was lost in the belief that MY gender, which I define as queer femme, was who I AM.

Gender is a mental narrative only. If we really want to know who we are here in presence, all the
constructions we carry about gender identity need to be looked at. If for any reason our sense of being
here freely as presence is dependent on an identity narrative that includes 'masculine, feminine' must
be looked at. All aspects of how we became these socialized junkies addicted to beliefs have to be
investigated keenly, we have to see them honestly into emptiness and render them neutral, so we are
free of the attachment.

I spoke at a national conference about my own concept of gender identity, I prayed big time at the
altar of gender identity, and while it serves many of us well to express gender true to form, that
expression also carries with it baggage of the mind when left unchecked.

Once our personal construction of gender identity has been picked apart like a vulture on a carcass,
all of it as we have known our whole life has been brought into nonconceptual presence, then that
construct is seen as mental energy only. We are the space hosting that mental energy, we are not the
energy. Once that is seen in silence and surrendered, that energy becomes conscious energy. What
does that mean? It means we are free to play with any model or construct without being lost in and
seeking anything from it. It means if we are a naturally masculine dude, we seem to be a big stud. But
there isn't being lost in the mask anymore, there isn't any of the weight that comes with believing in or
needing to prove some fake image.

This is what conscious gender play looks like, it has nothing to be and nothing to do, it's just
something we appear to play with, we do so effortlessly and confidently as presence.

We are inspired by the masks, never defined by them. What can be sexier than a presence that deeply
knows its center? We can believe in or play with gender all day long, the sexiest one in the room, is
always the one radiating natural presence without the weight of beliefs.



Sexy ||

For ((((SW)))) today

Lots of people like Ramana Maharshi have known themselves as pure awareness in this life, it is
ordinary people who remember us here like Ramana. What makes you feel weird is only the brain
presenting you the weirdness of feeling separate and that separation is seems justified with all the
stories of people who take the pointings and make them into something extraordinary, something
special.

In truth, every spec of sentience, just as it is here now as the totality of everything existed, appears in
this ordinary moment from emptiness and returns to emptiness. Any form within that playful illusion
of sending and receiving is here making love right now as the one no matter how hard the brain thinks
it away, that kind of intimacy is devastating to the ego brain.

If you are here, you are naked and making love. It matters not what forms appear, spider, Sailor Bob,
Elvis, jellyfish, Ramana, YOU, we are all making love as the one here.

Don't be embarrassed to find out you've been having sexy time with the whole universe, it's OK, stay
naked, don't dress this back up in thoughts, just be here and be the love you are. xx



Play ||

Set your controls to the heart of the moment, then let go and play with this remarkable brain. There are
many kinds of approaches to life that make using the brain as an instrument necessary. If we approach
work, we deal with planning and execution. Or maybe we approach art, and the past/future
envisioning quality of the brain is vital. We approach home, our space of comfort, routine and
familiarity, and in that approach there are friends and family we like to be with, much of the activity
of taking care of the home happen because we have these fancy brains to organize around life. Note,
we are not organizing life, we do our best to organize around IT. Life doesn't care what's on your
calendar.

Thinking isn't bad. Believing in thinking is a big problem. We can use these brains without losing
ourselves in them. The brain, when it's not in the driving seat, is a delightful servant and it makes all
the ways we approach life interesting and possible. But if the brain and its sense of 'I' believe in
itself, then all the approaches we take and all the doing we do working,, creatively and with our
family comes with a deep attachment. It is this attaching ourselves to the neutral brain energy that
brings ALL suffering.

It matters not what we are approaching with this curious reach of consciousness (brain), if the form
being approached holds a sense of ownership, we will suffer because we are claiming something that
isn't ours. However, if this is conscious investigative branching, meaning we know its all just
appearances of things, but not really the things, then we have brought heaven to earth. This is the
divine union of shiva and shakti, this is what I mean by conscious living. Everything is approached
with effortless, unattached interest that honors itself in all the approaches of form no matter how they
appear. Set your control to the heart of the moment and then play with all the things we enjoy, we are
free always NOW and we come here to play with all this, but we suffer because we forgot we were
supposed to be playing, we forgot we were only wearing masks and we believe we are those masks:
work, art, home.

But we are lots of space for it, we are amply capable of being here without the heaviness of suffering
from life, I know we are capable because we are doing it! We are ok. The only thing we are suffering
from here is our own sense of being lost in brain activity, and that has one very direct cure, it's free
and it is instant:

Be quiet. Be here. Set your control to the heart of the moment and let go to play, and remember to cure
yourself if by chance you find yourself suffering.



Is ||

Life is on time. It is never late and you will not find it before it is ready to be here, life is only ever
here exactly as it

Is. Life has never been anywhere but here and never goes anywhere, it seems to change but its always
here. Life seems busy, it has its own agenda and we appear penciled in, but we are erased when we
are not needed by life in this looking-glass of human form. We come to reflect, we leave when the
looking is done.

Life is here, doing its work so perfectly, we can't imagine what is happening in the totality of this
moment, what is here is just too vast for the looking-glass to wrap around, so we slice up the magic of
existence by thinking about it, we then are thinking about our illusions about life, we get lost in the
looking-glass, we become it. The we find we are thinking about life, considering how we fit into it,
it's very easy to get lost in the contemplations, it's easy to forget we are not the center of the work
being done here. In all the fancy thinking, a kind of role reversal happens and we get caught up in
thinking we are here to create a thing called life, we make our demands and then, but because we are
only looking-glass, we suffer.

Truly, life is never created by any form. Life is using every form as a peering station, you are looking
for life, you are the eyes of Life. Life is happening for billions of expressions of sentience at once,
and its not subject to the thinking whims of those expressions, that's what the looking-glass would
LOVE to believe, but we don't get to manipulate life. Life is before anything anyone ever thought of it.
Life is the space where any thought ever happening, goes down in, it's in the space of life that all our
clinging, demanding, assuming and resisting happens.

What is more real then every appearance and any story of cosmic distinction, is the space that
appearance or story happens in. That is life. And that is who we are, a looking-glass being used by
life, in its being true to love. Holy crap, are you special or what?!

So, now we know we are all are special, but not really special because we are all looking-glasses of
energy and life is living us for truth, and there isn't much we can do once we remember we are not
creating life, so much as projecting it or reflecting it through its workload of forms, and it is using you
as a looking-glass to meet its appointments, what do we do?

We are here. That's it. That all we have to be, is here. It's here that we are effortless and clear liking-
glasses, reminded as formless truth, and as conscious presence without being lost in believing life is
here for us, we are here clearly for life. We are surrendering. We are recognized here, and the life is
fashioning itself without our help. It's so perfectly forming and dissolving, the more we step back in
the space of present awareness, the more clear life is reflected in all its wisdom, life is working out
as sacred in the play of it all, ALL, the synchronicity is spot on, spot ON.

If you find yourself arguing with life's appointment book, making demands is not going to get you very
far out of the frustration that happens when life appears in wild forms, most of which appear quite



chaotic, it does not help to shake your fists at the universe.

No matter how much life seems to express itself in a spectrum of curiosities, life is only ever being
true to itself through you and it is always right on time, you are the truth of this and everything
appearing here in this moment is affirming you here quite abundantly, you are the fullness of being the
truth of life and you do not need to do anything, just be here, that is enough right now.



Equal ||

What appears as sharing, writing or art or communion or whatever arises, is actually the universe
working through me, not through my brain or anything I can cognitively comprehend, in that moment I
am simply empty enough of all concepts for existence to open itself in the moment, and something
happens. It's magic. It's friendship on the real. It's a communion between total TOTAL total equals,
not an 'exchange' between an image like student and teacher, it's communion at the very heart of life
itself in which all boundaries of mind and body (like image) dissolve into our natural nothingness.



Beg ||

I may beg the universe to never let another pointer to natural Being come from me. Please, please.
What is right here is so exquisite, so effortless and obvious, why on earth would I ever willingly
tarnish this perfection with any more insufficient words? Every one is a strange fit, not one is
becoming. It is the nakedness of life that is real, and no matter how big or fancy my wardrobe of
words may appear, there isn't anything to outfit the seamlessness of now more beautifully than
nothing.



Psychic ||

Everyone wants to read your mind. 'Mind readers' are everywhere. Any one who reads a mind
believes in the illusion of mind. If you do not believe in something, you're not likely to want to use it.
And not one mind was ever read true, what may be read are the interpretations of like brain patterning
within the host of the one thinking and projecting to read the mind.

Mind energy is neutral until it is charged by the energy of consciousness as belief. As soon as the
mind energy is charged as real, it becomes illusion the mind is contemplating within its own
confinement.

If you are thinking, you are only reading the illusions of your own mind to yourself and making them
into a story of predictions that only make sense to you, usually they make you feel more comfortable.
If that makes you feel better, yay. But if not, of you see the struggle in that, I suggest you fire your
inner psychic.

You are your own worst psy-I-chic!

What we are, when we are lost in all the thinking and worrying about the thoughts in the head, are
psychics pretending to be able to read our minds by thinking, and all we are really doing hustling
ourselves into spending our resources on the games of illusion.

Stop thinking to read others minds. Stop trying to read other's brain energy. Stop expecting people to
know what you are really thinking, when you yourself hardly know what you are thinking most of the
time, it's mostly just a crap sandwich of jumbled-up thoughts without much direction at all.

Mind reading, be it reading others or your own mind, is illusion, it is a quick path to frustration
because it is all speculation and none of it makes any difference to what is really here in the present
moment.

The less we offer our own mind and others minds in belief, and the less we seek to understand or
know, the more open we are to that part of us that doesn't worry about the crap in the head and we let
the weird inner-psychic off the hook to play in the carnival of thinking, we don't need to believe it
anymore. We can give the psychic and its speculation machine space to do what it does without
getting in the way with our 'I' or reading ourselves into frustration, just because we have this powerful
thinking machine and some psy-I-chic inside that likes to think it knows, doesn't mean we have to
suffer from the attachments that may be here with that energy, now is as good as time as any to fire the
psy-I-chic and remember that part of you that is before anything that desire to know. You as being, as
awareness, are not much interested in the psy-I-chic hustle anymore, this is where we don't worry
about what may or may not be, all we have is here, in what is, and we don't need to speculate about
anything here, it's all very very clear as exactly what is here, here there is true clear seeing, no
psychic needed



Liberation ||

I'm not really sharing a teaching, this is my own direct experience as someone who was completely
insane with mind identification and now is completely sane in the truth of who we are as awareness.
How the mind is, and how awareness is, are VERY clear to me, there is no conceptual offering here,
it's just my song of liberation as it is lived through me in this moment.

We will never transcend the mind, never. We are here to use these magnificent tools, but we don't
have to be lost in suffering for them, to suffer is not natural. The mind IS the One, and so too the body
and all other forms, they are all equally here as consciousness itself, and yes, consciousness is all
there really is and it's wild!

It's a fine line between claiming and being. What I share is how it is for me being, not what any
teaching or teacher ever shared, I see very clearly the madness of mind attachment and the natural
state we are all in here before all that madness occluded the clarity of awareness.

Anyone offering conceptual knowledge is easy to spot because there is a slight bit uncertainty in the
resonance of the sharing, it must be that way because they do not know for certain for themselves
whatever they are conceptualizing about. Anyone offering direct experience will be fairly certain in
that experience because it has been lived and digested authentically, likely even purged as untruth so
they can easily abide as the truth arising from within, there isn't much insecurity in that.



Dreams ||

Dreaming and thinking are the same. A dream interpreter does the exact same thing as a psychologist,
so far as both are interested in studying brain patterns, relative creative expressions that don't have
much to do with the Knowing that is hosting this creative play.

I don't care about thoughts, they do what they do and what I know as 'liberation' is the absolute
freedom from suffering from ANY thoughts in my brain. So too for dreams. I could care less what the
brain wants to pattern to me, no matter how creative or seemingly real, I Know they are not real,
nothing more than Intelligence playing energetically within me, I honor the play but I'm not lost in
believing that is 'me' it's not, it's just life living itself and there is plenty of space here presently for all
of life to life without anything that can be pointed to as 'me' getting in the way by trying to interpret
thinking and dreams.

Lots and lots of suffering in the world comes from trying to understand our thoughts or our dreams. It's
not necessary. The heart in presence doesn't care what the brain wants to interpret, it's not more
important than being here without an interpretive dance of brain illusion. No matter how much we
investigate our thoughts or our dreams, all we've done is kept ourselves from the authenticity of being
here simply as natural being untouched by any thought or any dream.

We are more than brain patterns, we are the Intelligence every pattern ever happened in.



Crazy ||

You know you've officially come to the flipside of the mind when, #98:

you're outside having darshan with the biggest fattest mourning dove you've ever seen perched on an
old lava rock, and the two of you are so lost in each other's silence as the timeless One, you start
yelling, "I love you I love you I love you!!" at this wild bird that appearing as you and you as this bird

...just to realize your neighbor is outside working in her garden watching the whole thing go down
with a very perplexed look on her face.

Yay crazy as Love! It's a lot more fun than crazy as mind.



Bones ||

Consume everything to the bone, get down into the meat of who you think you are like a hungry vulture
on a carcass that knows this will be your last meal.



Happening ||

Everything happens, or everything happens for a reason? Well, life is not likely to conform to our
demands of reason, since its essence comes from quite an unreasonable formlessness.

It is seeking reason that causes so much suffering. The brain wants reasoning, but any real reasons are
unreasonable in the moment they appear, it is formlessness unfolding itself as these curious forms, we
are grasping for something we cant touch and can never see because it takes no form, it is not
reasonable to the mind, so we hurt trying to make something unreasonably formless and free of reason
reasoned, crazy right?!

Who knows why?

Maybe down the road we may sense a reason, but the reason is formless, its not knowable or
cognizable like the brain is demanding. Maybe sometime down the road we will glimpse the formless
'reasoning' and this may make some sense, maybe, we will sense the truth within, but its not really
seeing or understanding a reason, so much as in hindsight, we are out of the way enough with the 'I
mind' that seeks to know the reason, so maybe truth comes to light and we see it and know we
could've never reasoned it.

The why is never more important than the happening. If we are whying we cant be being. Everything
happens, that is enough to know and we can be sure of that since what is happening is whatever is
here. If its not happening, it's not important to know, stop suffering to make the reasons fit what is
totally unreasonable.



Strings ||

The difference between a 'truth puppet' and 'puppet for truth' is totally in surrendering the strings. We
cant be used, if we are busy pulling strings for favors from the universe. If we are a truth puppet, we
are claiming the truth, manipulating it with strings of attachment and in illusion only, desire to make
the truth work for us.

If we are a puppet being used by truth? There are no claims to any string, the strings appear
surrendered. There can be no truth working for us, since it is truth pulling ALL the strings, what hand
would a puppet for truth use to manipulate truth with, when the puppet is busy being used and pulled
wildly by truth? Handsfree, a puppet for truth is always handsfree of strings.



Stop ||

You do not need to quiet the mind. Stop trying to meditate your way to remembering who you really
are, all you do is give yourself a frustration headache and maybe a backache too. What are you
meditating on, some image? Some representation the brain wants to conjure as who it thinks you are?
All invalid, false projections of the brain. Anything that one can know in meditation is object
consciousness only. You are not an object, so stop objectifying yourself by meditating on some thing
inside or outside, you will not quiet the mind by gifting it the distortion of objectification.

Just stop being so in love with the world of objects. And stop seeking to find and love yourself in
objects of consciousness as they appear within you, that isn't who you are, that energy is what you
appear to DO, it is what you seem to be doing here, but the space of awareness you are isn't ever
doing anything, and that is why no amount of meditation will ever lead you to remembering yourself
as objectless, timeless, untouched and FREE right now.

You do not need to quiet the mind. The brain is going to put on a dog and pony show for you, let it.
Now, here is where to apply any energy at all, here is where you begin to WATCH the brain in its
thoughts, all the habits and compulsion of the brain and its behavior must be investigated, not resisted,
we have to look at it and get to know it as well as we know our own face.

When we do that, it is so clear who we are. The need for any meditation is silly, we are always in
union with ourselves as love, ALWAYS, whether we are sitting on a mat or taking a poop, we are
always as love here and no amount of focusing brain activity is going to make us realize that, in fact
we will miss who we are just because of the attention that goes with trying to meditate.

Be quiet. Watch the brain. Study your behavior without judgment. Begin to see what moves and what
does not move. A big fat gift is waiting for you at the intersection of what moves and what doesn't,
that is the ONLY object worth paying any attention to. Go inside, take a look, it's not as bad as the
brain is making it out to be, this gift I'm pointing to is here, right here and it is always here.



Here ||

Here is my un-valentines day post, it looks a little ugly, but it is love too, hard ma durga Love:

to all the awareness teachers, sages, gurus and otherwise appointed pointers of the natural state,
please lend me your ear (rear?)...

I'm fucking here. I am not one bit uncertain about who I am here, and that is, I am nothing I know. And
that is a certainty. That is what liberation looks like, total surrender moment to moment to being
unknowable.

Why am I sharing this? Well, more times than need be, I come across you (if you think this may be
you, it probably is) who refuse to affirm my natural presence. Whatever we are discussing, it
invariably deteriorates into your pointing out to me, based on the words we are sharing, that I don't
'get' where you are and you 'detect' I really don't 'get it' well, I do.

I get it and I am it, so are you and so is everyone else, effortlessly so.

I don't need sexy nondual lingo to affirm what I am naturally.

What I do not get, is why anyone who is as the natural state we are, isn't abundantly and likely
obsessively affirming this natural state in ALL forms, no matter how thy appear.

What you will never get from me as one who abides as this, is denial of what we ALL are so easily
here. Everyone is already here, perfectly enlightened as love itself, why make such a big deal in
examining how this isn't true about anyone? I don't get it.

Now we are here as completion. Wholeness. All of us, no matter how crazy and unwell we may
seem, we are all perfect gods of presence here, right where we are, we've never been more perfect
and nor will we ever. Here we are.

We begin here. Completion. And if in our dialog, either of us find ourselves leaving this completion
by way of brain or body illusion, as friends, we will come back here, together, that is what friends
are for, friends are not for picking apart to find what is missing, friends are for a gentle (sometimes
not so gentle) cleansing of the film of illusion that may be hiding what is real, as really natural as
breathing, pooping and playing.

If you are a self-appointed bullshit artist (MC) and like to sling poo about the natural state, stop being
a jerk by pointing out what everyone is not, affirm what we ARE freely and then maybe I may feel
like your shit isn't so stinky with projections.

The nothing we know is all we can be certain of presently, it's all we really have here. What is here,
is here. It's here simply and it is compelled by nothing, no positive reach, no negative reach. Any
something the brain or body may reach to know will only cloud what is real here, we don't need to sit



in cloudy mental projections because we are reaching to get something, it's fine to just be clear,
clearly here, simply here with nothing to know, no reach.

Nothing doesn't imply a negative, to know nothing points beyond negative or positive gyrations of the
brain. The brain is going to dance, let it, watch it, investigate that dance. What we are that knows
nothing allows the brain and body space to get jiggy with noisy things, still we affirm knowing
nothing, no matter how loud it seems to get, the nothing is everything in this moment. To be as the
nothing is to know ourselves as vast enough to contain everything, every single form as play of
potentiality here, that is a whole LOT of nothing!

There is no restriction in nothing, there is no permission in nothing, there is ample, naturally
appearing space that remembers the freedom always here that holds everything, we do not need
anything, except to be here and be nothing.



Counseling ||

For ((((((N))))) tonight

Hi Love, well as one who devoted a lot of money, brain energy and time to the altar of counseling
psychology, I cannot say I have much affection for the practice now. A lot of what is pointed to as
counseling has to do with reorganizing brain illusion so we can tolerate life, but it never really
addresses core problems or actually fixes anything. There are a lot of well-intentioned folks in the
field of counseling psychology, that are basically no different than a warehouse employee working at
Costco Warehouse Store, moving bulk stories from here to there, that get sold as something 'new' and
awesome because it appears needed, but in a year from now? Where is all that crap we bought at
Costco? Most of it is wasted, or it's cheap or it's not needed to begin with. Same thing with
counseling, only because what is happening, is the counselor, the warehouse employee, is going
shuffling bulk (stories) beliefs, making them appear like something you need, that you need to buy,
you'll buy the new belief that makes you feel comfortable for now, but it's just another thing, it's just
another something to get that you never needed.

The truth is we don't need to go shopping at the bulk warehouse of magical stories and beliefs. No
matter how much we shuffle brain content and repackage the same illusion so it appears new, but
really is the same illusion, we won't be free, we are not free until we remember we are whole right
now.

If we are whole, if we are OK, who goes to counseling to work out shit?

There is no story that can adequately contain the perfection you are here, right where you are. Any
story of imperfection that can be described, is only the brain denying the wholeness that is here.

What is here, is quite easily here and natural, the story must points to perfection or deny the
perfection, no matter the story, YOU AS HERE, is real. That perfection is before a story of any kind.

This really being here assumes your wholeness. You are assumed whole by eternity appearing here
now. There are not may counselors (who making a living as a counselor with a client base) who will
tell you this, because they wouldn't have much of a practice. This is why I don't do counseling
anymore, what can I counsel, except we are here as a massively complex system of wholeness?

The ego brain addiction doesn't want to hear that it does have problems. It wants a story. And people
seek that, they become addicted to going to counseling because masturbating the story is mutually
beneficial to the counselor's practice, as well as the clients ego that needs the stories rubbed in
"communication".

I don't have enough patience for stories to be a good counselor, and my message of being untouched
existence is not attractive to people who are addicted to stories of suffering.

So, is counseling is good idea? Want to dig up the past and worry about the future? Then counseling



seems like a good option, if you are living day to day with a parasite mind that believes in itself, it's
cathartic to have those stories fondled and have all attention on the ego's stories. So, if the world is
still interesting to you and maya isn't uncomfortable, get counseling and get some relief, let the Costco
warehousing supervisor bring up something new and fancy that makes you feel better.

If maya appears fucked-up, it's time to stop shopping and stop giving all the attention to organizing
brain energy. Now, it's time to be present. There are no stories here, if its not here, it's not important.
Start here.

Become an investigator of all the things we are busy doing in the brain. Watch the mind. Watch your
behavior. Commit to an inquiry that leaves you naked. That is the only true counseling and it's free,
it's like being your own counselor without having to ever leave the easy-chair of untouched
awareness.



Be ||

Living life from an objective point of view, this is living from the mind, is tumultuous and insecure.
The mind is always tense, sometimes we get relief, but it is temporary. Even the most outwardly
appearing secure individuals are insecure on some level, because life lived in the mind is always
conditional to whatever is happening "out there". Just watch the parade of seemingly successful
people stream in and out of massage therapy. The physical body massage provides temporary relief
from the world "out there" ...I spent most of this life believing the world is "out there" and separate
from me "in here" always busy thinking thoughts about what is going on "out there." I believed things
"out there" had power and I "in here" had none. This is the madness of being dreamers lost in a
dream, and this is the way we humans have been living, the madness of life like this has
overwhelmingly gone unquestioned and unobserved except by a handful, even though its roots are the
very axis of all our human suffering. That is until now, the dreamers are stirring and we are
remembering we are more than a collection of beliefs, concepts and psychological identities.
Presently, there is a sense of total confidence and security that comes naturally with life lived in and
as presence, what a relief! And if a goofball like me can remember this, by golly anyone can. The
pointing to what we are is clearly to this presence happening here, before the stuff in the head.

Everything we need to remember the simplicity of being here as presence is right here, nothing to
know here, just be.

And from here what is happening is a subjective way of being. This means that the world is not "out
there" existing as distinct, the whole world is "in here" and is happening right now as a complete
system of oneness. When a dreamer awakens from the mind, there is a turning inside out. The universe
is recalled as living and breathing on our own skin and the whole system is communicating in one
entangled expression of the One that is instantaneous and has very little to do with the mind and its
divisive tendencies. The particles of consciousness, which is the formless aspect dancing abundantly
within every sentient being, only appear s to be many particles of consciousness, but they are, in an
objective observing, the one awareness, some people call this god. Any appearance of duality is
illusion, maya. The particles of consciousness, which appear unique between you and me, are the
same, the one formless awareness, being individuated by the mind that seeks to understand what it
cannot understand, because the mind itself is dancing in all the illusion! There is no formless you.
There is no formless me. There is one formless awareness playing in forms of you and me. This is
pointing is completely supported by science and physics, look no further than Bell's Theory, there are
no isolated particles, oneness is undeniable even though the mind is so convincing at denying this.

No matter how successful a person appears, it is in appearance only if that person believes in and
propagates the dream story of separation we have all forgotten ourselves in. It is not necessary to be
dependent on quick fixes to remember the peace inherent in each of us as the space of awareness here
before the mind and its stories. All we have to do is remember that we are more than this mind. Bring
the natural space of presence to all of the sticky attachments lurking in the mind. The stickier the
attachment, the more important it is to bring the light of space and presence to it, because this is
where the dream of separation feeds. By bringing light to the darkness the mind is hoarding, the food



supply is cut off and the illusion starves. Just being a light giver to oneself is enough, and because we
know the whole universe is alive and breathing upon our very skin in the form of infinite particles of
consciousness, that which we bring the conscious light to within is brought into the light within the
whole entire system, every single form of consciousness is transformed.

This is a miracle!

So here we are, where we are is of no matter, how we got here isn't of concern and where we may go
is some mirage the mind likes to play with but it's not important, because it is not real. What is real is
here. However here is, this is a presentation of consciousness arranging in particles of form, we are
among this form as form, but the formless awareness we bring here in conscious being remembers this
is the one here, just the one in simple being and this is remarkably and abundantly enough.



Fire ||

I have fire if you have lots of camphor. This fire coming through is a life preserver for anyone
drowning in thinking and shitty beliefs, grab this if you feel like you don't know if you want to be here
anymore with a brain that is so full of painful movements of thoughts.

Grab it.

The camphor is liquid illusion we feel we are drowning in, it's all around, if you feel flammable, like
you're going to explode any second, that is because life brings you the blessing of a burn, a death of
sorts, freedom forever.

I have fire, the message I share of freedom from brain and body identity is only for those who are
ready to go, to give it all up and be here as eternity itself, total silence, it's nothing fancy, it's natural
and ordinary. The fancy things litter the camphor, it's ALL going to burn.

If there isn't any camphor, this fire will only appear as noise. Or if there is only slight camphor, this
will appear like something you may like to play with, please play elsewhere. If you are drowning in
camphor illusion, you will know this fire and you will know this moment.

If the camphor is here and it's time to live, take this fire and free yourself, catch fire and burn all if
this, everything you think you know about who you are burns in the steady fires of unknowable reality.

Give it up to the fire of NOW! Let's blaze in this heat of presence, the moment is all we have and if
you want a life preserver, if you want to live now, grab these words and let them BURN.

Be here.

Burn with exactly what is here and know what is here, is real. Set your entire ocean of illusion
camphor on fire with this message, you are here TO LIVE!

Be free!

Claim yourself as unknowably perfect no matter what appears in brain or body, you are forever
freedom as awareness and whatever is in the way of remembering this, BURNS right here into radiant
nothing, into complete silence, yes- here we are, let's burn everything to remember we are never not
magnificently here.



Addiction ||

It's very difficult to offer space to the stories people we love may be carrying. Those stories, once we
are clear they are all no more brain impulses of illusion, appear so heavy in the head of the one
maintaining the story, but to those of us who are clear as the space of aware presence we all are
naturally, any weighty appearing story has about as much constitution as a thin spider web. It's
translucent illusion appearing like a universe of weight in a mind that believes in itself.

But, it's not always best to speak truth to illusion. That can only complicate whatever is appearing.
Sometimes the most loving thing we can do, is be here as naturally clear space, maybe that is what
someone needs, even if that space includes a story of illusion, often grace appears as enough space
for illusion to play out too without attachment.

Some people we love are deeply addicted to stories of lack, separation, identity and suffering. I too,
was lost there not so long ago, so I know how it is to believe in illusion of the brain as real.

There is NO message to be heard, no matter how present someone is, if brain illusion appears more
real than the freedom of dropping all the stories.

A whole universe of weight feels like just that, a whole universe, when we think the weight is all we
have, when all we know is brain and body content. And no matter how much that weight is clearly
seen held together by a very thin web of thinking, if a person needs the weight more than the relief, the
most loving response we can have is offering space to the weight.

It's not necessary to contribute more weight to all that illusion with any expectations, no matter how
well intentioned, that too is illusion that seeks to makes things any different than they are. Just be here
as natural present space, that is enough, it is the most compassionate response, because it doesn't seek
to add anymore illusion to whatever may be appearing in someone we care deeply about, that is
compassion, it's not always active, in fact it appears frequently as the clear space of non-action, as
silence.



Release ||

If you are hurting, it's time to let go. When the heaviness of brain energy in thinking becomes apparent,
let go of all it, in exchange for a simple remembering.

The presence you are easily and naturally is more real than anything that ever went through the head.

Let go of what you think you know and be here, be here as unknowable with nothing to know.
Remember your natural peace, this is a peaceful space unconcerned with anything, except this moment
as it appears, breath, tears, full of confusion, pain, seeking and isolation, see all of that and own that
is what is here, and respect the moment enough to set it free, all those feelings and thoughts are not
who you are, that is what you DO and you have a choice to stop doing it, but that chance only appears
in thIS moment.

Luckily for us, the moment repeats its call for letting go again and again, at any time, you can be here
as peace no matter what is happening in the brain or body, all it takes is a simple remembering to be
here, be who you are naturally, but being here as freedom must be more important than the stories that
are bringing up the painful thoughts.



Scribe ||

There is an energetic pen and paper in the head, these are actually brain neurotransmitters, and with
them every moment we are writing and rewriting our autobiography with powerful brain energy, our
whole sense of identity comes from the brain scribbling furiously what it thinks it knows, and it can't
stop that writing, that is what it does, it's here to write, to know.

But we do not have to go back and ever to read it what the brain writes, we don't need to empower
the story with belief and seeking to know just keeps us tied up in illusion.

If what the brain is writing is just a story the brain is energetically compelled to write, we are not
compelled to assume the story is true, or has anything at all to do with us, or is even real.

The brain’s neurological writing is not who we are, we will never stop the writing and story-making
in the brain, but we do not need to be lost in what the brain is writing by attaching to the story as who
we are. Braining appears as energy within this effortless space we are, it is what we appear to do,
braining is not who we are.

There isn't anything wrong with the brain writing a story about who it thinks we are, what it knows or
imagining why things may be happening here.

The problem only arrives at the exact location there is attachment to what the brain is writing as 'who
we are', any belief that we are brain content, that we are our thoughts and thinking, then life appears
turbulent. The stories make twists and turns that have the power to send us into ecstasy one minute,
and total devastation the next, it's a shitty way to live.

If we believe we are the story the brain is writing, we are subject to the whims of being an addict to
brain energy, we will act just like a junkie to get our cheap fix of belief that the story is happy to give
us, nothing matters more than maintaining that story, not even freedom, we will kill ourselves for the
story in the head.

The story arrives in the brain by way of billions of chirping neurotransmitters, and off we go getting
completely wasted brain chirps of energy, might as well be drunk, there is no clarity in the mind of
someone addicted to brain stories as who they are.

The human brain is the great speculation machine, it's the ultimate story teller and our story is its
favorite one to write, we are writing it every second of every day. The brain will pretend to write
other peoples stories too, usually the story in our minds for others, makes our story read even more
awesome.

The brain is creative, it uses outside stories to bolster the importance of its own root story about
itself. Believe you know anything about anyone else? That is the brain hustling illusion for comfort,
it's not really knowing anything, it's jut a story.



Believe you know who you are?

Does that description of yourself come from the brain, or who you are here and now presently?

There is a big difference! One will have a long, drawn out story over many years past and future,
many experiences will be shared to prove how important the story has been.

The other story, a very minor story appearing a lot like the ordinary things presently around, just as
they are, is only a noting of what is present. And amid that noting, what is obvious, is a whole lot of
NOTHING, of space, as compared to the brain's story of who it thinks we are. Try this: next time a
stranger asks you about who you are, answer ONLY with an honest representation of what is
appearing presently, that is the beingness of that moment. If that is at your desk at work, that is what
you do. If that is at the grocery store, that is what you do. If that is getting treatment for cancer, that is
what you do. None of that is who you are, of course, but a much more accurate reflection of who you
are is not going to be found in the brain that wants to bring up a story about who it's compulsively
conspiring you to be.

A cleaner reflection of who you are, is the simplicity of whatever it is that you are doing right here
and now, it's not fancy, it is ordinary. There is no big story to go with it, and there is no good reason
to go back and read about what the brain thinks you did, or what the brain wants to speculate you may
do, you are here! This is enough of a story, it is true, you are here and that is the only story the brain
can bring forth in this moment that is honest, everything else is a story irrelevant to your presence
here.



Confidence ||

Assume confidence in your space of natural silence, silence is our birthright even if we don't
remember it here, even if everything inside the brain and body is screaming, even if life seems to be
insanely loud in all directions, you got this...you are plenty of silence, space for everything, you are
IT.

Our effortless silence contains all the noise, both inner and outer, to be as our mother tongue of
silence, is the most natural thing we do, next to breathing.

Take a breath, be as silence. Have confidence in presently breathing, the breath is undeniable. Watch
the breath, feel your confident breathing, and easily extend this confidence to being here as peaceful
silence, you clearly are here breathing, and so too you are here as your natural silence, no matter how
noisy life appears, both breath and silence are quite easily here.



Fragment ||

ThIS moment IS life. The moment arrives bursting with the charge of consciousness as form, full of
every smidgen of sentience being expressed at once. Right here in this holy second, the moment of life
is equal playing ground for every single form, billions of forms in which we, as a simple mortal
human, are one of those forms.

No matter how much we abide as that which is here formlessly, so long as there is a body, we are
form amid equally expressing forms.

The brain makes our 'I' and our appearance on earth with all our opinions about what this means out
to be so special. All the ways we believe in and communicate our specialness may be interesting, it
may make us feel important, give a sense of comfort to life when it gets crazy, but our very dissection
of the organism of life, about the moment appearing as life, contains only a tiny fragment of the real.
the more we specialize in our knowing about the moment, the further we are from life itself. We are
still here as life, as the same equally appearing form of a consciousness, but we are in the brains
unconscious dream about what it thinks life to be.

Remember that life is happening in this moment for billions and billions of forms simultaneously, not
just me and you, not just people we know and not just for human forms.

That is what makes being as presence in this moment of life super magical, consciousness is
expressing as life in a capacity we cannot possibly comprehend with this brain. The brain can't wrap
around how vast existence is here, right now just as it is, so it's going to slice and dice a story of
individuality for comfort, wooooosh...away we go into the dream of thinking ourselves into something
special and distinct from our vast, effortless existence as simple pure consciousness dancing amid
billions of other forms of pure consciousness.

It's enough today to be here as the moment of life. We are not really doing anything at all here, except
entertaining the brains sense of being special, we don't need to sweat life in the hothouse of
separation. We only feel worse in separation, brain stories of knowing only keep us suffering because
we are turning our back on this moment that is life by dividing from it with thoughts of being special.

Be here. You are this moment appearing as life, and with you presently is a symphony of forms
playing out, the show is mind-blowing!!

To be here amid and equally among ALL the forms of sentience appearing in this moment as a
conscious presence is just too much of a blessing for the brain to understand, it's not going to believe
how much freedom there is here, in being nothing special to know.

We think to know so much! In the moment, oh do we think we know!

Never forget, a few years down the road from now, whatever you are presently thinking you know a
lot about?



Your going to look back and realize you didn't know ANYTHING!

Look back a few years ago, did you even have a clue?

That's just how the brain do dos itself with knowing.

Maybe it's a good time now to let go of what we think we know so we don't look like such a bobo to
ourselves in a few years?

If we give up knowing now, we are likely to appear a bit more sane in hindsight, than if we keep on
pretending we know what is going on. If we think we know, that's bound to get us a swift kick in the
energetic ass from our future reflecting self that sees clearly we can't possibly know how perfectly
things are unfolding here.



Creativity||

There are some curious points to remember about who we are here, take a look around at what is
playing as this brain and this body. The energy of consciousness brings form, this is our brain and
body, we are pure consciousness here in all these movements of creation and destruction, this is
called life and being alive.

Who we also are, in the same movements of form, effortlessly in union with the movements of
consciousness, is the stable ground of aware space, this is awareness.

Awareness is the mother of all that moves, it is formless and it never moves like consciousness does.
Since the beginning of ever, it has never moved once, it's always been here, this is what is pointed to
as NOW, this moment, life is this moment unique with the brilliant appearance of consciousness in
billions of forms, but this now has never changed. From bioslime to the end of time, now as
awareness never budged.

This is why seeing clearly with our own inner-vision what is moving and what is not, is so important,
the key to freedom is as simple as taking the time to watch your brain without judgment, in the same
way you would observe a child you love at play, watch the brain in its playground of illusion and
offer it nothing but attention, watch every little move it makes.

That's how we see what moves (not real) and what does not move (the real), this is critical to
remembering who we are here.

Of course no matter how well aware we are of awareness here, we are still human forms with brain
and body, so what to do? How to live with these machines, knowing they are on one hand real as form
to play with, and on the other hand, not really who we are?

To be here as awareness that plays easily with forms, is what liberation looks like and that being here
is happening at every second of every day. It's constantly fresh here as forms arise and dissolve, the
play is nothing but ever-fresh!

Consciousness refreshes itself continuously with candy forms like a little PEZ dispenser from our
brain, taste the rainbow! Fine to play with forms and not be lost in them as who we are.

Which brings up something to bring attention to, if we are creative or intellectual types, it is
imperative we find the space of what moves and what does not. In order to use this cognitive critical
thinking brain and not suffer attachment to the identity of someone who is an 'intellectual' that 'knows'
we need to see that we are not responsible for the brilliant thinking that may appear, that is the
universe piping through us in the energy of consciousness. The more available we are to that flow by
being out of the way with identity attachments, the easier this flow of consciousness will be able to
move through and express freely.

Same goes with creativity. There is a huge identity that goes with being a 'creative person' and that



identity gets in the way of the universe flowing through as consciousness, the more attachment we
have about being an 'artist' or 'writer' or 'free-spirit' the less the universe can easily flow through us in
a way that is uniquely expressing through us.

The more we want to be a 'writer' or a strong 'thinker' the more unavailable we are to write and think
clearly.

The universe as consciousness in form is nothing BUT strong and creative. You then, are nothing but
strong and creative because that is what is coming through right now, unless we are in the way with
an identity.

Consciousness as pure form is already pouring through, we don't need to be anything to be here as the
pouring, if we are here breathing, the pour is happening, we only need to remember this. What
moves? What does not? Start here, recall the space that holds every movement and in so doing, we
come back to who we are as space that is infinitely brilliant and nothing BUT creative.



Clearly ||

Love is clear, like water, it is who we are here in this moment when who we think we are falls away,
we are here as simple natural love. Silly, stupid, clear wonderful love is here to play through this
forms, this is our birthright, being love as a form simply being here.

All forms arrive here equally as this clear love, there are no exceptions, all sentient forms are equal.

Until the brain moves in to make a 'special love.'

To add a flavor of 'special' is to add artificial flavoring, that makes love more like koolaid, it makes
the love sweet and it makes the love colorful and it makes the love have a funny name...

but it's not real, that is not love, real love has no artificial flavoring, no color and no name, it is
formless.

Lots of people are happy to drink the artificial koolaid of love, it's fun to drink sweet, colorful drinks
that make us believe we are a happy Sunshine Punch of love, it's a tall icy glass of refreshment from
the heat of feeling separate from life because we are too busy thinking about who we are and how life
fits into our addiction to who we think we are, all the while we look for love and drink the koolaid.

That heat of feeling separate in this universe is suffocating, a little artifice Sunshine Punch goes a long
way to quenching the thirst of seeking wholeness.

And the whole time we are going from flavor to flavor seeking pure clean satisfying nourishment, the
wellspring of clear love is at our very feet always in the ground of the moment, but we can't possibly
see it when we are addicted to artificial sweeteners and many flavors of illusion imposed on that
which is clear.

Love has no flavor, no color and no name, it is what we are here being, effortlessly so in every
second of every moment we are here as a form, no matter what!

Stop drinking the koolaid, sweet things may satisfy the thirst for some time, but so long as we are busy
looking to flavor love, we are forever thirsty.

Stop.

Look here at the silence appearing as the moment, extract yourself from the picture the brain is
bringing and be here as a simple presence, the wellspring of pure, clean love you are here is
undeniable!

Drink!

Stop feeling thirsty all the time and remember yourself as an effortlessly quenched form of conscious
consciousness alive! We do not need to drink artificial koolaid of love, we are clearly here as



abundant love this moment, and we are totally enough.



Energy ||

The absolute and the relative are having a big party together, you can be here if you want and dance to
these feral, unified beats that have nothing to do and no place to go and the beats have absolutely no
meaning to the brain...

or you can be escorted from this crazy party by brain energy that has something to do, for sure there is
somewhere to go? Oh the brain is going to need some meaning here, or why is there even a party
happening to begin with?The brain can't come into the part and lose itself, it can't get funky with the
wild music of the universe, it can't let its hair down to get lost in the flow.

Be sure to check it, check the brain at the door before coming to dance, come inside and lose yourself
in this wonder that is too much freedom for the brain!

We can't dance freely when the brain is busy seeking to pick apart the beats of the absolute and the
relative, leave them alone! They are partying together perfectly like rockstars and the best we can do
is get lost in the dance of these unison beasts.



Maps ||

Want to be a mapmaker? Want to define lines and say what is or is not? Fine, but those maps belong
only to you, they are yours to keep or lose, and no matter what, not one of those maps provides us
with the true terrain of reality, reality has no lines, no marks and no map.

Spend life being a mapmaker, or lose the map and be here with not knowing, not knowing is much
closer to reality than any map the brain wants to make up



Secrets ||

For (((((B)))))) tonight

"The Secret is a 2006 film produced by Prime Time Productions that consists of a series of
interviews designed to demonstrate that everything one wants or needs can be satisfied by believing
in an outcome, repeatedly thinking about the outcome, and maintaining positive emotional states to
"attract" that outcome.

"Well, lets start here with this description of what "The Secret" is all about, essentially the law of
attraction states that if we are energetically positioning our consciousness strategically, we open
ourselves up to getting whatever we want.

Oh. The brain is already popping the cork off the champagne bottle in celebration of giving it so much
power, now it can manipulate the universe to meet its demands. There's no wonder this movie/book
was such a hit, every brain in the world is going to be attracted to a belief system that makes it feel
like the center of the universe.

Let's step back and make some points, first being that consciousness is the same in everyone, even as
the brain individuates consciousness with its chemistry, the consciousness is still pure, there is not
'me' consciousness and 'you' consciousness, there is ONE consciousness and it is like energy tofu, it
is neutral and it picks up the flavors of the individuated brain movements, but the consciousness itself
does not become something different, so much as it assumes a mask of the formit is playing in.

So, there is me, Jen, and you, B, and consciousness assumes a different flavoring in each of us, but it
is the same tofu, it only appears distinct in different forms, all the same thing, all consciousness
energy.

Also, this sameness in us as consciousness is the plaything of unchanging awareness, also the same
energy but it has no movement, so one is moving (consciousness) the other is not moving (awareness)
but they are the same thing happening at the same time together.

You get my pointing here that what looks like billions of distinct forms are actually only one energy
called consciousness and that comes from awareness, it's all one one one.

Ok, why is that important to the secret and the law of attraction? Well, look closer, if only the brain is
the one making a distinction, but consciousness has no distinction, what exactly IS it that the brain
thinks it is manipulating with belief, pure shared consciousness of sameness and equality of vision?

No, you see here, that in order for the law of attraction to be true, means the lies of separation and
distinct consciousness are also true, and we know they are not.

We are one here.



To put any energy into the law of attraction through believing really really hard, is to stoke the fire of
separation, it's going to make us suffer MORE because this brain that wants to attract all the material
crap or love or whatever, is only going to come for the illusion of ME that is lacking, that sets up a
world of suffering and desire.

Who wants to attract something different than what is here presently? Who wants things to be
different? The who in the center of those questions lives in brain chemistry only, that is more than
happy to spend time keeping busy feeding our ego puppy the red meat of belief.

If the who at the center of the brain is investigated, if the time one puts into thinking themselves into
more illusion with The Secret were invested in a little bit of self-inquiry, there wouldn't be any desire
to make life appear differently, the truth is always that we are just fine where we are, no matter what,
and life is right where it is.

Only the brain likes secrets, that's all part of how the ego puppy keeps nice and fat in the brain. Until
we remember who we are before braining, we just keep feeding the puppy, maybe puppies look cuter
when they are fat?

Well, starve the puppy of the secret, don't offer the red meat of belief and remember who you are here
is magnificent! Just remember who you are and all lack will dissolve. You are infinity, man! Infinity,
effortless awareness! What secret or desire can the brain conjure that will possibly measure up to the
abundance you are here as infinity itself in form?



Stink ||

Burn this, this is all stinky bullshit!

Absolute: awareness, unmoving, real, reality, formless, nameless, now, love, life, and timeless.

Relative: consciousness, moves, unreal, illusion, form, names, brain, image, body and time.

ALL the above are the same ONE thing, all are what we are easily all the time, but the brain cannot
believe this.

There is no space between the absolute and the relative, this seamlessly happening here, except in the
brain that desires to molest the unity of oneness with duality.

And really, we can't help but molest things with the brain, if we don't understand it, we tend to
manipulate it into comfortable positions of understanding, the brain can't wrap around billions of
truths, absolute and relative, existing at once right now this second, all totally play of the Real, the
brain thinks that is too far out, and it is.

This life here we are living IS the far out play of the absolute and relative, and by play I mean it's not
as serious as the brain wants to imagine it to be in the desperation of being an 'I' with a lot to claim,
reject or desire.

Life is playing with itself, life is playing through us, it doesn't need us to parse the play with one
determination or the other, we are the whole space, the whole space where both the absolute and the
relative are here to play, so let's play as space, not as some limited chemical rendering the brain is
addicted to pretending to be.

Offer less attention to the brain's need to rip apart the great play of life with trying to pin down how
or why this is all happening, the brain can't come to the party of now, here where life is dancing in the
duality, the brain can't see the absolute and relative are lost in the dance too, the Mystery is
unknowable and the unknowing is too much for the brain that needs the know. The brain isn't going to
get lost in the dance to remember the freedom here, it needs to know why to dance, how to dance,
who is the dancer, timing the dance...the brain can't just let go to be the dance.

Being here as the dance, this is presence in the moment no matter what the brain is chattering about
knowing, this is where being lost in the dance allows us to catch a tiny glimpse of the way the
absolute and the relative are too, lost in the playful dance, we will see it inside and know it and won't
keep asking silly questions with the brain about how and why.

Beyond whatever the brain wants to say about life, no matter what it says or is presently editing as
what it thinks it knows? That will only be a very limited artistic representation of reality generated by
and in the brain, it will be limited by conditioning and belief, and it will have lines where there are
no lines, so don't get lost in believing ANY lines put upon reality are anything more than a brain that



wants badly to dance, but since the brain has no legs, because it is not real, it can't come to life to
dance.

We are real, here is real, be here and be the dance of the real, this is all we need to do. Leave the
brain to the knowing games, it is enough now to just be here as the dance of life.

(Stinky!!)



Feelings ||

There is a vast spectrum of human feelings, we are here as musical feeling machines, these brains we
have are just that: producers of chemical notes engaging with neurotransmitters busy humming, this
play in the physical body is the genesis of every feeling, feelings arise out of physiology based in the
moment they appear and are mirroring the conditions internally and externally in the moment.

So, brain chemicals are noting and neurotransmitters are chirping, conditions are present internally in
the brain hardwiring and externally in the world, and now we have: feelings!

A feeling is different than an emotion. Emotions are what happens to a natural feeling in the moment,
when the feeling gets sticky with attachment, it gets hardwired into the brain and we get chemically
addicted to the brain pattern of that 'emotion'. What happens next, if the emotion isn't freed-up, is we
become identified with that emotion and then we become that emotion by attaching further to the story
and image the brain keeps playing over and over and over again about why that emotion is still valid.
Our behavior will reinforce the chemical addiction to that emotion, we will wonder why we keep
getting into the same bad situation over and over again? It's the addiction to some feeling that was
present at some point, that we could t let go of, so we made it into a drug for the brain to keep
seeking. But, like all drugs, the high is only awesome the first time, after that it's just seeking that first
awesome high, and we get a cheap fix to get by.

So a fresh feeling gets sticky with attachment if we hold onto it as it appears, if we carry it around,
we become that state of mind.

Which is a shame, because we are here to be playful, healthy, naturally functional humans, but
because we are addicted to dragging around feelings, we hardly get to experience the freedom that
comes with being present with ANY feeling, and be fine with it. Any feeling, run the spectrum of
feelings available in the head, that is what we are here to play with, all of it.

We don't need to be lost in all these feelings. Feel everything, attach to no feeling! Remember
yourself as a sieve the universe is pouring through in any given moment, the universe is going to use
you to FEEL the moment. So feel. Whatever the moment brings, be it. Let the pour happen and no
matter what it brings, intense, weird, disturbing, bliss, rage, confusion, passion, petulance, whatever
the appearance, let it rise up through you naturally and play with it, but do not get lost in believing that
feeling belongs to you, it is owned solely by the universe as pure consciousness arising as form in the
moment of the brain it appears in.

The brain does not own feelings, the universe does.

If we try to claim it, it will remind us it isn't ours, that reminder is the suffering that goes along with
being addicted to energy that doesn't belong to us, lots of us are addicted to old brain chemicals.

Get clean, do some inquiry, have fun and play, be naturally present and feel whatever is flowing
through, you are so perfectly here. The brain just can't imagine how right you are, so let it be creative,



let it bring curious thoughts and all the feelings, that is not who we are, its just what is coming
through, fine for all the movements to be here, we are not lost in them anymore and we are stretched
wide open!

The whole universe is sliding through right now, the feelings are here as the music of the universe
pouring through and the more we are out of the way with 'I' for the pour, the louder the music is, the
feelings are free to make long beautiful chants uninterrupted by a brain chemistry desiring to claim
any one feeling note, here we are as space, and it's just the beautiful symphony of feelings coming
through effortlessly amid so much space, feel the pour and bless every feeling with the freedom to
pass through unobstructed.



Detachment ||

If you understand what I write, do you a favor and don't read it anymore, be free enough to never look
at another pointer I write forcontemplation, it can't possibly be more important than being here with
yourself as you remember yourself to be before any silly pointers I offer.

Stop stuffing the head with stink once you get it, once you know who you are in silence, there isn't
anything more to get.

If anything I've ever written gives an impression of what may be happening here, its because you
understand this message of freedom, and this means you know ALL the words are only taking points
imposed by the conditions of our brain.

Just be free, at all costs, have confidence in the freedom you are here, we always meet here, we are
friends in presence and the love we effortlessly are is alive in the freedom, never in the words.

Don't click 'like' on stink unless it brings forth something new, and in that case all the more reason to
dismiss it as a casual understanding of what is in you, like YOU, not me.

If that happens, some thing new comes up, flush it down the heart drain right away and leave the
words alone, the understanding is here and once that is the case, it's time to move on, no attachments
here.



Clean ||

Somewhere in the universe I am with Eckhart Tolle in a bubble bath of silence, naked like a children
splashing ourselves clean with emptiness by letting go of the identity attached to 'Creating A New
Earth'

ahhhhh...it's feels good to come clean with life as it is, we don't need to be high on the brain drug of
being the next big salvation for the future.

The world is as it is, and so long as there is desire for anything different, we are high on belief, and
that is not the sober presence that comes with life free of brain identifications.

There is a Mystery afoot, and it belongs not to the brain that knows, it belongs to the universe that is
way fucking smarter than any silly human brain that wants to model it with thoughts. Less and less,
offer attachment to the why, or how, or even the if, anything the brain can present is invalid to what is
really going down behind the scenes, that scene is a Mystery the brain can't comprehend, except by
way of a very limited model.

Brain chemistry and all its modeling is not reality, it is only ever a representation of reality by way of
being human consciousness.

Come clean, be here as silence with me and adorable naked bathing Eckhart, we don't need to be
under the influence of chemical brain traps that desire for life to be any different.

Life as it is, is here. We are here. This is enough, being here as we naturally are is enough, remember
this sober presence that is more than capable of handling life as it is, no matter what our brain, or any
other brain, wants to think, we don't need to be high on beliefs to know we are doing just fine, we got
this because we are this.



Communication ||

Because everyone is actually already in awareness, whether they know it or not, everyone is always
prepared to hear what is available to be known in presence, which is the real appearing as forms like
words, feelings, and thoughts in any given moment.

This means if someone is totally high on beliefs in the mind, and you, as present sober awareness
speak to the feelings and space arising naturally in that moment, no matter how painful what is
communicated to someone high on brain activity, the awareness within them is ever-clean and totally
sober and it is aware of the exchange, be assured, awareness always clearly sees.

The high brain may retaliate with words or behavior, but do not be fooled, the awareness within you
and the clear awareness in them hears loud and clear, no matter what, everyone comes to this moment
prepared to remember and see themselves as the truth beyond the mind.



Stories ||

A chemical story is what we hold onto when we can't let go of the past. We are not actually holding
something special, or even real, no matter how unique positive or negative the story appears in the
brain, a memory is only a story we are clinging to, and its a cling to chemistry the brain is addicted to.

If we keep telling ourselves and the world the same story again and again and again, we are pretty
much a bartender serving our most loyal customer that comes to our bar everyday to see us, we are
both the bartender creating the chemical cocktail, and we are the drunk at the bar who can't get drunk
enough.

We don't need to spend the day at the happy hour of brain chemistry. It's not as important to be
addicted to memories, as it is to be here with life as it is, just as it is doesn't include the chemical
story that belonged to another time.

Here is here with whatever is here and only this.

Sober. Presence is sober. To sober presence, even though the brain may be drunk on thoughts, this
moment is here quite easily as it is, without a lot of bells and whistles that the brain is used to being
drunk in. There isn't any desire to be any other than we are, because we are just fine! There is, and
never has been a thing wrong with us, this is sound, this is clean, this is sober, this is what is here.



Naked ||

These words are a stinky coat covering up the real, but as truth, I am here naked. What this means is I
don't have attachments to what the brain or body are doing presently, the body right now has physical
pain signals coming from the spine to brain, and the brain is generating the cognitive flow for these
words to come through. All that appears as neutral energy that I am charging with attention. I'm in a
room of forms, in a world of form, amid many planets of form, and with all this, I am an equal naked
form among billions of other forms, but my true being is pure consciousness no matter what forms
appear.

This is naked, it is just what is here, this is who I am.

Whatever the body is doing right now and whatever the brain is busy with, appear like a kind of
clothing, these words are like a little stinky coat of form I am wearing, when I'm done writing this
silly pointer, the stinky coat of form comes off and I remember I am naked here. Equally naked with
every form ever.

Different clothing will appear, the brain will generate a lifetime of wardrobes forms and the body
will play with many shoes to walk this life, many hats may appear for wearing, but the freedom of
liberation arrives in every moment of every day in which all the clothing form is removed to reveal
my simple nakedness as nothing except another equal form.

I effortlessly assume our natural awareness as the only real, native state, and here I am always
standing naked, exposed, stripped down to a perfect nothing only pretending to be all these
somethings, but this nothing I am here is too vast! Yes, infinity appears always as fresh naked
freedom.



Faith ||

Faith is super intimate. It's too close for words, it doesn't fit into any description just right, it's the
kind of dancing that if we stop for one brief second to think about the fact that we are dancing with
some kind of formless Mystery, we lose the beat, the mind comes in to narrate, "oh, I am dancing"
...and boom!

This flow that is quite effortless as communion with our formless self gets muddled in the mind, it
can't dance and get lost in the dance between form and formless, and it's in the getting lost, that the
real dance is happening and we know exactly who we are as formlessness as well as form, as god
appearing here on earth as a simple being here.

Ugh. I am really squicky with the word god because in mainstream thinking that word is totally
perverted, but here now I'll use it, it stinks though, enough said.

The communion I have with the universe that I live and know myself as god is so deep now, this is
what I am pointing to as my living faith, that communion is HEAVY.

I pray everyday, my god I am free! And I have no idea who I am! And I do not know what is
happening and this is OM! And after a life of tremendous suffering in the brain and body, for heavens
sake I am fucking FREE. Thank you universe god that I am here in form for loving me so completely
always and now I am here to know myself as this too, thank god thank god thank god, there are not
enough thanks this heart can offer as the union of god appearing here as this conscious form now, I see
the freedom of everything because I remember we were never broken to begin with, except in our
mind, and here now I see this so clearly, all I can do is say thank you god. Thank you.

What a fucking prayer! And typically I end that prayer, which is spoken in fluent silence, crying like a
child reaching out to the universe as love itself embracing itself in a tender, inappropriately intimate
hug that's a bit more like healthy sex, than a hug, if ya know what I mean.

One seamless prayer in gratitude arriving upon a heart that says yes to shiva and yes to shakti, yes to
all of it here, the whole universe and many planets, infinity itself appearing sensuously on my skin this
moment, yes! Holy crap, YES!

LOL! But how to give the appearance of infinity any proper space with these silly words? I don't
know. The words seem to arrive and they are shared freely, but not one of them can accurately give
anyone, even myself, a sense of what is happening all the time as my sense of living faith, it's funny
that I even try like this and for that reason I say this formlessness of god I am here likes this funny
prayer of faith I am living, maybe it likes to watch me squirm trying to communicate this love here
with thousands and thousands of ridiculous words.



Cracks ||

When I believed in my mind, when I thought my brain energy was ME, I was a mess. A total mess, I
had no idea who I was because I kept seeking myself outside myself and everything I found that I
thought was me ended up another emptiness. And I was in a constant state of thrust from one painful
thought to the next, whatever the brain projected, I believed it was real and really me, and if that
thought was happy, I was happy for the moment and if that thought was painful, I felt painful and if that
thought was disturbing, I felt guilty.

What a way to live. It's like walking on chemical egg shells, never knowing where things will crack
and where we will just get by.

No wonder so many people need drugs, booze, pills and porn to get by, life lived through the brain is
painful and always insecure, we live one thought to the next, it's a cheap way to live.

Brain energy is consciousness, and so long as we are lost in the belief of consciousness being who
we are, rather than what is simply appearing to come through us, life is tumultuous. If we live through
brain energy as real? We have no idea who we really are. We may think we do, but the thinking is
only an impression of who we are, it's just a cheap, insecure and unstable representation of who we
really are.

The real, is happening here in this moment. Want to know who you really are? The huge secret of your
existence, is right here. It's just you, as you are, here and now, this hereness is wholeness and it
doesn't get any better, this is IT!

The brain says, "oh no, I am much more fantastic than I am right here and in my fantastic state, I don't
have problems like I do now and I am totally healed, I am amazing! But this moment is not so
amazing, so this is not who I am."

And to that, I want to let the brain know it doesn't know who you are. And while the brain wants us to
think all these problems in life are the most important thing about the moment, what the brain doesn't
understand, is that every one of those problems are its own creation and the problems only belong to
it.

What I live now as liberation, means all the crap in my brain and body no longer make me suffer.
Thoughts still arrive, some are happy, some are painful and some are disturbing. Freedom is knowing
all that brain content isn't real and it's not really me. I see right through that energy with the clear
space of awareness that isn't at all affected by consciousness as brain energy, this awareness sees
forms of consciousness as neutral, until charged by belief or conscious space.

I know how hard life is lived through the mind, that was my prison for 37 years and it was miserable,
even the good times were marred in the brain's need to attach, the attachment made even the good
times sticky with belief. This message, everything I write day to day about, is directed towards those
who are tired of being drugged in belief, there is more to life than suffering in the head, a whole



world of freedom is right here, remember who you are, do the inquiry and see yourself from the space
of awareness, this is what is real about all of us and it has nothing to do with what is happening in the
brain.



Relationships ||

Great read, thanks for all the insightful flow.

My personal experience was that every relationship I had while I believed in my brain energy as me,
was dysfunctional. I didn't love myself. I had no idea who I was. I looked to complete myself in the
relationship. I thought love was something to find. I was emotionally irresponsible because I was led
around on the short chain of my mind.

Then I met my wife, and it was my first real healthy relationship in my whole life, but because I was
very sick with brain attachments, I was over the course of a few years, on the verge of destroying the
relationship with my unpredictable and suffering behavior.

I couldn't stand the thought of losing her, I would've died if I did.

She was a very big reason I threw down the gauntlet with who I was addicted to being, and decided
to get clean with self-inquiry.

And I did. I totally lost my shit and went crazy walking back the labyrinth of myself with inquiry, and
my wife was cool enough to give me space, even though I was psychotic, stopped eating and lost
touch with reality.

I came back here after a few months as the full remembrance of our natural space.

All that to get to the point of all that:

Now I am in a marriage in which there once were two people to get tied up in ego battles and now
there is one, makes for interestingness on both sides. Now there is a lot of work we both are doing,
because our whole relationship dynamics have changed, I'm not the same addicted sick person I was
when we got married, and that sets up all new work!

But what is here, is great respect and constant constant constant attention to keeping our relationship
present, no holding and no holding back, what is, is, and we make lots and lots of room.

So, romantic relationships are all of the above and none of the above, they are ourselves reflected in
the most intimate mirror of daily living and I'm very grateful to be with a partner to share this ride
with, wherever it goes, we are lots of love here.



Tigers ||

No matter how much the mind wants life to be a certain way, no matter how much we shuffle the
moving parts of life around into new circumstances and adaptive models of belief, so long as we are
living out of the weight of thoughts and thinking, we are always going to be in a state of seeking our
way around a very dank environment with a chemical tiger that loves to dance.

And for all that crap in the head? Not one real tangible thing can be found, it's all just the illusion of
the energy of consciousness being produced by chemicals in the brain, that play is the dancing
chemical tiger in your head, but it's not real, it's only energy.

Wow! We give a whole lot of freedom and space to something that isn't even real, except by way of
the energy of a chemical exchange. For humans that care so much about living life freely, we sure
don't act like it, when most of us are acting like chemical drunks with chemical addictions to chemical
identities at the psychological bar in the head serving up our favorite drink: ME!

And with the addiction, comes looking for the drug, we need the fix, and if we can get it cheap, all the
better!

The dancing tiger brain loves seeking, that is its favorite job and it takes it seriously, do not get in the
way or the body will be the first on the scene to make us suffer with some craving detox for
comfortable thinking. Everything in the brain is going to make us feel that, if we can only think about
things 'just right', there will be huge revelation, everything will fall into place and we will be happy
at last.

That is never going to happen.

It is one of the great cosmic jokes that these brains we come to earth with are limited by the space in
the head, no matter how many layers of experience, how much we seem to do or know, how many
levels of understanding we arrive at, no matter how deep we seem to go in perceiving this world with
the brain, we are trapped by own very own impressions, as soon as we think about things to model
them, we invite limitation and the frustration that comes with seeking.

So, the brain is fine to keep us lost in the chemical dance of seeking and believing, because that keeps
us busy, and if we are busy, if we claim to be on some path, it means we are making an effort, the
brain likes to feel good about all the work it does, even if that work isn't actually doing anything.

The only thing that is worth any effort is the thing that gives the dancing tiger space without judgment
so we can see it for what it is and what it does, it only takes slight attention with self-inquiry to
remember how much space we really are here, all the time no matter what is happening.

This means the brain is free to dance in its space, the brain can be strategic, creative and investigate,
all are natural expressions of consciousness, it's not necessary to be lost in attachment to that content,
so the dance is happening naturally.



Let the brain dance, and watch the dance, commit to watching your own mind. Look at how it moves
and why it moves when it does. When it hears a certain beat, it reacts in kind with body and behavior,
assume the clear space we are naturally, that sees all brain and body reactions.

What will happen when we see the dance for what it is, is the recognition of the universe as energy
pouring through all the time, this becomes very clear and what also is clear, is we are not actually
doing anything, so much as we are being used like a funnel and the universe is streaming through all
the time with neutral energy forms. If we want we can play with the forms, or not, but it doesn't
belong to us, the forms are the property of the moment only and we suffer because we try to capture
the flow and claim it as ME.

Ever try to catch a dancing tiger by the tail? You are likely to suffer a lot trying to pin it down and if
you do pin that tiger down, it's not going to be pleased about being held captive.

Let the beast of the brain be. Leave it wide open for the pouring of energy, watch it to remember the
space around all of it, every human is here as this space and we are vast enough for the dancing tiger
to be without claiming its chemical dance as who we are.



Pain ||

Pain is something I would say I am an expert with, in one way it another, I've been addicted to, dealt a
lot of and investigated pain in many forms my whole life, starting with when I was 6 months old and
diagnosed with cancer. At that point, pain became a huge part of my false face identity, that was the
beginning of a violent relationship that now is complete freedom.

I hated pain as much as I was addicted to it, it's a strange thing to crave something that you detest, but
that's a lot of how the ego brain keeps us imprisoned, it makes something really awful conceptually,
and then it seeks out the fix of that very same conceptual junk in another form. And then, know what
we feel like inside? Hypocrites. Guilty yucky hypocrites that bang a drum of disgust while dancing
right in step to those drum beats and calling that dance "codependency" we become dependent upon
something that is on some level, unhealthy and painful but we love it too much to let go.

So, my relationship to physical pain as it presents in this body day in and day out, was once abusive,
but is now a present relating moment to moment, is very very very much the same kind of relationship
I have to the brain.

The brain generates energy and that movement is form as consciousness. In the same way, the body is
generating its own energy from brain signals and energy is the same movement of form as
consciousness. Both appear as the I-thought in primacy for most humans, I am my thoughts, I am my
body.

In the same way as the brain is producing chemical energy that makes us think we are who we are, the
body is generating chemical energy that makes us feel we are who we feel we are.

How to see the difference, in either brain or body?

That space of awareness that isn't being touched by the energy gyrations of consciousness, this is
where to note what is moving (form as consciousness) and what never moves (formless as
awareness) is super super important to develop the skill of watching the body and brain, especially if
pain is in the body (or brain) a lot because otherwise, if we believe all the pain is ME AND MINE,
we are claiming what isn't ours and we suffer from attachments.

The body and brain belong as form to life, and so too does all the stuff going down in the body and
brain: pain, pleasure, thoughts, feelings, all those are forms that belong to life in this moment. Only
the brain wants to claim and name. What is ours is the naturally appearing, effortless space that is
unchanging and timeless, it is not affected or touched by changing states of consciousness.

Once we see through the moving parts of life as form, then we are free to engage states of
consciousness as form without being lost in the illusion of them as 'me'.

How someone needs to deal with pain isn't as important as the conscious space that is aware of each
moving part as the part relates to the form, this just means be conscious of everything we are doing to



deal with life. This means keep the body healthy and be kind to it, stay out of the way with the I-
thought that wants to claim forms and be here wide open space, bug enough that the whole universe
can pour through right along with the pain forms and right along with the pleasure forms, it's all all
right.

Life is living itself through all these forms, and we are here for living, including the appearance of
pain in the body, welcome it if it appears, it can stay or go, no matter.

Now the relationship to pain is marked by freedom, because we don't need each other, me and the
pain, we are both free to do whatever we do.

Remembering who we are as more than a brain and more than a body, and not claiming the flow as it
arrives by making space for it, this takes a lot of the weight off, its a lot easier to live when we are
not trying to claim this life as ours. That load off alone, goes a long way to meandering in difficult and
painful days.



Juice ||

Every story is pulp in the grinder called life and every life is juicy with living out the pulp of
experiences, we all are juicy as the ordinary moments of play, work, pain, exercise, creativity, dance,
food, pleasure, innovation, this is what life is here loving in every moment, it is all the day to day
juicing of being alive, and the juice is always flowing.

But we get stuck on stories, the juice is sweet or the pulp is very thick, and we claim the stories as
ME and the sweet or thick gets sticky and stuck with attachments.

It's possible to live a life free stories and claims upon what appears, we can live in an effortless
communion of conscious loving space that sees itself in all forms with complete equality of vision, to
know we are here as another perfect form of love dispatched in every form, here like this, we are
love making love heaven on earth, that story isn't ours, it belongs to life and it's a beautiful juicy
flowing love story we are here as, remember how sacred these moments are in the ordinariness of
being alive, be juicy!

Whether the brain and body know it or not, it's all in the ordinary moments appearing in this story that
life is juicing, not the extraordinary pulp fiction experiences the brain is seeking out or addicted to
holding onto.

The pulp fiction story is not the juice!

The whole story belongs to life and for all I can say about what this life has been for me that was
"extraordinary"? It was never about any of that for life as love. Life loves as all of it, the brain will
seek out the pulp to show, but don't mistake that for the juice, that's not where life is living right now,
presence is nothing but this flowing juicy aliveness.



Ownership ||

For a long time I believed I was the owner of all these wild stories that have appeared, and I have
some tragic tales to share! I assumed I was directing this movie called 'my life' but not one story on
the highlight reel I can show is something I can claim.

Now that I remember who we are here as natural silent presence, I recognize this silence in every
single sentient form, but that is only a story that dissolves as illusion when in brought to the light of
being here as nothing with no story and not much to know, except being here as just another life living
itself through all of this in a way that is far too perfect for us to really comprehend.

I'm good to be here without knowing why, it doesn't matter why. What matters, is right here so
completely as just what is here: life, love, being, one movement of consciousness as forms, all equal.

What we are makes no claims, awareness doesn't claim itself in any form or any story, no matter how
good or bad it seems. Awareness is too intimate to share openly and say YES! That is it! ...as soon as
we isolate truth as awareness to organize it, or recognize it, we lose the direct being it, because it is
formless, it belongs to no form, it can't be held in any form.

But it is who we are nonetheless, clearly we can feel ourselves here, we feel the awareness of being
alive in the moment easily, but we can't pin that down with thinking or we are not being, we are
thinking about being. Thinking about being makes stories, but no story is it, the story is not the living,
the life flows free here!

Thinking about being is still being because we are ALWAYS naturally being, but to think about being
too much makes a kind of brain rubber, we can't be life flowing freely when the brain is protecting us
from life in thoughts and beliefs and claims. All psychological stories and attachment to recognition
are brain rubbers that sterilize us from the flow of living.

So, we can be here and affirm conceptually we are formless god timeless undivided, unmoved and
forever unchanging....

but if that recognition is to be shared as form, a conceptual story must come through the brain in
words and communication and feelings, in forms, the form is never it, the story is not it, the story is
not freedom, don't hold onto recognition.

Sometimes if someone shares a story, we glimpse our shared awareness in one another if we know
our own aware space. But it's never more than a glimpse, it's also only a story the brain is making up,
and what we are really only 'seeing' is the recognition of our own self purely as the same
consciousness in another. Don't make a new story about the recognition, just let it flow through as life
living here and we all only playing our part in life's big dance, not one of those steps is something to
own but we can be this, we are this, freedom is simply remembering and being this.



Bill Sr. ||

My biological dad lived a hard, difficult life. He was an intellectual genius, had a steel trap for brain
and a wicked sense of humor, he loved to kill things with the power of his mind, he was a voracious
reader and one who could talk upon multiple dimensions of spirituality at once, better than Jesus,
conceptual spirituality that is. He was deeply well read on psychology, spirit, and the technology of
his time, I was a soul miners daughter. I think he believed if he just read the next right book, or had
just the right knowing, he wouldn't suffer anymore, my dad was the consummate spiritual seeker.

But none of that knowledge seeking helped him one bit, when it came down to being a stable human
available for life, work, children, responsibilities, ethics...those things were not as important as life
lived on the edge of insanity in the guise of being spiritually enlightened, not one bit of spiritual
knowledge he had kept him from being an insufferable, toxic addict that ultimately killed himself in
2007 with his own psychological suffering.

One of great acts of grace upon being liberated from my own world of psychological and physical
suffering, is every form is remembered as whole and healed here as awareness, andso as I remember
us here as love, I remember my dad as love too, turns out his life was also infinitely right, on every
single point and he is here, he is healed and free just like me and everyone else.

Right now I reach my hands toward the sky and scream, "It's OK now Daddy! We are OK! Do you
hear that William Peer Sr?! There never was anything wrong with us, all that seeking is done, and
now here I am, and here you are, we are present as love and we are complete just as we are, we
made it, Dad, we are free here!"

...and tree leaves shimmy in laughter at the scene this morning, the leaves admire the innocence that
comes with the heart remembering who we all are here.



Circular ||

So what came first, chicken or egg, consciousness or brain? Well, the brain does seem to be
producing consciousness, yes. All energy by way of thoughts, relating, beliefs, cognitive thinking,
observing, feelings: all forms of consciousness that are changing, rearranging, editing, proclaiming or
resisting all the time, we are all an artist in this way, we are creating stories out of consciousness all
the time, right now even with these words!

These words I'm writing now are a form of consciousness and that as energy is appearing through the
chemical exchanges happening in my head, so yes it seems the brain is creating consciousness.

From the brain's point of view that has a stake in whatever it is doing, it is the master of these forms
because it seems to be producing these forms with its activity.

The master sense the brain has is also called the ego, but because we see its not actually a real thing,
so much as just energy being produced in the brain, it's not real, it has no substance, so we can't say
the ego is a real thing but we can for sure be a slave to the master brains sense of being in control.

So long as we are peering at the world through the lens of the master brain energy, we are brains
generating consciousness and that consciousness gives us a large sense of who we are moment to
moment in thoughts, feelings and beliefs.

The reasoning between the question 'which came first, chicken or egg?', is circular reasoning and in
the same way, 'which came first, brain or consciousness?', is a circular flow of energy.

To live life as just a brain of unchecked consciousness is difficult because there is no stability in
brain chemistry and there is no localized point for consciousness, so who are we moment to moment
but the whims of a mind addicted to being something false?

This is where the chicken or egg, or rather brain or consciousness appearing first question gets
interesting, if brain is the chicken and consciousness is the egg, what brings the egg or chicken to life?

Does the master brain create itself, does the chicken create itself? Does the master brain create the
egg as consciousness?

The chicken, brain, egg and consciousness are here being revealed by the formlessness before every
form, the master brain its consciousness arise from something that is too pure for movement, it's
untouched awareness that contains form and it is awareness that sustains these form but awareness
isn't ever a form. It is this part of us that does not move, it is pinpointed always right here in the
present moment.

What we are never moves, it's this part of us that has always been here unmoving even though
everything else in life, since we were kids, has changed, this sense of being here as an alive
awareness has never moved.



So the model of whether its brain or consciousness that brings us a sense of who we are here as
humans being, isn't as important as the larger model that assumes the natural formless space of who
we are, this isn't beholden to however consciousness appears here to be doing, all the chickens and
all the eggs, this brain and the consciousness it's generating, it is right here as the great play of life,
this awareness we are is here for the play, play with the chickens and the eggs, but remember we are
more than a chicken and more than an egg, more than a brain and more than the consciousness here,
we are the freedom that is holding every single bit of these plays of form.



Music ||

Music is the best medicine, I often wake up and barely can move some days, the arthritis is worse
first thing in the morning, but I'll put the music on and suddenly, even though the body hurts, it can't
stop responding to the beat and, without any volition, the body is up and moving, the movement is
funny looking, it's ungraceful and slow, but it MOVES! It is holy movement even if it looks weirdly
unholy!!

And as it moves, it remembers the space around the pain signals, and suddenly, so too does the brain
and every morning, this is how I wake up the body and remind it to be here and be present, with the
most beautiful, abundant medicine on earth there is, MUSIC, to lose the body each day in music is a
great gift!



Punch ||

You are untouchable. You are timeless. You are unchanging. You are formless presence as awareness
taking this form of consciousness here as a mortal, sentient human being.

Please do not mistake these beautiful absolutes being pointed to, as an opportunity to lose touch with
being alive.

What seems to happen, is we remember our formless nature, and for some of us, that means a special
side trip down a conceptual rabbit hole of absolutism. In that rabbit hole, we deny the reality of being
alive with fancy mind tricks that appear to make life, the brain and the body manageable by coating
them in the illusion of absolutism.

Oh! I am timeless! I am not this body, I am sure I am not this body: mind mind mind...only mind
games. For every person who wants to claim being the absolute, I have a nose-punching machine
primed and ready to roll that will challenge your sense of absolutist mind gaming.

The natural nose-punching machine called life is quick to pop us right out of the absolutist rabbit hole.

Being as awareness here, is never denial of the form. This is a conceptual rabbit hole many are in
right now, to believe awareness into a state of denial is just another illusion.

Some may have found their way out of the big 'I' illusion, but the next rabbit hole perched at the foot
of that illusion, the hole that promises freedom from the form, that rabbit hole is just too much
temptation for the one remembering who we are. And, after a lifetime of suffering, it makes sense
we'd want to jump into a comfortable place that appears to be free of the suffering.

But that is not presence as awareness.

To be here as presence means the entire play of life is here, there is no distance between the form and
formless because this is ONE movement of cosmic creativity unfolding, the only place there is ever
tension between the relative formand absolute formlessness, is in the brain that seeks to investigate
apparent duality, which is fine, but that's a hole, not the whole.

Don't get lost there, pop up out of the rabbit hole of absolutism if you find yourself there, and if you
happen to find anything while there, that's not IT, don't bring it back here, it's just illusion too.



Tao ||

My mom lives the Tao, she taught her children to observe the Tao quite naturally, Tao is the way the
universe flows, from galaxies to ants, the Tao is the flow of life, but that flow doesn't sit with
anything or anyone, it carries no title, it just is, it is always here in presence and this is why the Tao
cannot be spoken. It is the living truth of us, but once we isolate that truth with thinking to look at it,
we are not dealing with the Tao, only mental impressions of the Tao.

Day in and day out sages write about the Tao in various forms, our language may appear different, but
all awareness sages are sharing the same thing, unspeakable truth.

Which makes us all look weird since we are the first ones who will say the truth pointed to isn't the
Tao! So we point to imaginary things and just deal with looking silly.

Yesterday, my Mom who lives in a very rural, country area, was driving on her way home down the
highway, and suddenly appears a very young man coming up out of a drainage ditch, soaking wet
trying to chase a dog that's injured. Of course my mom pulls the car over, asked the guy what's going
on, and helps him get the dog, which they finally do, the dogs leg was broken when it was hit by a car
as they were walking down the highway.

Long story short, turns out this guy is a veteran, just discharged out of the military, and was invited by
friends to stay in a rural town where he befriended this dog. Living conditions at this house were
terrible, and the dog was being mistreated, so the guy decided one day just to get up and start walking,
All he had was a trash bag of clothes, his bible and his discharge papers, he left with the dog down
the highway and this is where he met my mom. He lost his bag of clothes sometime back on the
highway as he was trying to carry the dog to keep it from running into the road.

So here's this guy, soaking wet, with the dog with a broken leg, and my mom does what she does, she
IS love. But not sweet goofy love, my mom, also a veteran, was one of the first female Marine Corps
drill sergeants back in the 60s, she's a tough TOUGH lady! Tough love, this poor kid had no idea who
he ran up against!

So of course my mom takes care of the dog and gets him settled into a safe place, and then drives this
young man to get some new clothes, then to a motel about a two hours away where he was trying to
get to.

She tells the guy, she's the mom he needs right now. This is the Tao, it's unspeakable, but it is deep
truth.

They spent five hours together, when they hugged and told each other goodbye, he asked her if it
would be okay, if he did real good with his life, if he could called her sometime to let her know, of
course she said that would be just fine.

This morning the dog is at the vet being treated, and will be adopted into a new home by my mom,



who is involved with pet rescue. This young hero is on his way to a new life, and you can bet he'll be
just fine, my mom set up a good path tempered with great advice, love in action.

So that's it. It cannot be spoken, but it is most certainly lived, day in and day out, the Tao is when we
see each other in our humanity and we stop to take a minute to recognize that everyone need a helping
hand sometimes, the best we can do is be here whenever that need arises, my mama has always taught
me this with her fierce, loving presence



Attention ||

If all the shit that is going on in the brain holds our attention and seems "awesome" to us, we don't
know we are in a prison of the mind. So long as we are imprisoned in our own thinking, we are held
captive by all the illusions held together in the real web of maya.

Until brain energy becomes uncomfortable and no longer infatuates us with our own beliefs, we are
prisoners of our the chemical brain and it doesn't matter if someone comes up and says, "hey! You are
in a cell but you can come out anytime, because there is no cell, just see this, be here free of the
illusion and you are remembered naturally free of the brain noise"

...it does not matter how many times this is heard, so long as the brain energy is the master, we are
slaves to it and every single illusory construct held up by false mental conceptions.

Want to talk about the bad things going down in this world? If any if the positions we take give us a
sense of personal identity, we are being used by illusion to keep the game going.

Be natural conscious space.

Remembering our natural space one by one changes everything.

Don't stay lost in the noise. The brain doesn't know what is happening here and it's not meant to, we
don't need to suffer at the carnival of thinking, we can be here and be free, but not until the brain noise
of constant thinking and claiming becomes uncomfortable will we reach for the key to freedom
always ever right here, conscious silent presence that is space for the mind noise but is not lost in the
noise, anymore.

This? Is the greatest act of loving compassionate peaceful demonstration we can EVER be, this?
Levels the entire field of maya and sees it for what it is.



Dunno ||

I don't know. I don't know! I have no fucking clue what is happening here. And neither does anyone
else, no matter what appears, not one human knows truthfully what it happening or why, all we have
is belief, or conscious space.

I write so much bullshit. If any of it gives me the appearance of someone who knows who we are,
why we are here or what may be happening, please accept my apology, I take it all and smash it to
bits as illusion!

The nothing of silence is reality, it's here as the nakedness of unknowing that my present sanity is
alive, that sanity is everything to me after 37 years of being batcrap crazy, so if for any reason the
fancy clothing of conceptual knowing as words appears to project something upon this naked being,
please strip me free of it, and here I will always ever do the same, because otherwise, if I'm draped
in conceptual finery of belief, I am insane in the brain, mine or yours and I refuse to be insane one
second more of this life in brain energy that thinks it knows.

Mine or yours, both can take a hike. Be naked with me, be mutual naked sanity.

That is freedom and it's everything, all we have here in this moment is the sanity of naked being that
doesn't need to know anything to be here and be peacefully alive and aware, we are here!

It's enough to be here as simple naked freedom that doesn't need to know, burn these clothes too.



One ||

I write too many words, and so long as I live, I'll prolly keep on writing more words because that's
just what seems to be here, and in millions of words I write, not one will EVER deny you your natural
state of liberation and peace despite the mind, you will never catch me writing that you don't "get it"
or "you are not where I am"

...why?

Because you are IT. We all are. There is no big secret to liberation, it's as easy as remembering to be
here without a story, claim or reach. That's it.

And every human alive is this, so easily when the mind is seen through as the illusion of brain
activity, every human is peacefulness in abundance when the space of natural awareness is
remembered as always being here.

How could I ever deny anyone, any form this natural state alive in everything so easily?

Think on this, put it in the brain pipe and smoke on it a second, if I deny you the liberation I say I live
day in and day out, the simple freedom from brain and body attachment, if I say you don't have this
too, where is that statement coming from?

Equality of vision is mutual, if you see me as not being liberated, it only points to your denial of your
very own obvious liberation here, and likewise, if I deny you any of your natural birthright, this
perfectly clear aware being that is here, the denial lives in me only.

The universe doesn't deny anything about itself, it appears equally self-aware in all forms.

To know myself as the universe appearing in all sentient forms as the truth of formlessness, means any
projection I put out into the universe relative to the collective in my pointing, arrives to the reader as
the clearest confession I can share about the quality and absolute equality of consciousness arising in
the moment in this form I am. This we are, will always be reflected in the words I point with. We are
here. We are whole. We are equal. Every One.



Maya ||

When I lived in the mind, identifying who I am from the thoughts in the head, I lived in maya, illusion.
The layering of maya is as dense as our human story, there is real pain and deep suffering in the web
of thoughts and thinking. When I was lost in maya, it wasn't being alive like I am now, it was just
existing to get by, one thought and one belief to the next, it was my own part of the endless seeking
that sustains the real web of maya.

To know our natural space as this alert freedom of awareness renders the web of maya translucent,
the playground of suffering is leveled, completely, in the soberness of silence.

Whatever is going down in the web of maya is still painful to be with, our human mind remembered in
the space of awareness is not immune, detached or untouched by the suffering so clearly here upon the
earth, our mind simply becomes one less player in the web of suffering because its not seeking
anymore, it's not providing sustenance for illusion because we are grounded in the heart of unmoving
silence, and when this happens, the miracle of who we are here is remembered as effortless freedom,
no matter what.

Great suffering still appears in gyrations of death, disease, treachery and destruction, but the natural
space we are isn't getting lost in the play of illusion, we seek nothing from maya, we are not judging it
either, here we are simply as conscious space, enough room for the Mystery of life right as It is.

This means we will still hurt over loss or discomfort, we still experience sickness or depression, it's
all free to come, free to go, freedom is here while still honoring whatever is here as presence, this is
what liberation moment to moment looks like, being here without desire to make the pain do anything,
everything is free to be as it is, however it is, and for as long or brief as it appears.

Life is living as present with every detail, without being lost in any details, here too we are alive as
life itself, reflecting the total play of absolute and relative effortlessly expressing the One, quite
naturally here, we are forever free.



Equality ||

Well I've gotten some interesting feedback on being the change for marriage equality, and one pattern
is this idea that because I am enthusiastic about change, this means there isn't a sense of being
grounded as formless self, and this isn't the case at all.

It's fine to work for a better world, it's healthy to seek the end of discrimination and bigotry, and
being the change you wish to see is the churning action of a living human in a fucked up world, to
deny that with "stand your ground as empty awareness" misses the whole point of the human
experience.

We already are awareness, it doesn't need anyone to stand in it or claim it or do it, we are it, we are
this space naturally and we never move, no matter what!

Who is there to stand upon what ground?

Simply be who you are, and who that is, is an fierce concoction of qualities that this world needs,
only you can be you and if that you is one who lives to be the change, be it!

Awareness isn't going anywhere and it's not sweating your works or concerned for you losing what
you are. Only the mind clings like that.

It's enough to be alive here as a conscious presence living for the change we feel in our heart, we can
ask no more from a day and overall, we can ask no more from a life lived. This is the space my life is
unfolding and it comes with things like this concern for my family that we have no legal protection if
one of us gets sick, among many other concerns. I am living this change in the law I wish to see, and if
that makes anyone uncomfortable, I'm good with that too.



Ninny ||

When I remembered who we are here, about 2 years ago, I was touched by the bliss ninny
factor. It's a natural occurrence after a lifetime of suffering, to not be living that suffering
anymore, to feel a desire to share that very non-conceptual ground with people. The thing is, if
we cling to that desire to share and the sharing becomes a lifestyle, we become professional
bliss ninnies, many of who are on Facebook (because that's where the freshly hatched remembered
folks seem to end up), we end up here writing day in and day out about ND and it absolutely lends
itself to a whole new limited brain prison, the belief that we know something and that knowing makes
us distinct from other forms.

Which sets up of course the great tension you see many people writing about right now, which is the
incompleteness that arrives with assuming a whole new absolutist identity after a lot of work to shed
false identities.

I think after a lifetime of hurting it can only be expected to see blissed out people streaking naked in
conceptual nonconceptual remembering. But that too is only a state, it's not actually being available as
life itself, because to live means to be in the thick of the moment without reaching for comfortable
concepts, or any concepts for that matter, that is the whole pinpoint of presence, to live without being
lost in mind brain patterns of identity and thinking, this is our present freedom.

So where does this leave me and many MANY of my friends here on Facebook that are professional
bliss ninnies writing about bullshit with bizarre ND lingo?

Well, as for me? I'm buggin out too, I feel more embarrassed these days to write, I'm sure I still will
but I don't NEED to write OR share any state, it's all bogus and irrelevant to this moment anyway,
there is no state ever more valid than this alive moment.

People come see me, we talk, and what needs to be conveyed about presence doesn't need ONE
word, presence speaks for itself.

I'm glad I have a massive chuck of Nondual pornography in a book I wrote when I was a bliss ninny
coming out of the hatch, for all the ninnes coming out of that fresh hatch of remembering, the pointers
are there, but I won't be there, I am forever here, just living, free, totally available as life itself, I'm
thankful to be here and that is enough, no concept can touch this being alive.
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